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le FOREWORD

In this teade6c yea?, 1977-78, 81
.

"Deans' Grants" art supported by the Divi-,

sion of Personnel PreparAtion;;Busteau of
#
Education for' the Har;dicapped, U.S. Office

f Education. Each project is concerned

wt the reconstruction of, preparation pro-

grams for teachers and otherlchool person',

nel to take account of neW,policies in .

regard to handicapped students: In particu-

lar, these

to increase.their capablity to struttare'

grants focus on helping'teachers

j

the "regular" school environmeht to make- it

more accommodative of handicapped studerits

Many of ;the Deans'Granti projects are now

begiiining to produce ideas andiprodats

$

4"4r

which cars be shared.

A unique undertaking at the-University

of Michigan, as part of its Pean'siproject,
. .

waKne development of a graduete'seminal:

that focused on,the Knowledge bast'for the

\ whole set of activities then being generated

'at Michigan and other collages ofieduC.a.ifon.

-Doan Bates and the sevelil of.h4s colleagues

and studentsinvalied in the pemihar took

the extra step of writing and ,editing'sOme
-

of their findings which the. Nadonal SuppOrt 4

System ipleased to. help share through thid

publication.- It is one of the gq.dwing set
. .

of publicaaons emanating fr

Grants projects. ,
, -

iii

Maynard C. Beynoldk, Director'
Nationat.SupportZystes project

O 4

.

"
4
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DEAN'S PREFACE
**s .'iii - . ,

. lk r ' ; ' N

t
. it ik.

N '''' 4 . . 8 .

This vdiume-presatsmalerial." on and perspectives dbOut the

vision of:mbil equltableeducatio;a1 opportunities tor handl-
.

-.
pad chilC4n within a speoiltc contextthat of the public

..
.

howlsthrough tbe approacli.curreetli kriown as mainstreaming.

1 its my, hope that the reader will find .tile chapt ers 6oth infor-
' *- -- ,-. .

111 thie ind.p"vocative. But I hope, also, that tiles-reader will
4 t. 4 .

in'agree that thliproblem is not simply educational, that
.. -

e context cannot be confined to the public schools, and that no

Ingle apPioach.tar..; possibly fulfill our obligations to all'oure
)

hildien. The value of this book: in my dpihion, lies at least

areitlly in its clarification of both the number and complexity

f the issues to be considered. It does not pretend to resolve

hemi'instead, more modestly and 1think more fruitfully, it

uggests some of the factors--attitudinal, legislative, finan-

cial, communal; and educationalthat must be considered if a

resolution of the issues is ultimately to be achieved.

What I find encouragInateer.more than-40 years Ln-public

serviceand education, is thatwe are now discussing these complex

and emotional issues with the candor they soobvipusly deserve.

tt is of course true that much progress remains to be achievEd.

But it is also true that we.have come some considerable distance:

already. It is this that seems to me to justify both some 'degree

of optimism and a new determination to move ahead.

Wilbur ..P.Cohen

Dean
.

4
School of Education -

The Untversitylof Michigan

/

6
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AUTHORS' OREFACE

During the Winter Term of the 1976 a ademic year,:thd etlitgrs offeyed a'

topical seminal' on mainstreaming to special e4cation doctoral students. The format

fdr topical seminars typically has been presentation

However, because the three instructors represent an
, -

resources, it was decided to.attempt an innovation:

'Tests, assignments, and term paperk Were'abdndoned,

replaced with the peer-sharing model, and even the t

s, discussions, and

unusual combination

to write a book as

course papls,

of Ocills*and

a group.

t4ft'professor-studerkrole was

imc schedule was determined

through group decision making.. Our purposes were three -fold: (a).to develop aware-
,-

ness, skill, and understandiqg of the writing process among indiOduals who, by virtue

of th0r imminent degrees, would be expected to contribute; usually cooperatiV:ejy,,to

their field; (b) to provide an opportunity'to investigate mainstreaming, a concept

abou which there was a paucity of information and an abundance of misunderstanding;

and (c) to explore a novel approach to doctoral training, one that relies upon the

personal rasponsibilify_of cooperating colleagues. This volume is the result of that

effort. '4

ta the introduction, West and Bates of er an overvi.ew of the mainstreaming-con-,
A.

cept. ,Three broad guestions arc addressed:

I. What Is mainstreaming? 4

12, Where did it come from?

. 3. What effect does it have? . .
.

. .
.

. .

This chapter curminates in a
.

discussion of
,

some
.

issues surrounding mainstreaming.

In Part I, The Origins and Evolution of Mainstreaming, the authors discuss the

various _forces that have encouraged the development of mainstreaming and the least-

eestrictive-enironment concept. Chavez traces the emergence of special educationfas

a field from the sixteenth century' to the'present Zind exam neA American atti.tudes.
4..

toward the.handicapped'from both aphilosophical and histori 1 perspectIye. Raske
. .

,traces litigative and legislative fact9rs in mainstreaming th ough recent federal
, .

legislation, P.L. 94-142, the Education of Al All Handicapped Children Act .of1975: -.

West,and Bates inclade a brief sumMari.of the salient points f 'PA. \91t -I1 q. Green- .

baum and Markel examine the influence and impact of pardnts a 1,mainstream no altd of
. .

mainstreaming on parents. ,
,

In the Interlude, Schmerl comments on his reactions to some of the substantive
--...e..

. .
6

issues raised by the preceding authors4. Particular.attention is paid to the limits.

of acceptability of children for mainstreaming, the'Political4perspective that appears
. . .. . . N..

to underlie the authors' work, and the universal assumptio6 that.educitlon should per

sonallyl benefit individual children.
/.7

Pa t II, The Implications of Mainstreaming, focuses co four important areas.

. _School ster analyzes the sources of-resistance to the iriclusion of special needs

I S -3- P'.1.

I.



IP children in the.regular classroom. Coop and,horris discuss several critical issues .

raised by mairgtreaMing for the public schools. McLaughlin - Williams focuses atterw

tion on meihstreaming's implications for nonwhite children, underscoring the peed for"

cattion in this area. To conclude the volume, West and Bates'examine the concept of

mainstreaming. in terms of teacher training, offering a reconceptuatlization of ihe

personnel preparation process in which the interactive nature of the educational

community is recOgnized.
.

January 1977
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Mainstreaming: An Overview

Terry L. West & Percy Bates

mf

CHAPTER-1 -

x
There is much confusion about mainstreaming. The termritseli ntered the edu-

cation vocabulary so receody.that we.still encounter educators who are unfamiliar.- t
$

with it. Moreover, those 01.11 employ it seem so often to mean different things by it.
*. .

het er we are pleased by its euphOny-or distracted by its flippancy, the term
..

"main treamihg" is of littlesimportance. !What is important is that he people most

directly affected by (-exceptional and noneceptipnal children; cl sroom teachers,
$

spec ial teachers, parents, principals, supportive staff, teacher ed6. ators, and their
i .

studentsare confused about its leaning. \Ai
. ....

ft (t a short stam4rom confusion Co anger, and a shorter an0 om anger to
.

%
rejection. We are, reminded of a. teacher who, for many years, had earned the respect

_
and affection of all who knew her. Influenced by the open education,mOvement, she

examined its goals and founthem-to be good for her 'students. She abandoned her oldd .

style of teaching and egtablished an "men" classroom. Because she confused "open"

. with "Unstructured," herclasseS.becime chaotiic._ The- Children, their- parents, the
. ,

principal, her Colleagues, and she herself were dissa 'sfied. She soon reverted to

,04-/f her earlier style, eejecting'open education, its goa and its advocates. Moreover,
.

because shewas well regarded by her colleagues, the
4of

pal, and,parents, they too

rejected open education. Blame does ..
)

not rest;wittitho teach but, rather, with.the
,

,

s
°

proponents 941 open education who.might
g
have anticipated in their advocacy that .

'"opihness" is easily misinterpreted as larking structure.
* .

.

in thitphapter we address thrseyeri broad questions:4. ' . .

.

l: What is mainstreaming? - .
...

. 1,
'. 2. Where did it cothe from? , l -

.rw

3. What effect does it have?
. ,

. //

- Throughout, we have attempted-to anticipate critical ardAs whereeconfutkon'might
. .

occur. Some of the topics are discussed in greater detail elsewhere in this volume.
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The Mainstreaming Concept

over a decade ago, we heard this anecdote '{attributed to Bill Cosby):

Teacher: Repeat after me. One and one it two_?

Class: One and one is two!!

Teacher: One and one is two!'!!

Class: 9ne and one is two!!!!

Teacher: One and one is two11111

Class: One and one is twomill

Teacher: What's one-and one???.

Class: One and one is twol 111111

Voice from the back of the.r6bm: Whatrs a one?.

Superficially, mainstreaming seems as straightforward as the answer to the "oneness"

question. Birch (1974) fo example noted that, )(

Simply stated, mainstreaming is provi"ing high-quality special'
education to exceptional children while they remain in regular
classes for as much of the day as possible. (p. 2)

We. have had individuals in other fields inquire about mainstreaming. When quoted the

abbve, a typical response is, "That seems reasonable. Why all the controversy ?"

Why indeed? Like oneness, mainstreaming is simple on the surface but incredibly

complex upon closer examinttion. We have known, individuals who believe that main-
.

streaming will result in the dissolution of special education and the "dumping".of:

all variant children into regularkasses. Conversely, we are familiar with-school

systems that claim to be mainstreaming because a few exceptional children are per-

mitted to attend gym, art, nr.home economics classes. We think the fears of the

first group are unfounded and'the understanding of the Second, limited.
4

Mainstreaming has only recently crime to the fore. Since it emerged out oft

special, education;.one gouId expect, gpnerpl educators to evince Confusion about its

meaning. After all, they pave had 114Fle or no interactions,with exceptional chil-

dren. However, special educators also have been confused. In an attempt to resolve

some of the confusion, the Delegate Assembly of the*Council for Exceptional Children
est

.

adopted the following definition:
5 .

'Mainstreaming is a belief -which involves an educational placement
procedure and process for exceptional children, based on the con-
viction that each such child should be educ'ated in the least
ryttrictive_environmentin which his educational and related needs
can be satisfactorillpcovided, This concept recogezes that eicep-
tiohal children have a wide range o? special educational needs,-
varying greatly in intensity, and duration; that there is a recog-

,nized continuum of educational settings which may, -at a given time
be appropriatekor an individual child's needs; that to the maximum
Went appropriate, exceptional children should be'educated with
non-exceptional children; and that special classes, separate school-
ing, br other removal of an exceptional child from education with-
non-exceptional ,children should occur only when the intensity of the
child special educathonrand related needs issucii that tiey cannot.
be satisfied in an environment ,including lion-exceptional chiMiren,

I .

8-1 1

4



r even with the provision,of supp ementary aidszand services.
(Michigan Federated Chapters of he CEC, 1976) . ,

,
, ,

. .

The Council for exceptional 9Wildren(CEC), the professional organization for
.

,
1 -

seecial edutators, has listed four basic themes that mexplicate the intent of pain-

stteaming: , .

(7
1. Providing the most appropriate education for each child in the feast

restrictive setting; -N.,.
.

2. Looking at the Oucationar needs of children instead of clinic al or
diagnostic labels such as atrmtar97 handicapped, learning disabled,
physically handicapped, hearing impaired, or gifted; 4

. .

1

3. Looking far and ereating alternatives that will help gener educa-
. tors serve children with learning or adjustment problems` in the

regular setting. Some approaches.being used to help achlevethfi are
consulting teachers, methods and materials speiialists, itinerant
teachers and resource room teachers;

4.. Uniting the skills of general education and special' education so that
all children may have equal educational opportunity. (Erickson, 1975, P. 174)

CEC has also advised that the intent of mainstreaming is not be misinterpreted

as: -
i - ._

4
t

i 1.

`regular
return of all exceptional children,inopecitl classes. to

4
'regular classes;

_
a .

.
6

), ,

2. Permitting children with special needs to remain in regular class-
rooms without the support'services that they need;

3. ignoring the need of some children for a more specialized -program
that can be provided in the general education program;'

. 1.

4. Less costly than serving children in spe4ial self-contained class-
. rooms. (Erickson, 1975, p. 174)

Although the goals of inaiittpeaming are laudable, there is stil confusion in

both general and special ilducation about what mainstreaming is ad'how it should be .

accomplished. We caution that mainstreaming is a means, not an end. `It is a service

delivery system--an adminatrative arrangement for allocating resources-and per
'

sonnet. Mainstreaming does not guariontee high-quality.edupation; it is an approach

that holds forth hope, not promise. intimately, tts value must be assessed through.

its effects on children, not in terms of conven)ence. or efficienfy.'

Thelack of ilarity,i'bobt mainstreaming extends -to the question of who is to be 4°'

,mainstreamed. It is apparent to all that the concept iittudes those exceptional
.

0 -

chilerol traditionally served by the public schools. There is controversy over

presently enrolwhether the concept also includes children prl1led In county or state
.:,..

.
facilities outside of the school's dominion. The movements of de- institutionalization

and mainstreTini are sutfrom the same cloth: -the right of all childre6 to the best
.;

education possible. We do not have an answer to the "who" question, only 'an opinion?'
_ . ,

Public Schools should evolve intd organizations providing individualized instruction
. / . .

for all children, with the mainstreaming concept first applied to the children the .*

"9"

4
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1

schools howserve We env4sionrmainstreatoing and deinstitutiOnalization as two rocks

cast into the,same still pond. Each set of concentric circlei defines a di nt.Acenter, but the riPple'Wect ultimlately subsumeS both. With 'Martin ..(102)., we sha

the desire. "to make more real the vision of an educational system which is 'special

for every chi lcr.IP. .5240).-C. 1 .

.

,

-

.
.

The resource room/helping teacher: Model is the core of tbeinainstreaming "cOn-
.

cept% .Pporetents ofAnainstreaming represenj this model as an alternative to the
e 0.

.pacial class. In tha4speciar.ciess model (Pig, 1) variant children" are educated fn

classr,00ms isolated froth their age and grade peers. The special class attained pr6m-
.

.inenCe durihi.the post-world -War-11 ere: As .Reynolds (1975) observed,"durinq tha-t

e

T. 1. '1116,, %rev, 1 ,

Specica
Teacher ;)

Self- Contained

S ecial Class

perioa, for the first time in the history of education, exceptional children were

made a part of the total school community through stations built into the schools"

21). Although speCiai classes were located in the schools, they were seldom an
s

integral pact of the school. Like two families Co-existing` under the same roof.,

special and general education each hadthpir own children and resources--personnel,

leadership, and funding.

When we cdOsider that variant child

schools, and that their right to an education

by public opinion, It is tempting to view the sel

historically had been excluded from the,

as not guarahteed £y law or eT-edur...*d

-co tained special class as a step 4.

forward. Inclusion is better than exclusion; but the special class segregated chil-
..

dren. ,Amd unfortuilatelt, it. also institutionalized the exceptional vs. normal .

dighotow.

The resource room/helping teacher model_ (Fig. 2) 1-e-conceptyalized the station
.-
of special education to the Clasiroom: It recti.fied the erroneous notion that

special educption exists apart from.the life of the school, that it is a place where
,

exceptional children are exiled for 35 hours each week. The helping-teacher model
.

reifies our common belief that the needs of eqhry chill should take Precedenie over

Iv;

4
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Fig. 2. The Resource Room/Helping Teacher Model
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the convenience of thedeliveY system. For'example,some children (Frog. 2, #1) need

intensiye.intervention in brief isolation from the regular classroom;.the needs of

other children (#2, Clasirooms B and C),,dictate that, they spendlpart of,their school
.

day in the resource room,-and pat in"the classroom; still. others 43, classroom Dy
. r

would best profit:from full integration into regular classrooms. Oroponents.antic-

ipate that mainstreaming will eliminate the "separati"-but-equal" relation,of special
4

60,

to general_education and de-emphasize, if not resolve, the classification dilemma

between stigmatizition and the need for identification.
. .

Andther notable dimension of the h4lping.teacher/resource roqm model is its

fecogeition that there are children who are not identifiable as exceptional (#4,

classroom-D) but.who need additional assistance. Combined wtth changing reimburse-
,

ment patterns, this model gives all children access to whatever special help they may

need.

.when the helping teacher/resource room model is contrasted with the special

class, one'outstanding modification that'is noted is the formal relationship of

classroom knd special education teachers. The'special education teacher,, better

know" as the helping teacher in recognition of this new aspect of .the role, providli

clasiroom teachers with assistance of two types: (a) in diagnosing, planning for,

and twbing children with.special needs (Fig. 2); and (b) in gaining access to the

supportiyaresources available in the school, the %chool system, the community, and

the universities (Fi. 3)-

Mainstreaming re-defines the role of Cne, special.educat.16n teachr. The self-

contalne4teather was responsible for directintervention with specifically identi-

fled children. The helpihg teacher role hies three facets:

1. Intervening directly with children who need additidmol assistance,
either while in the regular classroomor in brief isolation from
it, as the best interests' of the child dictate.

2. Providing cbnsultative assistance to theclassroom teacher in design-
ing appropr4ate educational plans for children in selecting effective
materials, methodologies, techniques, evaluation, and diagnostic
strategies, etc.

1 ,

3: Serving as a liaison between the clasSroom teacher and the suppor-
tive resources of the educational system, both within die school

4, , .system and outside of)t, when the classroom teacher requests such
. assistance.

; op

-
.

.

in this way,the helping teacher serves as the most important person in mainstream-
.. .

.ing: as interventionist, consultant, and liaison person.

Origins

"

During the last year we have spoken with may teachers, administrators, parents,

teacher trainer-4, and university students about the mainstreaming concept. Onceour
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discussions found thtjrvay through the confuSion of what mainstreaming is, the next
..

.

question typically asked was, "Where did itcome from?" It took us aWhile to recog-

nize that there are really'
A
twg questions implicit here. The first. relates tocausal-

ity. The second calls f a rationale. Those with whom wespoke wished to know the
: . .

causal .antecedents of'the,mOnstreaming movement,' and ,the argumehts put forth in sup-

port of the-concept. Note that "arguments" is plural; mainstreaming is complex and
a. 6

broadly defined, and its.rbtionaleS are many and complex.

When special .educbtion is viewed historically, for example, the change from ex-
.

clusion of som e exceptional children from the schools to inclusion in a special class,
1

to full 'participation in the life of the school 'takes on an auriLof historical inevi-
.

-

tabllity (see Chavez, 011. 4.. From an ethical perspective,mainstreaming can be .

argued to be a moral and humane approach (seeZand, Ch. 3). Frgm the legts)atpl *ind-

litigative point of view., mandatory special education laws and decisions and PA..

94-142 guarantee thpiNghts of exceptional children to an education In the least re-

strictive environment (see Raske, Ch. 4). In terms of the rights, of consumers, them
,.

parents of exceptional children have been ihstrumentai in bringing phbuemainstreaming
.

(see Greenbaum $Marltel, Cb. 6). These constitute just a few of the various ap-

proaches to "rationalizing" mainstreaming. Birch (1974) listed 11 "reasOns for

mainstreaming":
.-

1. The capOility to deliver special education anywhere has
improved.

4'

2. Parental concerns are being expressed more directly and
forcefully.

3. The ejection,of the labeling of children is growing.

4. Court actions have'accelerated changes in special educat ion
procedures.

, . .
.

.

5. The fairness and accuracy of psychological testing have been
'questioned. _

.
.

.

6. Too many chilthn weri'classified psychometrically as mentally
%

retarded.,

^

-v$

7. Civil rights actions'against segregation uncovered Auestionable
specfal education placement practices:

8. .Non- handicapped children are. deprived if they arenot allowed to
associate with handicapped children.

. 9. The effectiveness of convenionaj special educatiomwis questioned.

10. Financial considerations fostel mainstreaming.
, r

o

1. American'philosophical;foundations encourage, diversity inthe same
educational setting. (pp. 2 -7)

It must be recognized that theself factors constitute Birch's perceptions of causal

elements in the emergence of m- ainstreaming at thIS point in history. Some, we feel,

are as yet unproven. For example,'his contention that ,there L6-16n increased capacity

-0-



to deliver ecial services to exceptional children appears to be base4 on two,pre:

raises: (a that there are presently (or will soon be) a sufficient dumhe;7.of,com-

petently trained personnel, both regular and special educators, to effectiveIy deliver
.

services; and (b) that the technologiCal potential of systems of individualizAjon is..

such that their efficacy, general dissemination, and cost are not factors precluding
1

their use.

There,rs one factor about which we express reservation: that financiAl.consid-
.

eratc ns foster mainstreamin The current availbility 9f.federal and state assist-
!

ante:for the development of ain itreaming is certainly an incentipi Howeveri:the

impli cation thaemainstreaming exceptiopal children will be less expensive than

spe ial class. placement fs "misleading. It might be contended that a unified system

iho Id be less costly than the separat-but-equal arrangement. The.report of the

Pr ject on. Classification of Exceptional Children commented that' "mainstreaming will.

.J-lo work,withoutformal structural arrangement , including special staffing, and thbt

it will -not save`hKey" (Hobbs, 4975, P. 252 .

,

A number of the factors listed are discussed elsewhere in this volume. The two
9.*

ascios" that we advance here are rejectiop of labeling andlthe effectiveness of the

special Class.
.

Duringsthe early 1960s: it became apparent thai siriologists had been ignoring an

portant,aipect'Of diViance. The societal reactions perspective (often described as

..1 beling theory, ihteractionalism, oar, he social control orientation) forced atten--

t on so the relationships amorig rule makers', rule enforcers, and,r6le breakers. Taken

V gether with the reactions of individuals to people identified as deviant, the per-
.

.

oveled to recognitiqp of the stigmatization inherent in identifying children,as

N

e c tional. Although research'substantiating ihi; effect is equiyocal; the very idea

that identifying the children we wish to help could bedetrimental to their wellsi .

7
being has had a,profound effect on the educational community. This perspectiveicaused

us to reconsider tike ways in which we ideptfy children who need assistance aid the

theansby which this assistance is'given.
/

.f . The societal reactions perspective raised questions about'the viabil lfy of the

'special class concept and he processes through which identification occ rred. Yet

the persgective4drd little o help us resolve the classification dilem We know

that therie Are children who, for whatever reason, need assistance. However, they

must be identified before assistance can be given--and identificatiolfmay resultin

. ;

stigliatization.

The special class model, was fostered by 'either-or', logic% Once we accept the

premise that a Child i s either normal, or_ exceptional., .separate interventions, teach--.
4 e .

ers, classes; administrations, prOfessional preearation programs and teacher. educators

'naturally follow: Hainstrelming challenges this logic.. The gross categorical dis-

tinction between normal and exceptional children has little educational value for

either the needs 1 the ind4idual child or 00 eacher of that child. .

°
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Abandonme f pf Zhe'sticategorical distinctions foreshadows a more humane and less'i,

depersonalized e licational system, one that views each child as unique, both-amazing-

ly similar to and wpriderfullNIferent from other chjldren;;)-educational\kystem
,

'more like an ecolpgicallybalanc garden than economically efficient assembly
. .

line;.and a system t4t pla s 4 premium.on individual growth and harmonious inter-
"

actions, not on standardized, production. :, .

The mainstreaming movement argues for neither the, plimination of identification

, pcocesses:nor the "sink -or- swim" aPprOach that would result from dissolution of MN
,

special educatioll? It advocates psychoedvcational diagnosis that focuses on deter-
. . .

. .

mining .the child!s needs, rather than categorical.discriminations that have'little

s

C

relatiim to the educative process: What good does it dc. 6D know that a child is
1

emotionally impaired oc mentally retarded?. Would it no 1)4 6D the advantage of the
, ..,

. v. .

child and the teacher to.know chit he needs to learp v wel Sounds on oadong and the
.. .-

concept of numbers in arithmetic, that he needs to in rnalize control's and increase,

his self-concept in working through his life-space p 9 lems? Once teachers are aware

of the child's psychoeducar(onal needs, they can pr 4de assistance in Areas in which
Y..

they re competent and obtain the services of specialists in areas in which they aro
. .4.

not. ,
l:' i

Psychoeducational diagnosis it an apilach w th:obvious-merit. In the learning
/

.

.
. ,

disabilities are , for example., it has served fo years 4s the basis for intervention.

Cruickshank (1 74) has noted that "Wegration i no more .the answer to the educa-

tional proi;1 ms of exceptional children-than h
..

been the fundamentally kladequate.

program of special education of the pest centu J ( 70). .,. ,... .

He point out that, I

/Quality special education is going o be hard to come by, but
lest than this is morally, if not eg411y, intolerable now

, and in the fdture....Quality special education must be fou
on honest and accurate psychoeduc Cjonal diagno pil

evaluation. Further need not be aid on this -tier save to '

state unequivocally'that the pro lem or its olutioh starts at
this poiAt. (p. 71) 411,

Quality special education is a goal of ma nstreaming, That is, a hoped-for consequenA

of an administrative arrangement. The m ement holds forth the `prospect that the

convenience-centered categorical discrim nations of the past will be replaced by

child-centered psychoeducational diagnosis.

f Fortunately, financial arrangement are now being considered that will divorce

reimburtemint for services,to children from the, format classification of the child as

. deviant. .

Reimbursement systems are n
making possible the finanC
grams without the usual cl
associated with the basic,

struction, this flexibili/
dren to participate in
19,2, p. 229)

.!

being developed in several states
al support of special education pro-
e tie to the labeling process. When
rend toward individualization of in-

I; will allow many more handicapped chil-
e regular school program. (Martin,

r
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AneO? the deficiencies of the special class was that because of reimbursement eon-
,

straidts a child could not be offered additional assistance withoUt first being

diagnosed as. exceptional. We often found ourselves in the position of being unable

fito.epa child until his/her problem reached critical severity.: - 4

VVthe COcietal feactions perspective ordeyiance untlerscor the deficiencies in

the identification process and questioned'our right to burden children with the stig-

4 associated with special class placement. If the proponents of the special class
1"

had demonstrated unequivocally that this arrangement was justifiable, we doubt that

mainstreaming movement at: se would ever have been considered<FIA not that the

speeiar class precluded integration. For example, in anational survey of teachers
%-.

of the emotionally'disturbed conducted over a decade ago, Morse, Cutler, and Fink

(1964) found that one-thrd of the teachers were integrating children On at leasta

part -thee basis. The impetus to propose a distinctive alternative to the,special.

class'derives from the inability of special education'to demo strate conclusively

that'special classes were more effective than regular class placements.

Concurrent with the development of the special class, research was begun to

astbss its.effectiveness.., Since the rights of exceptional children were neither

guaranteed by law nor encouraged by public opinion, it was hoped that research would
?

substantiate inclusion of special classes 4n the schools. Belief in the special

class approached the intensity. of doctrine. its justification awaited'only the reve-

lations of research.

By the early 1960s special classes had attained nearly universal acceptance as

a means for educating exceptibnal children. In 1962, Johnsqn examined the research.
4

on the efficacy'of special classes.. He commented,

It it -indeed .paradoxical that mentally handicapped chlldren
having. teachers especially trained, having more money (per
capita) spent pn their education and being enrolled in 4

classes with fewer children and a program designed to pro-
.vide for their un.lque needs should'be accomplishing the
Objectives of their education.at the same or at a lower
level than similarly mentally handicapped children who have
not had these advantages And have been forced to remain,in
the regular grades. (p.:66)

When Dunn (1968) examined the available research, he concluded that

the overwhelming evidence is that our present and past prac-
tices have their major justification in removing pressures
on regular teachers and pupils, at the expense of the socio-i
culturally deprived slow learning'pupls theisqlves. (p.8)

4

A

Filler et al. (1975) examined current research on this question.

studies of the efficacyof special classplacement suggest

. that the educable retarded child does at least as well aca
demicaliy if allowed to remain in ttle regillar class. The
humanitarian's plea that the retarded Child's'social and per-.

sonal adjustment will be better ff he is placed in a special
class without frustrating pressure also hasnot been empiri '

cally validated, (p. 209)
. ,

The efficacy research,-on other. disability areas was'ino'N more encouraging. We do not
..

0. ti,Y
1r#
irM4.7;-,
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suggest that the Special class was proven to be ineffecxive. Rather, the studies
.,

were unable to demonstrate effectiveness. Lilly (19713) spOke to the heart of, the .

le

matter: "they, are inconclusive toedate. It must be added, however, that in the true

spirit of research they will be inconclusive forever". (p. 43-44).

The efficacy research has been subjected to severe scrutiny over the wears.
...

0
Whether it is methodolOgically sound is a moot question. The issue it northe in-

adequacyadequacy of research techniques and' strategies. Irdead, we have found in our review

of the'research on the efficacy of mainstreaming that these few stddies'are also in-

conclu ive to date, T1ere islittle reason to expect that a decade more of research

will c6roclusivety demonstrate, effect.Vver;e; or inef ectiveness of the mainstream:

ing model.
. -

Research facilitates clarification of the issues an provides necessarysinfor-
. e

illation for decision making. However,
.

the complexity of th mainstreaming concept
.

precludes resolytion of the efficaty issue'throvh researc Even were it.resolva-
,

.ble, educators cannot afford...to adopt a "wait-and-see" po re. We agree with
l' ..

CruichshanK (1974) that, .

Unfortunately, the issues must be discuhed essentially from
. %-peoreticalNand philosophical points of view. There is no

definite research on either side of the argument and indeed.
none may be possible due to the infinite number of uncontrol-
lablevariables. (p. 67)

.

11! '

. But we also agree with Chaffin (1974) Oat ilthough_the'present mainstreaming

grams do not offer proof that they are an imprOmement over traditional delivery ys-, N.

ems, they are certainly no worse anJ hold the promise of much more. (p. 17)

Leaders in the educational community are'responsible for examing the mainstream-
.

ing concept theoretically and philosophically; as pragmatists who daily -face the

realities of schooling, theirgsponsibility is fulfilled when these condlusiOns are

traInslatedlkoto actions that benefit chile:Iry and teachers.

For years we preached the doctrine of.the special class. We culled from the ranks of

children thoSe who had difficulties in school and,those who were excluded from the

schools. We called them "exceptional" in reaction to the once - current "idiot,"

"Noron," and "crazy." We cared, and in our caring, wetoffered the parents and teach-

ers of these children our dream--a SPECIAL education for their children. We trained

an elite corps of specialists and inculcated our faith in the futur'e of these

.dren. They went fortho proselytize, and the -rmmAs of those who cared grew legiOn.

14 organized; we lobbied; we demanded the, rights due to those for whom we cares]. And

we secured them. And we believed in the special cla4s. Indeed, special education

was the special class. Should we now be surprised that children, parents, and teach-

ersa;* confused when informed that exceptional children may be better off in, the

mainstream?.

21
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Issues

, The first reality which must be faced is that mainstreaming engenders resistance,
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We cannot help but wonder at the wisdom-of representing mainstreaming as an al-
1

,Itertiative, As we understand mainstreaming, it is not a ricrvel notslion. What is novel
about provisling.each ejtild wish the best education possible ?, We 'already know that

some children develop best in classrooms with their peers, others with individualized..
tutoring or small-group instruction, and others with some other baJancg,of the manbi-
`fold instructio al options available in the education cornrow- eettelping teachert,.
model, a core c ncept in mainstreamingwas developed by Morse (1.9/.2) iff thefilat,
1950s'an8 was ay tuallyiplemented in public schOO .in 1961--15 years° ago!' Yen

years ago, 441.n a Bureau for tht educat ion of the Handicapped policv.spieenlent=,to the

education commi tee of the House of _Representatives, Itilazzo and Bigelp4.41966)1
adi

wrote, "our'egoa is to place Eh" education of the handicapped
?

squarely orfoto the main-

stream of Arneri ati education" (p. 2). pMainstreaming is a Conso,e-rdatfop' of our know-
,

leage and a r.eaffLretation.of our faith. in chi idren: riot new ,altennative,_but a
s. -

continuation of our struggle to make education ch'i id centered.
Yet. mainstreaming has been represented as an alternative. children, parehts,

and teachers are confused. Out of misubderstariding grows fear: fear th t speCial,

education will be eliminated, that special teachers will be fired, and at cla-4room
teachers will ii be unable to cope; fear that mainstreaming rnetns maillsivestenstitu-.
iionaiization, that exceptional children will be indiscriminantly east Intalregular
classes, and that children, exceptional and nonexceptional, alike, will bear the .

burden of unplanned change. . .

,t ,
I Resistance to mainstreaming derives from more than misunderstandipg.(see Sclpol--s .1

. e . ,..
raaster,Ch. 7). Mainstreaming calls for major revisions in,..the relation of special

. .

and 'general education. "The Vroblem would be ciifficult enough" for -5-pecidlsiducatron
. 4.-

to make internal changes; however, the emerging deisigas for deli verielf a special
.

education services are part .of a refashioning of the total educational system and.. n
- thus must-involve the total educational system"' (Meisdeier, '1 974, p. "20)6 4

.... , e .- .

?' The most obvious 'change is that classroom teacilers are expeCtig°,3to be involveitv

with exceptional' children. Gone are the days when a, chi ld could, be r,eferred "whole

cloth" to' the special education teachers when(s)he had adader;ii,e tir;sOcio-em9tional
difficulties. Special education teachers (called.resosirce room teachers tr, better

. ; s -
yet, helping teachers, i n the mainstreaming model)' will cont inue,to -.Intrven4 di rect-

t ,.. ly with chi ldreti. However, with the adoption Of the psychoeducationat perspeclive,
.intervention focuscs on the educational needs of the chi,ld,rather thin ors ecategori-,,
sal label, a label that all too often implies that the difficulties the child en-
I AL! .... - . .'court:1,0u resrde milkin axe chfld. The ,forums in which these inter,Antions occuri'as

. .. 0
well as the leilgth. of tie intervention period, are determined relative to the,

.
crite-

- a - - .
rion: "What is best fo this child?" If the chi ld needs intensive oarto-one intek-44 .

vention in isolati om his peers,' then the answer is the resource rood, Converse -

r ly, i i, i t iiobee.i for the child to be with classmates' ful ritime, but add i eronait44
assistance Is needed, then some mixture of resource' room and clasiroom is'Ondicate,P. '

.
As Berk) (1972),,asserted, "true imegration requires more than bodily presehc 1' .,

4 t

f
1a' i? r) .:
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(p: 3). We may Well hope that mainstreaming will bring to a deserved end the Ph)10-

,

soppy that the services available should, termjne the needs of a child.
# .

. .
.

The increased inv6lvement
,

of classroom teachers with the problems of cHildren
v

who were
,

previously referred to special classes creates new demands on them and

consequently, resistance to'mainstreaming. We believe that this, resistance stems

less from misunderstanding, fear of change, or personal laziness than from uncertain- .
,,

-,ty about the adequacy, and appropriateness of their skills in'teaching atypical _ci:Til-, .

dren. Morse (1971) discussed this aspect.
.- .

0.

Special pupils need help in the affective domain ware:..e4en,
..

than others. They have problems in behavior control, moral. .. :

development, values, self-esteem and social attitudes- -
areas in which most teachers feel least adequate....At is'
no wonder that some teachers tend to reject special children

4 who present so much of a challenge in an area where their 4

competence is low. (p. 67)
.

e\

School systems that place exceptional children in regular classes without addressing

the sources of teacher resistance are performing a disserv)ce.to teachers_ancW1-

dren. Mainstreaming implies a process of integration, not inundation, a process that

creates new but not unmanageable demands on teachers.

The problem of mismatches between a child's needs fn a teacher's abilities is

a complex one: Classroom teachers ha e always been able to some, it not most,.

of any child's needs. If the child has cademit or socio-emotiona needs not full

filled by the classroom teacher, then the helping teacher meets those needs for which,

(s)he has competence and brings the child into 'contact with other interventionists

qualified to ebeelive residual problems.

The helping teacher is the most important source of support,for.teachers and

children, .However, if classroom teachers have reason to doubt their ability t0 teach ,'

exceptional children.,helping teachers too have reasonable doubts. There is little'

question that helping leachers are prepaileto directly intervene with children: ,

Years of ttaining have enhanced their interventionist skills. For helping teachers,

the issue of ability is raised . the two other areasof their role: As consultants

with classroom teachers and as the liaison to other $upp4ive services.

SarOon (1971), in hit remarkable book The Culture of the School and the Prof),

le* of Change, stated,

Psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, readip clalists,
and resource or rovingteachers are.only some of the personnel
available to the classroom teacher. One of the major complaints
teachers articulate about these specialists is that they define
help_in,t4rms "of what the teacher can do with the child. As one
teacher put it, "I do not need someone to tell me what more I

should or could do with the child. When I ask for help.1 or-ask-
ing someone else to Ao something.v (p:.157)

It becomes increasingly apparent that both Classroom and helping teachers hae

nepds.whiCh must be met. Inundation tireatens both. If a program of progressive

ff.

.
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inclusion is to be c nstruc,tedtn the premise that helping teachers naturally have

the skill swhick mainstreaming requires, it is dociled.to failure. If these teachers

arnot provided with the assistance.which theyllded, we may Wel find the helping .

'teacher "reorganizipg" the resource room tofit.what ($)he know$ bist--the old self-
.

.

contained special class!
.

In an earlier section, we;voiCed our belief that any coneeptualization of main-

streaming should be amended to include the provision of supportive services to help!

ing and classroom teachers. lnservice training should be a high-prioritV item in any .

such suppoitive system (see Morris 6 Cook, Ch. 8).
,

Some research has been conducted on the effects of inservice training for main-
.

streaiing. These few studies give evidence that teacherstecome more optimistic. .

about the success oriniegration (Yes, 1973), initiate innovations (Lombardi, 1972),

alter their, role perceptions and increase delivery of services to the handicapped

(Martin, P971), and increaSetheir overall perceptions of iheir.competence (Glass 6

Meckler, 1972; West & Konieczy, 1975). inservice training has merit as an approach

to increasing teacher knowledge and skills and influencing attitudes toward human

variability. lts primary limitatipn is the degree of change possible, given the time

available. No doubt inservice training can increase skill levelsiut it cannot rea-

sonably be expected to substitute for years of.specfal education training. We be-

lieve that inservice should be provided, but that it constitutes but a single facet

in a comprehensive teacher support system.
//4

A comprehens_i veesystem of suppolt recognizes a cominonality of purpose in the

educational community: all members ultimately striving for the benefit of all chil-

dren. Whether 'these members are located in the school, the school system, the uni-

versity, or 6e,surrouhding district, they share this aim. The priinary function of a

university teacher/ training Program, for example, isprofessional preparation; but

tl)e standard against which the effectiveness oa program is Ultiriatey assessed is
. 0 . .

'the degree .0 which it benefits children.,, Numerous examples of teacher and c ild

. supportive services are displayed in'Figere 3. Each shares thiscommon goat . Else-

whene,'their interdependency is .examined' (West 6 Bates, Ch. 10). Here we reaffirm

. our belief that all members of the educational community should be child advocates..

Conclusion

There and problems in mainstreaming and there will be problems for years to

come. As educators, we would distrust.apy innovatioy which claimed to be problem

free; our field has. uffered problem-free fads and panaceas before. We are cautious
1-

'1'44 but optimistic about mainstreaming--optimistic because its intent is most laudable;

cautious because we fear distortion of this intent by those who worship convenience,
-

efficiency, andtself-interest. Mainstreaming must remain a child-centered movement.

Charles Schuli, the creator of Peanuts, makes a habit of placing words of wisdom

in the mouths of babes:
o

Linus: Our teacher has an interesting theory. She says

-21-
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teaching is like bowling. 'All You can do ro1.1

the ball doven the middle and hope yOu touch, most
of the 'students. -

Charlie
Brovin: She must be a terrible bowler! (Hatch 30, 1976)

6.
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Historical Di/el-View of

Special Education in the United States

Irma M. Chaves'.
.

TER 2

The history of special education in the United States falls into three distindt

periods, Theirst extends,from institutionalizecktreatment of the handicapped in

the sixteenth century to aboU$ 1875, preceding public school inv6lveMent in, the

education of the handicapped: The second period extends to the beginning of World
. .

War II in 1941. 'This period saw the establishment -of special classes and schools for

From the end, of Work0War II

children grew tremendousli,

questioned, resulting in'the

exceptional chkldren. The third period has bps ,parts.

4t in 1945 to he mid-sixties, special services for such

Then special classes for special, children began'to"be
*4

current interest in mainstreaming.
.

. ..

' . the4Sixteenth Century -to about 1875
.

Special'educati9n is fairly recent. Hewett (1974) pointed out that, from man's

eartiestibeginmings, Individuals who were diffelkilrhave been "destroyed, tortured, .

exoricised, sterilized, ignored, exited, exploited0 , and even considered divine".
4.0.

(p. 9). Very few and largely inadequate institutiOnalfacilities forthehandicapped
.:,were established before the sixteenth centify. Special education for exceptional

,
children is a recent phenomenon. As parents of exceptional children look back today

, . 6

on the history of educationarnegtect Of the handjcapped, they find it Hifficult to

.

.,

' believe that the so-painfully won achievement of special classes is'today undef
v.

.

serious attack in the.hame of mainstreaming. .
.

t
. T

Careful and critical examination of-the historical.trends in ,the education of

the handicapped permits a greater and more sympathetic understanding of t sqns
,

a
..; .

for the controversy about mainstreaming today{`

The'insiltUtionwas'the prevalentlorm of, treatment for exceptional persons
,

prior to the.nineteenth.century. From theisixteenth century onthere was
. -
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considerable,growth in the number of institutions established to care" for the men-.

talix ill. (PrevioUsly, monasteries and prisontthad been theprincipal keepers of

the mentally handicapped). San Hipolito, built by Bernardino Alvares in Mexico, in

1566, was the firsesuch institution established in the Americas. its closest coup-
,

terpart in what became the United States was, the Pennsylvania Hospital, established
4

by Benjamin Franklin in 1756. However, Ahi$ hospital was not totally committed OD

the treatment of the mentally ill;,the.first asylum in the colonies exclusively de-

voted to the mentally ill was. estiplishe.din Williamsburg, Virginia, in 1733. BLit

these early institutions were little b'tter than their predecessors, the penal 1n4l-
4

tiotions, and. mental patients were tr ated mo re like animals than human beings (Cole-
,

man & Braen, 1972).
A

The eighteenth century stands out as a transitional period for the handicapped.

An educational view toward the handicapped was encouraged by'the teachings of Locke.

who advocated sensory.experence in learning (Pritchard, 1963). Diderot, in 1149,

also claimed that the blind could benefit from education, and hepromoted the idea

.104k1'" that the blind could be taught to read by touch (Durant & Durant, 1965). The French
-1 :;a.

5. > *. 6Hevoluation (1789) was also responsible for the emergenC1 of a more hamaniteian view
4k"

.toward the handicapped. In 1792, Phitlippe Pinel was made physician-in-chief of the

BiCttre and; later, the Salpgtriere, two prominent mental hospitals in P.arks' during

this periOd. Pinel believed that the mentally ill were sick individuals who 8e-

served humanitarian care (Zilhoorg & Henry, 1941). The role of the special educator

was also establishedat this time. Valentine Hauy established a school for the blind
/1'

in France and used embossed print to teach them to read. He believed that the blind

could profit from an education and therefore should be educated (Wallin, 1955):

Americaalso felt the humanitarian views inspired by the French Revolution.

Benjamin Rush, known as the father of American psychiatry and associated with the
4

Pennsylvania Hospital, advocated better treatment of the mentally ill in 1783.

elkr, h'i's treatise, Medical inquiries and Observation Rem Diseases of the Mind,

published in 1812, was not totally devoid of the established beliefs in.astrology,

bloodletting, and purgatives (Coleman & Breen;, 1974.

Although some progress had been made toward humanitarian card of the handl-
.

capped, humanitarianism was not a prevalent attitude at the close ofthreighteera

century. A medical student, writing in 17% at the New'York hospital. noted thqt

mental.parients were 'kept in cells in the %liar of the hospital and that straight

,..,jackets and chains were not uncommon (Russell, 1941), By the close of the eighteenth

century, more progress had beer% dade for blind and deaf Children than for physically

or mentally handicapped children. The physically handicapped, retarded, and dis-

turbed were still largely viewed as examples of divine'displeasure. Furthermore,

all forms of ratardationwere hot noticeable at ktime when few individuals could,

read and write It las only when general'education was widely accepted that the

retarded stood out (Pritchard, 1963). The eighteenth century, then, was a time when

humanitarian care and education began to emerge slowly; but fear, superstitition, and
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41
'hostility were still prevalent. Much still needed to be done. ,But the stage was set

,. . . c-
for/the emergence

A
of speciat-erldeition in_ the nineteenth century (l(ewett, 197h).

Pri

The nineteenth century,pas Neen vjewed as .a landmark in the history, of special
MI

educition../flt was during this century that Jean-Ilarc-Gaspard Itard, a physiciiiri in
4 s

Parrs,' morked with the "wild boy" of Aveyron--a boy about 12 years ofage who was .,... .

.: . . .

found in 1799 in the forest of Aveyron in Southern France, where he had lived most of

his Life as a primetive forest-creature (Hewett, 1974) *Jtard believed, that the boy,

whom he named Victor, had been abandoned at the age of 2.or 3 (Coleman & Braen, .

1972). Victor's animal-like behavior, jtard-felt, was due to deprivation of contact

with other humans and, therefore, that timan,contact and intensive training would en-
, -

en-

able Victor to become normal. Having nb precedent upon whichto mode) a program of

treatment for Wctor,'Iterd d'evel'oped his oOri: based on several principles: (a) that

human contact isnecesscry for normal deloelopmentk (b) that.imitation is the learning

force behind the education of the senses; and (c) that there exists in all huMan

beings a continuous relation between needs and-ideas so that mental capacities grow

to meet the needs of the individual (Colemin s Braen, 1972). Itard worked with

Victorfor years to develop his senses, intellectual functions, and emotional facul-

ties (Hewett( 1974).

itardss methods have since had consideeable influence on the education of ex-
.-

ceptionil children. Itard employed training materials to enableVictor to discrimi

nate in theareas of touch,'smell, and other senses. He employed language techniques,

such 'as associating words with their objects. He also employed imitation and modeling

as techniques to teach Victor desired social behaviors (Coleman 4. Breen; 1972),

Itard's work was instrumental in promulgating the belief that education and training

can alter behavior. Through the appropriate training prOcedures, Itard deMonstrated

that levels of functioning could be improved (Hewett, 1974).

Itbrd's work had an immediate impact on special education in the ninteenth

century. It was instrumental, in the 1830s in itimuldiOg the teaching of the re-

tarded at the Bicgtre and the SaipOteiere (Doll, 1962). More important, it led to

the accomplishments of Edouard Seguin, itaed's student, One of the most sighificant

edgcators of the mentally deficient. His prdgram of education focused on the physi-

cal, intellectual, atid moral development of the child. Seguin emphasized the eBIAT

person. Whereas Itard tended to view sensory/experience as an end in itself, Seguin

saw that sensory experience must be fused with mental processes. Seguin was success-

ful in developing techniques and materials for teaching purposes, for example,
.

music

training to develop controlled behavior and matching techniques for symbol recogni-

tion (Talbot, 067).

Siguin came to the United States 0,1852 because of his dissatisfaction with the

French government. Soon after, he became involved with piograms.for the mentally

handicapped. In 1854, he saw-the dedication of a school built expressly for the

mentally handicapped. Jhe New York Institution at Syracuse developed its program

'
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along the lines espoused by Seguin. BetWeen.1854 and his death in 1880, Seguin

worked constantly in behalf of mentally riwded children. Today's interest in the

relation between sensory deprivation and human learning was Tirst voiced by Seguin

who felt that the maintenance of sensory stimulation is necessary foil retarded WI-
..

viduals.. Seguin's hope was that through. proper and consivant training the retarded

would become normal functioning human beings(Talbot, 1967).

In addition to the contributions of Itard and Seguin, other strides were made in

the education of the.handic4ped during the nineteenth century. A young student in.

. the Paris school fOr.the blind; Louis Braille, developed in 1829 a system of commit-
.

cation for the blind from a military code. This code, which' later became known as

braille, was. then referred to as sonography (Bobbin, 11955). . It was also at this time

that society stopped consi4ring handicapped children as the Almighty's judgments

and, instead, began paying attention to .their needs(ReynOlds, 1975). Blind, physi-:

catty handicapped, and mentally defective children had been abused by society. The

need for their education could no longgr be ignorid(Pritchard, 1963).

A few individuals--Horace Mann, Samuel Gridley Howe, and Dorothea Di'x-'-became

the spokesmen for the retarded and socially maladjusted in the United States during

tife early nineteenth century. It was at this time too, in 1817, that Reverend

Thomas Gallaudet began his program to edugate the deaf in Connectida. The yeari'

between-1817 and 1850 were filled with' activities in behalf of handicapped children.

Inspired by Mann,Howe, and Dix, schools= for the, blind, deaf, and mentally retarded

were established. Perkins institution*wgs founded in 1829 and the Massachusetts

School for the Blind in 1832 LL44lickshank, 1967)

Other major developments for the handicapped Occurred during this era. In 1818,

the American Asylu for the Deaf and Dail) in Hartford, Connecticut, began to provide

the first education for the )eebleminded in A merica. The first school totally de-

voted to the feebleminded was opened in

Its immediate succetior was established

the state legislature (Heck, 1940). Id
- .

a member of the Massachusetts State Cegi

Barre, Massachusetts,

near Albany, New York

1846, due to the work

slaiure, the state of

in 1848 by H. B. Wilbur.

, as an experhient by

of Howe, who was then

Massachusetts appro-

priated about $2500 per year for a three-year period for the education of retarded

children: the first state-supported program for mentally retarded childrenin Ameri-

ca. in 1851, the Massachusetts school for the feebleminded was founded. Within 15

years, several states in the Northeasn and New England (Ohio, 1857; Connecticut,

1858; Penhsylvanla, 1859; Kentucky, 1860; and Illinois, 186.5) established, programs
, .

.for the education of the retarddd (Hoffman, 1974). Even the- fate of the mentally ill

began to look brighter at this time. Charcot and Burnheim in Francebegan to place

much importance on the role.of psychological factors and the. inner life of the mental

patient. This ,view enjoyed even greateprominence somewhat later through the con-
.

' tributions of Janet and Freud (Zilboorq A Henry, 1941)..

The contributions of Dorothea Dix during the nineteenth century cannot be
; .1.
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overlooked. She was a retired school teacher who, in 1841, began to teach female

prisoners on S1ndays. These interactions ecquainteb her with t ditions prevalent in

jails, almhouses, and asylums. In 1848, she.wrote that she had een

more than 9000 idiots, epileptics and insane in tip United
States, destitute of appropriate care and.protection...
bound with galling chains, bowed beneath fetters and heavy,

p iron balls attached to drag chains, lacerated with ropes,
scourged by rods and terrified beneath storms of cruel blows;
now subject to jibes and scorn and torturing tricks; now
abandoned to the most outrageousviolations. (Zilboorg 6
Henry, 1-941, pp. '50-584)

a

,
.

. These findiAs inspired 0ix to carry on a vigorous ca alp between 1841 and

1881. that culminated in the raising of Millions of dollars to build suitable hospi-.
, . .

tals for the mentally ill. She opened two large institutions in Canada and reformed

the asylum system in Scotland. Her record of establishing 32 modein mental hospitals

was an stonishing 'feat, considering that at that time ignorance and superstition

pery the field of mental health_ (Coleman & Breen, 1972)1. She had to overcome the04
antiquated, ignorant, and callous public policy that permeated mental health. As .

Darojel Tulad of England then wrote, society was slow to treat and rehabilitate the

`mentally ilk rather than shut them out (Zilboorg & Henry, 1941).

During the middle decade of the nineteenth century in America, however, educa-

tors felt that environmental factors suchas adequate diet, health, training, and

education could offset the detrimental Influences that had resultedin retardation.

Thies, education for the retarded took on a more optimistic note (Hoffman, 1974). As
, .

-Deutsch (1949) observed, the institutions for the retarded tended to be educational

- and not custodial n nature. It was generally believed that the retarded could be

restored, to the general community through education.

Most institutions and state facilities for the socially maladjusted were situ-

ated in the country. The city was still viewed as corrupt, as the breeder Of crimes

and those who commit crimes--the'socially deviant. This anti-urban sentiment, an

ancient tradition, is part of the agr'arian myth. American romantics strongly felt

that the city produced delinquency and antisocial behavior (Hoffman, 1974; Letch- ems,

-

S worth, 1883). In his analysis of the agrbriamyth, Hofstadter (1955) quoted a

characteristic view of the city that was prevalent in theippteenth century:

the city crushes, enslaves, and ruins so many thousands
of our young men who are Insensibly made victims of
dissipation, of 'reckless specutition, and of ultimate
crime. (p., 33)

. -

The populace believed, -said Hofstadter, that youth who migrated from the country

to the city were headed fck vice and poverty: The first state educational facility

for. socially maladjusted youth was opened in 1846 irtWestbaough,Missachusetts, on

the prerftise that country-style Irving and traditional famjly yobringiAg would achieve
,

better results 41 reforming these children: As a result, subsequent institutions,
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even for the retardVssgere modeled after the Westborough fatilLty.Ooffmant 1974;

\Letchworth; 1876).:.

AlthOugh the need for education and training of the exceptional began to be 7.)

recognized in the nineteenth century,and institutional facilities for the handicapped

.were increasing in numbers, much yet had to be accomplished in terms of special educe-

eion for%all $xceptionat children. There were too few such facilities for the handi-

capped; the facilities availablelkere located far from the mainstream of society and,

therefore., were not easily, accessible to.the'persons who needed them most., Located,'

far away.from populated centers, the institutional facilities were easilYtforgotten.

As time passed, the kind and quality Of the services that exceptional individuals .

,

received were poor. The Country-style.) nstitutiops and emphasis on family living

began to give way inadequateinadequate custodial care.
le

. if'

The period that followed, from the last quarter of the nineteenth cegtury t
.

..

World War II, was not mach
.

better and, in some cases, progress in special educat, on

for the handicapped Was hindered. Thus it appears that for centuries the exceptional

were largely neglict6d, mistreated, or p&vided with inadequate or a minimum of,care.

Little that 'can be called education was provfded for these chirldren,.
0

The Years 1875-1941

During this period, beginning in the last quarter of the hineteenth century,
40 .

special education classes sere established largely as a result of compu)seri tcluca-

tion. With the advent of compulsory, education, children with handicaps.wer forced

to ttend school.' Edu ators in the public schoolS,,unable to handle the exceptional

Iti
,...$

chg ren arriving in r cord numbers and.realizing that no special provisionis were-
,

11.available for these y upgsters, began a movement for the establishment of pecjal

classes. Special cl sses came oboist, then, not for' humanitarian red ons but because

exceptional children werd'unwanted in the regular public school classroom. .Feelings

against mainstreaming, that is,placing exceptional children in regular classrooms,

were strong.-

In sight of the current centro4ersylabout mainstreaming, we need to consider Why

special classes were instituted in the first place. This period of history reveals.

the answer. it is relevant to the present ,situationin special educationo Should

exceptional children continue to be mainstfeamed.into regular classes, as at present,

only to.discover that these children are .unwanted there? .Or is our society now so

different tilat we,cannot jOstify comparisons` and, thefefOre, can safely assume that

the handicapped will be accepted receive the most effective education in the

regular class6pms.of public schqois? e can better arrive at a9swers to such ques-

tions after car,ful consideration of history:

As early is t909,-the feting was expressed that special education classes came

-about largely becalAe,of the compulsory aetendance\lat9 (Bell, 1909).' The.end of

' the nineteenth and beginning of the ,twentieth centuries saw ttie spread of both com

pulsory education and sP ral education classes thrciughout the United States

Va
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(Gossard, liNIJ Hoffman, 1974) Frou the last quarter of the nineteenth century to

'World War II, the school took on the form that characterizes it today. The school

became an integral part of American society; it yds theorptically responsible for the

Americanization of society, particularly of those immigrants who came_to the United

States in vast numbers during 'this immigration era' (Curti, 19'71; Hoffman,' 1974).1

As early as 1753, FraAklin had proposed that Americanization be, an established,

policy of education. He conceived of education asra mechanism of societal corirol.

Franklin said lhat the preservation "of our language and even of our government" was

precarioulonIess English- controlled schools were established among the German piOple

in America (Curti, 197r, T. 39). William T. Harris, who advocated compulsory

.elementary education in 1903, wrote that elementary education shduli lie designed to

provide the child with the tools "to appreciate the Comm.; stock of ideas and cul-

tural values that governed the social organization and civilization df which he was

a part" (Curti, 1971, p. 315). With the advent of the influx of immigrpts from

+Southern and Eastern 'Europe, Americanization tool on a specfgl significance. ,Thd

.Commissioner of Education in 1870 wrote that with the influx of immigrants there was

a greater tendency in America for the newcomers to bp blamed for corruption; there

was,' therefore, support for assigning responsibility for Americanization to the

schools (Curti, 1971).
-

The new immigrants congregaeed in self-contained neighborhoods IA the cities

tryihg to preserve their cultural heritages and customs. Their contrast with older

Americans was marked. Reactions included tho4e txpified by Professor P. Cabberty of

Stanford, a s taunch supporter of. Americanization' of the immigrant; he believed that

the immigrant-40W not possess the Anglo-Teutonic notions oflar, order, and §overn

ment which they and their children needed for proper assimilation (Cremin: 1961).

As a result, teachers were delegated the responsibility of. Americanizing the imml-

grarits (Curti, 1971). The immigrants were perceived as a threat.to American society

and Americanization was America's response. It took the form of compulsory educa-

tion. As Hoffman (1974) alleged,

the huge /influx of foreign-speaking. immigrant; with their
children provoked a societal effort to maintain stability,
which was a primary factor in the enactment and enforcement
of compulsory school' attendance laws....(p. 53)

By 1860, at least half of the nation's £hildren were receiving some form of

education. Massachusetts. New York, and Pennsylvania already had elementary schools

widely available and they were expandir their educational programs to include the

secondary level. Between 1852 and 1918, all the states passedcompalsory attendance

laws: Mississippi was the lest to.pass such laws (Cremin, 1961). Until recently,

Miisissipgi's population was more than 50 percent'black, and the state has never

'This discussion, like those it summarizes, is restricted to white Americans and
immigrants.
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attracted large numbereof Eastern or Southern European immigrants.

it. was also around this time that special education classes for the'handicapped

began to be established. Compulsory school attendance led,to the development of
.

special educationclases. "Doubtless there ig some relation," noted Gossard (1940),

"between the fact that in 1853 Massachusetts. passed a compulsory attendance school

law atd that in 1860 ungraded2 classes were established in Boston" (p. 83). Study

of the annual reports revealed that special classes were considered to be a response

to problems raised by tlie new compulsory school attendance laws (Gossard, 1940). In

1909, the superintendent of Baltimore schooli wrote,

Under the operation of'schbol attendance laws, instead of ,t

easily getting rid of dullards and Laggards, as we.too often
formerly did, we are undertaking to hold them and teach them;
and it is an easy problem to discover who they are for they
force themselves upon our attention: We cannot be ignorant
of their presence. (Gossai-d, 1940, p. 16)

Similar views were expressed by Bell (1909)

Later, Hoffman (1970 noted this same relation between compulsory schOol atten-
-

dance and the establishment,of special .classes. He stated that compulsory school

attendance brought an increasing number of individuals into the schools which the

regular classrooM could not handle. Handicapped children who for "various reasons"

had previously been eliminated from schools could no longer be disregarded (Cremin,

4P

1961; Heck, 1940). --

The beginning of special education thus' had its roots in the nineteenth century.

As Doll (1962) nbted, many points of view concerning tgaeducation of exceptional
- .

children were expressed in one ford or another during the nineteenth century.. Be-

tween 1818 and.1894, residential schools for the mentally retarded and other handi-

capped individuals proliferated. State respdhsibitity, both public and private, for

'the care of the mentally retarded app re by ?,890, and special classes for the men-
.

takly or socially deviant also began during the 1890s: Developmental concepts,

3,6dividualization of instruction, and gainful employment for the Mildly retarded

were all considered during this period (Hewett, 1974)

However, by the end of the nineteenth century, growing pessimism begin to

shadow special education. lnstitutionssfounded to educate and treat their handi-

cappectcharges began to be more simply custodial. Katz (1968) believed that this

transformation resulted from the bureaucratization of these facilities. As they

expanded and grew, they began to be governed by wardens and assistants who were

unable to maintain the warmth andamily-style atmosphere .that had,characterized many

of these institutions when they were smaller. It was also at this time thateduca-,

0 tors came to the nealization_that training retarded individuals was not going.to

result in their normalcy (Dunn, 1963).

2The term "ungraded classes" was given to special classes.at that time. Ungraded
.C;lasses included.aome or al-types of babkWa& children (Gossard, 1940).
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This pessimism was spurred particularly by Chi popUtdrity of Darwinist thOught.

Henry H. Goddard, an advocate of Darwinist thought, had considerable impacOon

special education. During the first two decades of the twentieth century, he' was a '

leading figure in special education. Goddard was cpnsidered to be distinguished

' scientist, author, and teacher (Irvine, 1970.- Heaspoused.Spencer's view that the

inferior members of society posed a threat to the welAre of the human race. God-

dard's The Kallikak-FaEily.portrayed the feebleminded asi,a menace to society (Doll, -

.1962).: He-stated that a number of the ancestors Of mentally defective individuals

he had traced were cfiminals,.prostitutes, and paupers. Becaute of this book, a wave

of alarm concerniohg the mentally defective sptead throughout the country (Hewett,

1974)- The impact of these views on the mentally retarded and behivjorally deviant

child was considerable. Professionals and laymen alike began to view these handi-
.

capped individuals with°"repugnance and alarm rather than sympathy or benevolence!

(Hoffman, 1974, p. 557 riirthermore, in the treatment and Ore of the handicapped,.

innate deficiences were emphasized.

Concurrently with these developments, residentia0acilfties for the mentally

retarded and behaviorally deviant continued to be established. -By the 1870s, 10

more residential schools had been established for the.deaf*and blind. Up through

°1920,every State-or territor; wki911 wasto become a. state establishecisome'kind

of residential facility for handicapped children (Cruickshank, 1967).

However, residential facilities did not altogether. ascape the peis'imsm of the

day. Particularly after the Darwinist mood swept the country; these institutions,

located miles outside the citiesywere easily ignored (Cruickshank% 1967). Their

quality and purpose deteriorated rapidly. The children placedin the facilities were

far removed from their families; there was insuffkientstaff; the staff was inade-

quately trained; and the facilities were too small and too few to accommodate the'

nulbers of handicapped children who needed them (Reynolds, 1975)

Although the rbsidential facilities appea'redless than inspiring at this time,

the development of public day schools and classes looked pore and more promising. .

Not only did Compulsory school attendance laws lead to the establishment of public

special classes and'schools, but more handicapped children than ever before were to

be found in the cities. As i result, parents and educators sought to keep their

handicapped youth within their communities. This pressureoccdrred because of in-

creases in local populations; large cities madeeit difficult for parents tO visit

,their handicapped childfen; and following Goddard's contribution to the Concept of

individual differences, pcofesiionals in the field of exceptionality began to recog-

riize the practicality and feasibility of homogeneous groupings which could be accom-
.

Plished through the medium of special schools or claStes.4.The conceptlof classifi-

cation took°holq, in particular, between 19200and-1930 (Cruickshank, 1967). 'Th

The special classes were taught for the lost part by teachel-s who had been

trained in residential facilities.' Gallaudet College began trilning teachers for the
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deaf in 1890 and the Vineland Training School in N4w Jersey began training
:

teachers

of retarded children in 1904 (Reynolds, 1975). In 1911, 222 cities eepated haVing

classes for backward and mentally defective children. 8)0913: the nimbi; had finery

to 248; by 1914, at,least 300 cities of' 10,000 population and greaterhad 2stionkzed

classes for subnormal children (Heck, 1940). In 1869 Boston was the first city /o

educate its own deaf; the Horace Mann School was organized. in 1875, Chicago did the

same. th 1907, Wisconsin imcame the first state to pass d''Bay school lavrfoh,the
.

deaf. In I896,' Chicago became the first city establish claSs for the blind,
.

(Heck,' 190), I. st

,NumeroOs other classes were establisia The success ofthe program in Chef go

encouraged other cities to follow suit. As a result, classes weoe oiginiged

Cincinnati (1906),, Milwaukee (1907), Cletlandi Ne(64york, and Oacine, WiscoOSih -

(19O9); 22 cities reported such classes 1926-27. As early as 1876, Cie:',e4and'had

a school for incorrigibles; 16 Years later, in 1892, Chicago reported having a class

for delinquents Classes of this nature were begun in ProVidence (189), New York
4

.:`

(1895), Indianapolis, Philadelphia, and Newark; New Jersey 41898). By 1937, 45
.

cities reported having classes for'such pupils
.

(Heck; 1940) Provisionsforcrippled
j,-

children were made much later than for other handicapping cond.itions. It was pot
. t , t

.until After 1920 that programs were organized in the
.
form of decentralized hospibta)-

.

i._
.

.

schRol facilities, diagnostic cemters,
.

and localclinics (Cruickstiank, t967), _
. . .

_ Reynolds (1975) stated that the establishment of special'classes in the public
A. .

schools was very slow during the first half of the twenti

.
grams that were a411able served handiCapped children foroonl

years; that admissio4 criteria excluded many.handicapbed children; that'spc pro-' 6

grams were merely tolerated; that the,children: and teachers assigned to these classes

were often ostracized by the rest of the school; and
.

century; that those pro-
.

a minimal number of

tliatIk s useeth labels to classi-

fy these children soon took on derogatory overtone/. . .
. . .

In programs for exceptional children, little gil progress was made% Instead,
.

seeMed to be more in research and the development beducatteinal principles

. for the handicapped. Dr. Maria Montes'sori, during the last de,affe of the nineteenth'
. -

century, translated and modified the methods and materials discu'ssad in Seguin's

te. book, IdiOcy and Its Treatment'bt the Ph sio.1 'Method. She first appliid her
1

method to the mentalty retarded. However, her rl*C eras . nor Wei.] received in the

United States at this time because of the pessimtim the country pertenang ,
.

about the mentally deficient. She extended her Methods,to mal c reil. It was

this merger of special education with, the mainstream of reg ar educat

Seguin had promoted (Dunn, 1963). Alexander GrahaM Bell, th his iwonilf the
0 - , . It

telephone in the latter part of the nineteenth century,,opened crew 0 ibilities

for the teaching of speed: to the deaf.. The heari4 aid wa eveloped; .re empha-

siMas placed on sound in the teaching of speech; and oral methods of aching the

depf were' advanced (Ktrk, 1972). .
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Research in the education of the handicapped progressed. W. E. Gernald, 10

deieloped programs for use with severe mental deficiencies that included speci-

fic schedules for self-help skills; the use of utensils; diodistic work; rhythmic _

training; games; and outings. The concept of job analysis was first applied to the

training of mental defecti;es by Buhl in 192B. H,is concept of curriculum was divided

into curriculum, self-help, occupation, physical and mental achievement, and recrea-

tion; he,further subdivided these categories into the respective activities and

specific tasks required for accomplishing each. The first vocational program was

initiated in 1882 by Stewart at the Kentucky institution. In 1922, Vanuxem used

individual and group discussion, promotion of esprit de corps, and competition to

train adult retardates in greater responsibility. He aimed the growth of

lepdership, and self control asa result of h methods. The concept of dif-

ferential placement was firstjsuggested by Bancroft 1901. She-fa-II-that-those

individuals wit'', sensory and motor defects could best be educated in the public

schoolsrthose with an underdeveloped "faculty" could best receive restorative train-

ing in small schools; and tHose with innate deficiencies'coUld best be trained in .

custodial institutions.

The concept of diagnostic teaching was first posited in New York by Farrel. She

viewed mental deficienty in terms of physical and mental defects and advocated that

teachers should first diagnoSe the learning defects and then apply the appropriate

methods. Practical exercises for specific mental faculties were presented by Barbara

S. Morgan in 1914. The concept of remedial education was advocated by-Whipple in

1935 and Brueckner in 1911. A special/education curriculum was put forth byAnder-

son in 1917. She outlined different goals for imbeciles and` morons at three basic

levels of instruction: kindersarten, departmental. trade. yunCtional analysis was

approached by Werner and Strauss in 1930s. Their work save rise to teaching methods
.

' for the bran-iniured child based on an individual and analytical approach. Ingram's

book in 1935. Education of the Slow-Learning Child, stresspd the importance dof learn-

ing and development. In planning a curriculum, Ingram emphasized physical, social,

and emotional developmental. 1 els o the child's experiences In home, school,..and

community. The program of educating the ural retarded was discussed by Gessell in

his handbook tcrguide regular teachers in 1918 (Doll, 1967).

The impact of mental testing on the field of mental retardation was consider-

able. Mental testing, as Oioneered,by Binet and Simon, established 0 means by which

intelligence could be evaluated far diagnostic, classification, and planning pur-.

poses. Terman's development of the:intell

.degree of mental retardation Ind to class'

the work pioneer'ed by these men (Levinson,

The influence of Darwinist thought on

this period; whatever progress was made in

fear instillled in the populace by interpre

igence quotient was used to determine the

fy the retarded. Numerous tests follewar;

1952).
-

the American mind was significant during

special,pducation was overshadowed by the

ters of Darwin and Spencer, such as Goddard

-35-
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and others. Although fear and, superstition'regarding the mentally defective had

begun to be supplanted by understanding, education, and treatment, during.this time

when Darwinist thought was prominent, America i:cgrdssed to the earlier position

regarding the mentally defective. John Higham-

cists had caught the public's attention. To.the

biologicarquestions. American psychiatrists were

971) stated that by 1910, eugeni-

eugenicists, immigration raised

quite "disturbed at the 'number of

hereditary mental defectives supp.*d.ly pouring into the country" (Ingham, 1971,,p.

151). The fear thus provoked cannot be underestimated. Johnstone (Bell, 190$) ex-'

pressed this ConcerdLeen he, said that permanent custodial care for the feebleminded

erative since it was transmissible from generation to generation. This reel-

ing hin ered the progress which had begun to be made in the education of the handi-
,

. capped.

Still, special classes, ,once established, proliferated rapidly; they were recog-

nized for their praCticality in providing homogeneous groupings. Teacher-preparation

/ programs for children assigned to homogeneous special classes were established "and'

much morkfand effort were expended on methods god materials geared to the special

chin' in the special clash setting.

What the regular classroom was perceived as incapable of doing, the Special

class proved it.could do
.
better and more efficiently--educate the exceptional., The

growth and successor speci.il classes were curtailed only by the pessimism spurred

by Darwinist thought. Had/Ork.factor together with the ensuing wars not been pre-
.

sant,.we can only imagine how much more advanced special education would be today.

It was believed back then that special classes provided the best solution to the
.4

education of the handicapped. It.remains to'be seen whether the present movement

toward mainstreaming will arrive.at.t'b same conclusion.

From World War

FROM WORLD WAR 11 TO THE MID -1960s

I to the Preient

Further progress in special education was delayedby the Depression and World

War 11 (Hewett, 1974). However, by the end of the 1940s a number of states had

organized_progr'ams in the public schools for handicapped children. Teacher-training
A

progralis were increasing in number. This upsurge really gained momentum during the

late 1950s and the 1960s as the federal government intervened in the care and treat -

meIt of the handicapped and grants were provided to state and local school districts

for the education of handicapped Fhildren (Reynolds, )975). The
3
demands of parents

and parent groups, who believed in the viability of the special class, were being

. re1 t

Funding provided an impetus for research in mental retardation. it resulted in

renewed.erforts in anatomical and biochemical research, research in.sensory depri-

vation, renewed ipterest in the severely'retarded, vqcatiOnally trainable, brain=

injured, and.increased cooperation among parents, the public professionals in

4
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exceptionality, and administrators 6Hewett, 1974) . A study Tepated in January 1948

revealed that in cities with a population of 25,000 and over, public schools were

admitting handicapped children with lQs below 50. Because of parental pressiire,

educators who had at one time been opposed to educating. exceptional children were

noefgiving in (Wallin, 1A58).
4.

More than at any other time, this period saw the greatest ad'iances in special

.iducatl9p In the numbers of exceptional chiidren served, numbers of programsesttbc

- foi. handicapped chitaren, and monies apkonriated for funding proirams, re-
--

search, and teacher-training programs. Iwas during this peribdi, noted Reynolds

11975), that prpgrams for. exceptional children were really built into the schools.

Afthough special programs declined, during World War II, the actual numbers, began
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

b y

390,000 programs (1963) (Farber,. 1968): In 1948, Maycie (1965) reported that tht

'population in special classes was 442,000; In 1963, the population was reported to be

1,666,000.

Much of this increase in number of children served can be attributed to parents;

----Ilse year 1940 marked the beginning of parentil,action in behalf! of exceptional chili-

dren. lnieialy, parental groups worked slowly. Parental groups began with an

advertisement in the New York Times: parents of a ceaebra palsied childinclyiry

whether other such parents would get in touchwith them. This feeler eveptually re-

suited in the formation of the New York State Cerebral Palsy Aisociation (Cruick-

e shank, 1967) Since then, a number of powerful organizations havp been. created

4
,throng out the United Steie1 to represent

//

most areas of exceptionality- They have

been instrumental in the establishment of programs and the passing of federal and

state legislation. In addition, parental organizations and parents of minority

group children have joined forces in seeking assistance to reduce the overrepresen-

tation of minority children in classes for the mentally and beloviorally handicapped

(Reynolds, 1975) Parental organizations have had their greatest implct on state

legislatures, '&81 school borads, and Congress. The naritl program ofIresearch

(initiated in 1956) under the Auspices of the Department of,pealtb, Education, and

'Welfare came about because of parental group pressuree(Cruickshankh 1967).

The recent expansion of services for the handicapped can largely be explained

by recent federal legrslation. Legislative acts, such as Kennedy's signing in 1963

of the Mental Retardation Facilities Act, which appropriated over $50 million for the

education of the handicapped, the establishment of the Division of Handicapped Chil- "a

dren and Youth under the Office of Education, the appropriation of $1,1 milliori during

1964-65.for scholarships and feliowihips for prospective teachers, supervisors,,

coilegteachers, and researchers of the hariaicapped (Connor, 1964) have.made jt

quite obvious that the role of federal legislatton in the .advancement of special 1'40/-
educatj,on has been unsurpassed byany other single factor.'

Much' of the federal legislation for the handicapped was passed between 1957

3 .. I
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1967. The Cooprative Re ear th Act, P.L. 83-531, appppriltedo$675.000 for relet
or the mentally( retarded; it was the first step by Congress tokird aid for Nandi-

capped childre4 since support for Gialiaudet College in 1864. Several bills were

passed to train professional personnel in the area of the handicapped ()A:85792611

P.L. 86-158; Pd1.. 88-164, Sectioh 301-; P.L. 89-109). !Similar bills were passed which.

allocated fund,fOr research on the education of the handicapped (P.1,. 88-164,

Section 302; P.11.°89-105), The Education of`the Handicapped Act; PL. 89-750,

provided-m0gs to states for pre-school, elementary, and secondary school childrenIsL

it also set Or the National Advisory Committee and Bureau of EducatiOn For the Ilandi-."'

capped. The Mental' Retardation Aindments of the 1967 Act *L. 90-170), in addition

to allocating un s for personnel, provided fbr research in the area of physical

educaldn and recreation for the handicapped.

Partly due to the impetus provided at the federal level, states began to initi-

ate special educationslegislatka also. Gilmore (1946) rioted that after MontAna
.

enacted such a law in 1955, 48 other states followed suit, poking provisions either
. . ,

in the form of Cdvisdry or finanCial 'state assistance'. In 46 of these state§psuch
Mb

a istance meant soma reimbursement fort expenses incurred by the local school .

)11/d Octs in providing education programs for the handicapped.

In 1955,'the physically handicapped, the educable mentallfhandicapPed, the

trainable, and Ihe socially or emotionally maladjusted were provided with educational

programs in Illlnoiis, Iowa, New Jerse,,New York, Rhode Island, Washingtonand West

Virginia: Fortyeight states that'year had someprovisiOns for the physically

handicapped; educable mentally retarded were provided with some care in 46 states;.

the trainable mentally retarded received 'some care in 49 states; and the socially

or emotionally deviant had some proAsions made for theM"in IS states. As of 1956,

30ustatee had permissive legislation u(iereby the local school districts cou10 initi-
D

°ate loCal special education,programs'then request financial or consultative assist-

ance
44K .

from the state. "Mandatory legislation whereby the local districts Were required
-

to provide educgtional servicet for .the handicapped existed in 13 states, A ombi-
.

nation of petmissive provisions and mandatory provisions existed in 5 state (Gil-
. .

more...1956).
'

To ke4ep up with the demand, institutions of higher education init)i'idetand
.

expanded programs to gain teachers, professors, administrators, anditesearchers in

special education. By 1949, 77 colleges and universities reported sequences of

courses in special education. Within the next five -year period this figbre had

increased by 45 (CrufchAhank, 1967). Scholl and MiJazzo (1965).reporteethA 'in *4

221 colleges and unitersities'had requested financial assistance from the Office of.

Education for special ec.kation programs. Within one year this flgureincreased by

33. Conndr (1960 indicated that teachers, profdssors,-apd sypervisors.in special

eJucation were in demand more than before.' "One of the most importpnt problems

today." reported Cain (1964),."kis) manpower and professional training of teachers"

-o
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(p. 211). Researchers: to add to existing know,! edge in special eduation and to ltudy
, 4.%

.4

present curriculum and methodolo4ical approaches, were also in short supply (r..tnnor,

.

.
A

Special education'experioncei its greatest growth during this time. Monies were
. u Jme-irogr- -

increasingly available otikmeWthe demands: of the handicapped. However, it was
.,....... ,./ -

.

. apparent that programs aneservicks for the handicapped were still needed. Because
:- .0.

4 0
- programs were. insufficient in number to accommodate all thefiandicapped wheNneeded

them, handicapped children often floUndered for years witho ut attending special,edu-
-0

cation programs. For some, insticutions were the Only facilities open to them. Pro-
.

9rams for the multiply handicapped, pre-school-aged handiCapped, autistic, and brain-

,injured were practically pOnexistent. IMprovollents still were needed, too, iri the

quality of services. Programs varied from teacher to teacher, district to district,

state,22 state. The number of exjstingkprograms for thehandicipped im.a state meant

nothing in termd of the quality of services. Often they'were poor.
tlf

In the coding
. .

years, much still needed to be ddne if effective special education for all the handi-

capped was to be realized.

It Was apparent, though, that the discontent felt than was due

ty of the special classes but to the 140 of a sufficient number of

Parents inparticular workecifor thconinved eitablishment of such

THE M1D-190s TO THE PRESENT A

The present trend inspecial education is toward doing away with the special-

not t4 the quali

such crisses.

classes.

class end m'aiftstreaming exceptional children in regular classrooms. As in-'

clicked, however, the mainstreaming of exceptional childrer; was attampted.before

failed. What justificatgon.is there for returning to malasreaming? Perhaps special

classes have not had sufficient oPportunilxLolrove themseh;es. As the historical

literature demonstrates (see previous section), monies:for research on special edu-

cation are relatively recent. Furthermore, there is as yet no,substantiai evid ence
...s,

to indicate that mainstreaming is.the answer. No wonder there is so much. concern

over the abolition of sdecial classes! J ' 4 .
..e ,

Beginning in the.mid-1960s,,spetial
-
education-44dhderwent a radical transforma-

A ,

.
tion. Just a few years before. special education schools and classes were.enjoyine

*a newpoPularity. But, sparked Ey Dunn's article in 190, groWing'disehchantment 16

with special education was apparent by the last of the 1960s. Nelson and Schmidt

(1571) stated that Dunn's article was responsible for splitting the ranks of Special

educaWs...In his article, Dunn (1968) remarked that special education ptactfces as
. . , .

they.rexkpted were'wrong.
4 . ..

...
. 4 .

- . We have beets generplly ill-prepared and ineffective in '''.

' educating these children. Let us stop being pressured.
into continuing and expanding a special education program,
that we know now to be un able for many of the children
we are' dedicated to serf 4 ( .

. $

e
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Immediately after Dunn challenged special schools and special classes, a proli-

feration of supportive articles, appeared in the literature. Lilly (1970) reported

,that programs for the handicapped suffered deficiencies in logic as well as product.

Efficicy studies, ht added, proirided us withlittie valuable infOrmation on exigent
. .

deficiencies.

Concern regarding special education Waebeen simmering within the past decade.

There were beginning to be repor.ts that retarded children in special classes did

more paorii in physical, personal, and academic -areas when comObred with retarded

children in regular classes.: Blatt (1960) for example, found few significant dif-

ferences between handicapped children in special classes and thosIFIIN regular
.

classes. Efficacy studies, reported Lilly, indicated that special education pro-, .

grams are not much better than regular classrooms. He called for the Abolition of

special classes for all except the most severely impaired,

As a result of growing disenCtantment with special education, a Aft in empha-

sis in special education has occurred. The emphasis, is now on mainstreaMing fRey-

nolds, 1975). This-trend is the most pervasive. movement in special edocatroA today:

Institutions, special schools., and special classes are returning their handicapped

children to the,regufar classrooM. The concepts of resource room d resource teed!

ing currently fill the literature. !Gickling and Theobald (1975) stated that regulir

classroom teachers are being forced to mainstream at an unprecedented rate. Main-

streaming is perceived as the solution to the problems bf the exceptional child.
e..

Thejournal articles criticalofmainstreami4 (e.g., Kolstoe, 1972),, do not

seem to have slowed down the mainstreaming movement. Even those which have offered

alternatives(Christopolos 6 Renz, 1969; Dunn; 1968; Johnson, 1962; and Lilly, 1970)
do-

have been largely ignored on the basis that they have few data to support their con-

victions (Gickftng 6 Theobald, 1975). Reynolds 0975) believed that mainstreaming

is receiving popular attention because of.the decline in population growth, the cur-//'''

rent movement to do aw4+ with stigMatic labels', the awareness of the great'amount of
VS

money needed to run special Vocation programs, and the jolt strength of parents

and minority groups.

0 spite of the momentum which mainstreaming hal attained, controversy still

persists. MacMillan (1971) felt that to abolish special classes totally in fp or of

mainstreami0 would be premature. Debiding upon the most efficacious arrangement

exceptional children is complex; evidence feeds to be re-evaluated (MacMillan, 1971).

Christopolos and Renz (1969) felt tatAo continue special classes is unjustified.
,

But they also noted that evidence pertaining to regular students'who have experienced

malnatreaming is inconclusive. Hammons 972) believed that more study of the mat-

ter, not abolition, is needed: The real concern of Johnson, Below, Reynolds., Lucas,

nd MacMillan is best rout,ebducationallrfor 'the exceptional child (Hamolons,
. ,

1972).
. .. ,

Speciaeducation is undergoing an evolutionary process; it should take thii.
.

'..'
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opportunity to explore needed changes and to seek' long-range solutions (Hammons,

1972). Valletutti (1969) 'sized up the situation well:

Segregation oir integration is not the critical issue....
Segregation without a program is just as destructive as ,-
integration ivithoOt understanding. Returning to an educa-
tional system which 'ignores the premise andpossibility
of the special class would disregard the-imperatkpes of
educational history, which have mandated an alternative
to wide range hearogeneity. (pp. 407-408)

So where has special education gone since its inceptiOn? Since the seventeenth

century, handicappled indivrduals have bean through an ordeal. In the beginning, on ly

Institutional facilities were availableto them, ill ,prepared to handle their needs.

With the advent of compulsory public education, the handicapped began attending the

public schools where they could no longer be ignored. The public schools, believing

that they could not handle the needs of these special individuals, argued for the

organization of the special class. Special classes floundered for years on inade-

quate funds and ill-prepared teachers. Assthe special class began to enjoy popular-

ittand_increased support, if too began to beschastised. Presently handicapped chil-

dren are being placed back in regular classrooms in record numbers. Mainser 9

hai gone very far, very fast. It is doubtful that, in ihe throes of this curr

In.special education, exceptional children today are receiving thd most effec-
.

tive education that is due them after 60 many year* It remains to be seen whether

mainstriaming is the finil answer.

a
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American Attitpdesoroward Handicapped Children.

I

Charlene Rooth Zand

CHAPTER 3

The ultimate democratic attitude toward children is mainstreaming. Mainstream;

ingrecognizes that all children are individuals; that their differences vary fromia

lesser to a greater degree; that all .children should'be accepted as indi*idyals wor-

#hy of positive personal and group attitudes among and interactions with theiesOool

systems, teachers, and peers; and that all children are entitled to the highest

standaeds and widest range of opportunities i instruction, which is geired to en-
.

hence AReir cognitive, emotional,phytical; a .social maturation, allowing them to

participate in their communitres.. Because of hi moral and humene.yalues, main-
et

streaming demands an honest appraisal of our personal:end group attitudes toward all
-

childrefi,-handiclapped and npnhandicapped. =

#

This chapter highlights anddescribesosome of the attitudes toward handicapped

children that have appeared in the literature.__ In the first section, some observe- .

iions are offered abOut the effects of nomenclature on social judgment, especially as

labeling creates expeptations for and of exceptional children. The next section pre-

sents an,historicaf perspective, concentrating.Onthe.pnited States. This review

'demonstrates, not surprisingly, that our present attitudei-toward handicapped ail-.

dren have been shaped by the Oultural forces at work during our historical develop-

ment. Particular emphasis has been placed on the background and development of Puri-

tanicaleioCtrines and the Protestant ethic as'Jhey-relate to individual differendes.
-...

The literature has provided a rich background of opinions-from prominent persons of

the timep who expounded on the origins and4management of mental retardation and other
.

divbilitiem 'These opinions have)been handed down to each succeeding generation, as
. ,

part of our heritage, and remain,inficientiel today, Sampling these writings with

their rich metaphors forehd direct accusations of diffeiinces in, human, beings may
.

allow us-"to-view present attitudes with more objeettVity and detachment.4-
I
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The last section discusses contemporary attitudes toward youngsters with handi-

caps. In contrast:with the enormous progrees.in public and group attitudes toward

the problem, individual attitudes still appear to reflect the early stigmas attached

to handicaps in the history of the-United States: A possibility for.change is pre-'

sented. Finally, the choice of am educational career is seen as the distinguishing

factor that obligates educators to demonstrate that.their attitude is the democratic

one of m4instreaming.

Nomanolatdra and Social Judgment

Judging other people is a c9nt(nuous,,routine, almost reflexive process within

our daily lives. We'judge people on the basis of their social interactions, intel-

lectual status, and physical appearance, as well as by the various racial, religious,

sexual, financial, occupational, and other group categories .to which they belong.

There are common beliefs about how people whould behave in their particular roles or

categories. Businessmen are expected to act differently from carpenters, children

are expected to act differentlylarom adults, and teachers are expected to actdiffer

ently from store clerks. Thus we arbitrarily assign a "social identity" to people ,

on the'basis of the group that they voluntarily or.involuntarily belong to and eval-

mate their behavior against their social idAntity,(Scott, 1969, p. 16).

An individual who looks or behaves differently from most of the members of his

specific group is stigmatized in our eyes; we view him disparagingly (Goffman, 1969,.

P. 3). We proceed to categorize such people as different, assign that category a de
,

icripilve name, a label, and display a negative attitude toward it verbally and non-
...,

verbally. We exclude the people 6om our known; familiar, stable, homogeneous group.2

We talk about them negatively,,gesture about them_ negatively, and place them at the

low end of our expectations because of thei relevant and nonrelevant

we feel their

people, women

premise that

as intrrisic

group. This

...4)

/

differences deserve. These ferences have separated black from white

from men, handicapped from nonhandicapped.ppople, and so on on the
.

their particillar stigma .(assigned to them by the other grioup but regarded

fact) has diminished all their abilities to perform as well as the other

attitude toward differences has been especially preValent within educa-

tion, and special education has led the -way With its own endless hints of categories

differentiating children, .teachers, and specialists; categories label programs and

.even separate transportation facilities. The labels have succeeded in neither masking

attitudes nor mitigating problems; on the contrary, they have produced problems of

their own.

The labels "exceptional children," "special ch41d," and "special education" have

been substituted for such terms as idiotic, feeble- minded, crippled, mentally re-
p

tarded, emotionally disturbed,, learning disabled, impaired, slow learner, disablied,

. . exceptional, special deviant, variant.,. and the like, suggesting new kindly attitudes.toward handicaps. The feelings 'thus exhibited, as well as the ensuing actions for

curr-iculum and legislation, were those of professionally oriented, humanitarian

41. 4.5
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people who care about childrent. But the new labels do not really disguis the old

either-or attitude: Either the child is "normal" and is accepted as a full member 'of
i

that.approvedgroup, bt he is "abnormal",,and is not accepted by his peers, teachers,
,

or parents, and he requires special methods of handling that exclude him from general

participation in our school programming.

Indeed, even the term "exceptional child," which originally denoted a sifted

child with superior abilities in one or more cognitive functions,.illustCates some of

our attitudes toward handicapped children. It has been taken over as a euphemism fbr

handicapped children {Striven, 1976, p. 63). But, "exceptional" and "gated" chi'-
)

dren may also be referred to as "eggheads" and "book freaks" in the jargon of today's

school children, illustrating the irony Of conflicting attitudes among adults and

children toward the same descriptive term applied uniformly to those who do not fit.

the norm: 1

4"

Review of Historical Attitudes

The foundations of our present attitudes toward.handicapped children, as for so

much else, were laid with_the arrival ofthe Puritans_ from England in.the early

seventeenth century,. The Puritans--Dissen'ters in England-restablished the Massachu-

setts Bay Colony as "a due forme of Government-:both civil] and ecclesiaticall."

The Puritans' emphasis.on Christlanity.as they Undei-stood it as,the cornerstone of

their society was unqualified: They were very clear that they alone knew the exact

truth as contained in the written word of God. Miller (1956) described their posi-

tion as follows:

In New England the fundamental law was the Bible. The ymgis-
irates-were to have full power to rule men fOr the specifqc
purposes to which thesociety was dedicated; but they as well
as their subordinates were. tied to the specific purposes, and
could not go beyond the prescribed limits. The Bible was clear
and definite on the form of the church, on the code of Punish- '

ment of ceimes and on the_general purposes of social exist-
ence;...the social tipory' of' Puritanism, based upon the law of
God, was posited also upon the voluntary submission of the
citizens. 0.147) ..

The fundamentit social convictiofis of Puritanism wee that every man should have

a calling and work hard at it as
.

well as have a right to his own property (Miller,

-1953, p. 201)
. .

.

With the publication in 1710 of Cotton Mather's ssays To Do Good, the moral

:.tone fOr the colonists was preicribed Hisprogram f r the reformation of manners

was iiiost specific for children, servants, neighbors,.ministers,eschoolmaSters, physi-
.

4 clans, ladies, and lawytrs.iMiller, 1953). ,And, although there was no lack of publi-

' cations on morality, theology, and even sZlenCe during the eighteenth century; the -
. .

prevailing attitude toward such inborn traits as.mentai metardatfOn and idiocy was

sijence. The background of absolutism, individual.work, private property rights, and

manifestation of salvation through good words, goodness, must have made this subject

.46



Aich was difficult to reconcile with orthbdox Christian theology, too painful' for

discussion.

Ili fact, Kanner (1967). commented on this anomaly at the eighth annual meeting o?

the American Association on Mental Deficiency in 1965:

One has a right to wonder why the medical profession did not
include mental deficiency in the scope of its interests until
well into the eighteenth century.. Historicfl research comes
upon occasional references in theological texts, in .anecdotal
remarks by writers, in speculations by lexicographers about
the origins of.epithets applied to persons thus affected, or
in the portraits by Velasquez of the "fools" kept by King Phi-
lip IV of Spain. But, search as you may,,you will not find
the slightest literary hint that ancient or medieval .physi-
cians regarded mental deficiency. as part of their medical con-
cern, Heinrich Laehr (1899) compiled in twov.Olumes an un-
surpassed bibliography of all publications between 11+59 and
1799 to psychiatry, neurology and psychology.
Among the ma thousands-of enumerated and sometimes annotated
items there is not one allusion, however, faint, to mental

deficiency. (p. 165-66)

,
It was net until 1899 that William I. Cole documented Thomas Hancbcks' specific

4equest'in 1764 for the relief of idibts,in Boston.. His findings appeared in the
da I.

original' reports orthe "Boston Finance Committee, Abstracts of the Returns from

Overseers of,the Poor," and of the Boston Insane Hospital. The selectmen rejected

the sum, as they decided there "were too few [idiots] 4to justify special attention"

(Handlin, 1970, p. 122). Thus, care of the mentally retarded was, avoided by both the

medical profession and town government, altho6gh an individual progressiveAmurican

colonialist thoughtfully provided the financial means to begin the venture. Atti-

tudes.began to change after the American and French Revolutions; both -- especially the

latter-emphasized the rights of the individual. When Dr. John D. Fisher returned to

Boston, in 1826, after studying medicin8 and visiting Institutions for the blind in

France, he talked with friends and, finally, called a meeting of interested persons

on February 10, 1829, at the Exchange Coffee House. At the meeting were representa-
w

tives from numerous areas of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who'were also attend-
,

ing the session of the Legislature.Listening to a description of European programs

- for the blind, the people in attendance voted for the establishment of a committee

to'studY the steps needed to establish an institution for the blind. An immediate

application to, the Legislature for an Act.of Incorporation resulted in a corporation

known as "The New England Asylum for the Blind," J ter changed to the Perkins

tution and Massachusetts School for the Blind. . n 1831, Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe was

engaged to head the Asylum arid, as part of his contract, he set off for Europe to

study existing schools and procure one or two trained blind persons "as assistant

teachers (Farrell, 1962).

, A new era in,caretaking began in 1839. An "idiotic blind child, who was unable

to walk was,treated... and the child greatly,improved in all respects" (Howe, 1852).

This success led Dr. Howe and some.of his friends fo infer that "if so much could be
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done for idiots who were blind, still more could be.done for those who were not

blind" (Howe, 1852,.p. 26). The Massachusetts Committee on Idiocy, set up in January

1846 6cieved a letter from Dr. Howe, dated March 12, 1846, which "recommended prompt

action on behalf of idiots, and pointed out how they could be benefitted" (Howe,

1852, p. 27). By Oct2ber 1, 0348, the Experimental school for Teaching and Training

IdioilcChitdren was in operation. Two years laer the legislature doubled the.ap-
,

propriation apd converted the Experimental School into the permanent Massachusetts

School of Idiotic and Feeble-Minded Youth; Dr. Howe was appointed president of the

corporation. The goals of the school were carefully stated:

A common school, as usually conducted is a place for teaching
only; a school for idiots should rather be an establishment of,

.1 training. it should be a true gymnasium for body and mind.
I In it the health is carefully attended to, as the basis of the

whole system. The sense re -to be quickened and exercised.
The muscular system i; Ole developed and trained i!o activity.
(Howe, 1852, p. 16)

- ,The moral philosophy of the president is explicit in the following'paragraph:
_ .

. Idiots they are, and idiots most of them must rem pin, but they 4

are human idiots, and if they continue to be wisely and kindly
t eated, will be happier and better than the poor drixelling
wre ches who are found in almost Every town and'village, who

- are butts for some, objects of terror and disgust to others,
and who, when left a prey to their own blind instincts, sink
lower and lower into brutishness. They do not, however, sink
quite alone, for the chain of human sympathy ever holds, and
as no. man among us can rise into, high excellence without lift-
ing others upward, so no one can sink negleCted into brutish-
ness without dragging some others downward. (Howe, 1857, p.8)

Thus, while the children who were considered different and undesirable were

"cared for," this caretaking separated them from family and community, and provided

"training? in personal care for good habits in contrast to "education" for normal

youngsters. The effect was to take them out of the mainstream of education and fami-*

ly living. In the Ninth Annual Report of the Massachusetts School (1857); Dr. Nowe

explained the origins of mental retardation in accordance with the doctrine of ori-

ginal sin:

Idiots are imperfectly formed human beings, have existed in all
ages, of course, because man's physical condition has never yet
obtAined the fulness of its. perfection. Their very existence
implies sin against the natural laws; but the sin implies poski-
ble righteousness. Awakened consciousness of sin is the first
step towards repentence--repentence to reform. A trulltwise and
good people, abiding by God's laws would beget no idiots. (p. 9)

The growth of the New England- states and the development/ of facilities to serve

the handicapped citizens of the Boston area presented many conflicting rs4sues. The
ti

Commonwealth of Massachusetts was founded by English Puritani who were seeking

.gious freedom for themselves ()illy. ,Their colony was governed by a rigid minority

that excluded and 'shed other religious faiths. And, when the Puritan theocracy
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was ruled illegal', in an, the clergy still maintained unofficial but real power,

"dittating an established chosen way of life" (Solomoit, 1956, p, 2). By 1818, Cathci-

lics were able to form a regional diocese. But the descendants of the Puritans, now

often enterprising merchants who had prAted from the 'Revolution and a growing

intellectual class, constituting. what Oliver Wendell Holnes called the "Brahmin caste

of New England," continued to dominate the area's values and attitudes. The test of

the Brahmins' staying power was soon to come, however. Along with increasing wealth,

the Industrialtevolution brought masses of immigrants escaping intolerable condi-

tions in Europe. The Protestant ethic began to crumble as the problems began;to in-

tensify. Crowded housing conditions, poor sanitation, lack of jobs, and the trauma'r

of moving from the Old World to

immigrants. The Brahmins began

to retain the aristocratic, ell

Universe" (Solomon,11956, p.

the New brought severe emotional profilemS to the

to call for restriction of'iimigration to the",co4ntry

tist principles of the formerly small "Hyb of the

. Harvard College provlded the intelleCtuai aimos-

pheee for some students to formulate their restrittionist aims; which bllimately're-

suited in the formation of the Immigration Rettriction League of Boston in 094
-

(Solomon, 1956, p. 102), and the Eugenics Resord_Office in 190. ,This office studied

heeditpry factors in mental deficiency by the use of family histories. Thus, Social

Dqit rwinisM was combined with ah extension of Rlato's edoics of eugenics: These were

among the intellectual, social, and'religious trends of'the Promised Land at the
-

beginning of the twentieth century. '-
. 7

In his 1905 message to Congress,/ulded by politics, President Roosevelt "echoed
4

,

the League's emphasis on immigration of the 'right sort' and extended the list of un-

desirable aliens to the physically unfit, defective or degenerate" (Solomon, 1956,'
. . ..-

p. 196).. The forces of purity were marshalled -. ,In 1907, RooseVelt appointed a

commission to study the immigration problem. 46 T5172 under WiLson,the United

States Senate and House passed the fiter.lcy bill. In 1921, under Harding, the John-

-,
sonAct gave preference to immigrants from old TeUtoniC stock by the use of ethnic. . .

quotas. By 1924, in Coolidge's time, they immigration Act fixed the 2 percent quda

for each nation,. based on 'the number of'eact;country's immigrants in the United

AA .States in 1890. After 1929, when Hoover was President, ,a permanent quota of 10,000
..*

immigrants per year was set, with quotas for each nation based on the 1920 census.

Solomon (1956), in her chronicles of Ancestors andimmigrants: A Changing New

England,Traditiont stated: -g_

The intent was clear: to preserve the Teutonic composition
of the American people in its- present proportions so that the

. descendants ofthe foreign-born would never dominate the
Yankees. (p. 205)
, . .

Thus, the United States, despite its image of providing a haven for the opi-
.

pressed and opportunities for a new life, restricted ,immigration to diminish groups

of peopleAnvisioned.as lead:0g the country into "pauperisJ, crime, sex offenses; and,.

iidepehdencyii(Solomon, 1956, p. 204) due to inferior minds. (This entire.discussion

v.
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is, of course, itself restricted to the 4ciews of some white people of other kinds of
0' 0

white people. To review establishmentettitudes'to*ard non-whites is beyond this

Paper's scope.)

But 61 1933 the United States ina

%

rated a new President,Erankfn Delano

'Roosevelt, who had been strickin with poliomyelitis and 1

tioning legs. His charismatic appeal to the country, fdi

rise within the State of New York, came in a time .of soci

depression. The voters felt a need for someone with a st

eft with Visibly nonfunc-
4

lowing a well-maneuvered,

al. disarray and econonic''`

rong voice and.a clear head

to guide them to sweeping changes throughout the land. In addition, Ahe cured a
.°

President who had acquired a proud Harvard accent in his speech, and w ose wealthy,

proper upbringing'overshadowed his physical disability. What follewed his strong

appeal to the immigrants and their.families--a popUlarity that probably did much to,

elevate, in turn, more recent Americans than the Bxahmini to positions of consider-

able influence. The change .in background of the country's leaders mart a change in

values, An attitudes, and the handicapped were to be amOng.the'beneficiaries.

In spite of the itrong,negative attitudes displayed throughout most of.our

country'ehistory toward individual diff rences, which ranged 'from mild mental re-

tardation, emotional disturbance, social

tion through differing religtons, races

taken to providp greater eqUality of

capped persons.

maladjostmentirand aevere mental.retardih-

and national origins, number of steps were

ess to eduCationat opportunity for hindi-

A J' , . %

Although mental retardation was recognized as a poi lem to be.han4led at the
. .

institutional and public levels since the early nineteenth.dentury, It re-
, .

mained in the background ii deference to other handicaps. .The Natiobal Society for

Crippled Children and Adults was organized,in,1911-"id foster ,public and to take prl-

vate action throughout the country.for the discolue Cire,.:education, training,

recreation and placement of physically hagdicappe8 he Crippled Child, 1949i Al-

did not exclude mental,tatardat on and mental illness rom its
. ;

iographies, ji emphasizedMt1bling conditions as cerebr 1 palsy,
.. 4 .42 *

though .the society

comprehensive bibl

.aphasia, deafness, and orthopedic problems.. ema, advent

disabled veteran to the forefront with the plAsta`gt"Oft*e!G.1

regardless of disability, in addition to Arehenlive,rehabil

enacted in Public Laws 16 and 113 of the 78th fongi-essil

rid W r 41 brought the

;

1 for education, .

etion ser,yices,las
o .

tute for the Crippled

riplgeti veterans resulted in

kli, coup) d with.othe IMPitt of ,

'and >of. the- rangd of disabling
° ._. 4

.

. . t

and Disabled, 1947). The return of vast numbers a

high visibility of various types of handicaps. Th'

television, made the nation mare aware of disabili

conditions from infancy through adulthood.

Calebrittes,of stage, screen, and
....-

events and soon they became associated

status was lent to the disabled by the

Coundil for Cerebral Palsy in New York

radio wer lisiOdto applar at fund ;raising
4144%with speciftc, giiiizitions. A superficial

., 4 . ' .
se Promotions.. ln.124Z, the Coordinating

City,'Iwc:, was..organized "as a voluntary,
* 4

A+ orb
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non-Net agency identified as the medical and professional clearing house relative

to the multi-problems of cerebral palsy" (Coordinati.ng Council for Cerebral Pal?rin

NewYork City, inc., 1951). ,Sion, parent grbups began to mobilize. The Spastic

Club of lowa was formed in 1943 and.in 1949 the United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) Assq--

ciation was formed. By 1953,, the Association supported research and training it uni.

ver,sities throughout the country and provided information to parent groups. It also

organized a subcommittee on problems of the mentally retarded 11CP, 1953). October

1950 saw the founding convention of the National Association for Retarded Children.

This organization'worked at both local and stale "levels with parents of children /

, -cr
1

k
I..

with mental retardation (Lippman & Goldberg, 1,73)
.

1

1n 1961, President Kennedy appointed the President's Panel on Mental Retarda-

tion; it charged the individual states Co plan comprehensiverehabilitation_services

for the mentally retarded (Lippman 6 Goldberg 1973). Using his sister as an ex-
.

ample of a retarded individual needing help, President Kennedy projected respect for

families with similar problems. But many groups felt that executive leadership,

personal example, and committees were not enough. To insure their rights, they in-

sisted on legal justificati* for equal access to educational opportunities for

handicipped individuals. .Tht..1970s has been termedo,:the era of litigation, of land-

mark court .decis ions. and social actions" (Lippman 6-Goldberg, 1973).

Goldberg and Lippman (1974, p. 327) felt that "attitudes, expectations and even
. 1 .

values are in a state of rapid change in the United States today." Assertion of

rights by various groups of women, students, ethhic minorities, and physical and be-

havioral deviants is challenging older, traditional assumptions, and prOCedures. %For,

some groups thatare unable to speak foriftheir own needs, such as children and
.

.

.
severely handjcapp individuals, coalitions of parents, professional workers, and _

public interest lawye have been formed. These coalitions are defined as

super teams of organizations which have joinedforces.to bring
about changes in attitudes, laws, programs and public under-
standing of the needs and aspirations of the handicapped. What
they are about,lasically, ins practicing the art of effective
citizenship, in practical, pilifttve-waysln-order to give all
handicapped people the opportunities they need to live as fully
and productively as they can. ( Closet Look, p. 6).

In 'Summa ry, American attitudes toward people with handicaps appear to have pro-
.

gressed from the rigid silence of the Puritans, to the,benevolent,but limited care-
.

taking initiated by the Boston Brahmins, to the acceptance of a visittly'disabled

President, to another President who openly discussed his sister's mental retardation.

Now, in the mid-1970s,broad national and state policies for handfcpped individuals

have been proposed and,enacted by Congress and state legislatures. Strong coalitiUil

groups of parents and professiOnals have brought the problems of 'handicapped4iliren

directly into the honies of/the public bb way of television, radio; -newspapers, and .

dooro-door campaigns. ioe funds and petition drii,es for equal public services

(Closer Look, 1976). Parents are training for adgocacy roles in evaluation,,
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conferences, using appeals procedures, and asserting their rights to funding and im-

plementation of proiramsq The greatest strides have been made tkough successful

lobbying.for legislative changes and in public awareness of the multitude of problems
.

that affect the halididepped child and his surrounding community.

rtmotemporaky Attitudes

State policies, legislation, coalition groups, communication through the mass
I

media, and public services do not deal directly with the hendicaOped child. While

they are most important to his surrounding environment, they do not provide that cen-

tral basic link, beautifully summed up by Max Lernert(1962) when he describecris fun-

'damental to his scheme of a viable human society, "the sense.of belonging and soli-
.,"

darity--'the human cOnnection'" (p. 249)

Educators are in a unique position to provide that human connection for handi-

,capped_children, The children spehd most of their active waking hours in school and

are exposed to the attitudes of theschool personnel and peers. But the attitudes of

teachers may not, always be whet is needed. Bergen and Smith 0966) reported that

mentally retarded children of higher socio-ecoppmic levels were accepted more readily

than mentally retarded children of lower socio-economic levels. Several studies in-
.

dicate that sppcial class teachers emphasize personal and social adjustment more than

-eognikfve'abilities (Fine, 1967; Schmidt 6 Nelson, 1969), which is reminiscent of

Dr. Howe's goals. However, there is evidence that prospective general ediscation,

teachers with an adequate knowledge of special'eduoupon principles (Kingsley, 1967)

and kospective spicial education teachers (Harth, 1971) are more ready to accept.

handicapped children,,and teachers in special education, mentally, retardd young-

sters than teachers in general education (tfron L Efron, 1967). Changes in teachers'

attitudes appear to be possible when there are inservice training courses that deal

directly with their attitudes toward and understanding Cf handicapped children

(Brooks L Bransford, 1971)

The effectivineks of such courses for teachers.10 changing thejr attitudes may

be explained-by keltlian's (1W) theory of the-processes involved. He felt that know-
:.

in§ how an attitude was acquired is the key to knowing how to change it effectively.
4

He explaiped three processes of attitudes: compliance, identification, and interi-

nalization. Compliance relates to the social effect of appearing to accept influence

from another person or group. The person may not believe the content of the atti-

tude, but he adopts the induced behavior. because of specific rewards or approval, and

the behavior.may disappear When the influence is not there. ldefitification with an..

attitude occurs when an individual accepts influence because he wants to establish or

maintain a satisfying relationship with another perfon.or group. The change is di-
.

recily related to the maintenance of a relationship. Internalization 0, an attitude

occurs when the_individual'accepts the influence because the content of the specific

behavior is rewarding, akin to his value system, valuable for the solution'of a prob-

lem, oc otherwisetongenial to his needs..
.
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Applying Kelman's theory, it may be'that indivi uals comply*or identify with a

group, and that is how the group's effort becomes sucessful. Parents mith disabled .ee
children join together to achieve goals and teachers join professional organizations.

that identify with positive goal's for the'handicappeL Yet, individually, they may
e .

not accept the person with a handicap, perhaps becau.e of feefings of guilt. precon- .

ceived myths about mental retardation, and fear of a jlity to cope with the problems

of handicaps. Still, severa(studies reviewed by Hatth 1973) indicate that when
..

teachers and medical petsonnel learn,abouerhandicapp d p 4ple and their conditions
i

they are more willing to accept the handiCapped. E ucation about handicaps and the
0

handicapped thUs seems essential for Kelmad's "internalization," that is,-acceptariCe
./

of handicaps, with a positive view of the handicapped as part of'the pe'rson's value.
/.

system. :

Vie attitude of teach- toward handicapped children is basic tokhe success of

mainstreaming. Just as handicapped children possess a social identity that results

in certain expectations of their behavior and abilities, teachers also have a social

identity. We expect teachers VI demonstrate almost perfect attitudes and abilities,

as if they we:4e supernatural agents sent to deal with children: We assume they :

are...

and warm to each child;

--accepting of all types of children; therefore,

--accepting of those children with problems;

--able to provide each child with all the skills.he needs, .°

withiq the area 'of their own professional compefence;

provide each student with a positive attitude toward

self;

--able to provide a positive group attitude of warmth and

acceptance toward those youngsters who vary significantly

from the majority of youngsters in the class.

Bug, of course, teachers are oply ordinary mortals, different froM other pepple

onlrfin their procession. And.for thosd' of us in the profession who are in daily,
Lew

airect, physical, social, and emotional interaction with handicapped children, that

is a critical difference. We are the peopl e whose attitudes rejact.or welcome the

child as.a person. The besiC approach leading directly to the child is within our

grasp, every day. How honestly we face this basic route is the mosl.important

question 4#e have to answer.. The question is really double, pronged. It asks whether

we can accept the principle of mainstreaming as a democratic attitude and whether we *

are willing to be part of the attitude and resultant process. If we accept the prin -. -

"ciple of mainstreaming, do we accept it for our classrOms and for our school.
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buildingi 9.01do we agree Pin principle" but feel strongly it should be for other

teachers and other school, buildings/ COnsider the handicapped child,who is welcomed

into a regular Classroom, accepted by his teacher and peers:, yet is. rejected by an-

other teacher at recess limp, when he finds the courage to ask for help with his boot;

is that "other teacher" ever one of us? If mainstreaming is to be successful, we
.

have to concern ou e4ves with the feelings of teachers and "normal" children, with

heir personal pfid group attitudes. The challenge of mainstreaming begins pith the

Unestiapprais 1 of ourattitudes toward all children. That may mean, as in the

example above, that On occasion'we may'have to challenge a fellow leacher's attitudes

towardtome'children. The price is not too steep for the Piivilepe of belonging tO

the profession.

e.
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Leginaeive and Litigative Factors

In Mainstreaming

CHAPTER 4

r. HaryAnn Reike

(4%.

- .Educational journals, digests, and magazines have recently included numerous

*articles concerning the rights of handicapped children to aipropriate education,

placement,- and treatment. Through the involvement'of parents, professionals, and

4 other-consumer groups the public has.beenmade cognizant of the handicappetaildis

legal right to equal opportunity to share in the rewards and risks of the real world,

and to develop to the fullestAxtent of 'his roller ability.

tegisratime and litigative decisions have guarantee) these rights. The 1960s

and 1970s have been rtferred to as the "years of the law" by Keogh and Levitt (1976).

Sincethe late igoi, a case log of over 50 law suits has reached the courts in de-

fense of handicapped children't rights to education, treatment, and placement. This
t

litigative presspre, in a major sense,..is responsible for the unpcededented response

at all leyels of government toward meeting the needs of the handicapped individual,

The recent enactment of the ilkciucatiOn of All Handicapped'Childven Act" (P.L. 94-142
e

and, the appropriations by this legislation eAemplify increased congres-

s ional involvement. It is the purpose of this papa to discuss legislative and liti-

gative action prior to the passage of this law which focuses on the edoCation of 0

handicapped chilAren.within the mainstream of general education.' Some of the major

issues are highlighted%under the Following headings: (a) Current Issues; (b).State.

Mandatory Special: Education Laws and Litigation; c) Federal Laws and kitjgat16,

and (d) Futures or "What's Upstream foi Mainstreaming"?
\Zs- )

Issues

The right-to- education movement is a little over five yeirs old now and the fact

that education is the right of all children has been established: 40 1971, the cow

. 01s:stoner of edUcation, Sidnet P. Harland, Jr., called for a national goal to provide
\
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educaiionalsopeortunity.for every handicapped child in the,United States by 1980.

, Sinde.then the right-to-education movement has continued to grow and 0111 force.

Mainstreaming is
.

excepfTbnalchi la ren

and reIted needs Can

gral jo this movement and involves. the educational placemeht of

"in the least restrictive environment" in which.their educational

be satisfactorily provided-(CEC, 1976).

The frequehtly used clause appears to have originated with litigatiso concerning

the rights of institutionalized handicApped adults And children. In Wyatt-V. Ader-

holt the court held that every'Tentapy ref5rded person has a right to the " east

restrictive setting" necessary for habilitation. WLthin the current case log, the

degree to which the "least restrictive environment" clause actually provides access

or.entrance into the mainstream of general education varies with the interpretations '

by the courts and individual school districts involved. The special education suits

. brought about in the early 1970s, which included the "least restrictive environment"

clause (Mills v. Board 51Educktiot of the District of Columbia) quite contradic

torily ended in programing,that was most often segregated in'reality.

State' Mandatory Laws and Litigation
.

. - ,

Public education, hivorically and legs.' ly, ..as been controlled by the indivi-

dual states through their constitutions, and compulsory attendance laws. Currently,
-',...., . f .

49 states have compulsory attendance laws that define both the children who mutt

attend school and the children who may be excluded from school. -Itkany of the states

b.ad allowed.for the exclusion from public education in their. compulsory attendance
. .

laws of children who did not meet-intellectualsocial, behavioral, and/or physical 1
..- ,

.
. .

requirements.' '. $ *--
.

.
For example, the laws 9f Nevada permit exclusion whenever a chijd's

.

"physical or

mental condition or attitude is such as to prevent Or render inadvisable his attend-
.,"

. ..
.

anceat school" (Nev. Rev. Stat. Sec. 392-050, 19'67).:lnother words' " compulsory

attendance laws in.the past in most' states have operated. as n§n-attendance laws or

the handicapped': (Weintraub,.Abeson & Braddock; 1972). The legality ofdeniing a -

free public education to handteapped children through this type of exclusion, segre;
.- .

.

gation, , postponement, or any other means wasechallenged in the courts as early as

190.

Often overlgOked and not generally considered a "landmark" decision was the.

judgementin Fred G. Wolfe, et al.', y. the Legislature of the State of Utah. .Judge

. Wilkens, renderin9..a decision.onlihe .admission of twqtrainable:mentally impaired
t_

children into the regular school system, found for the plaintiffs; he pointed out

that in hi's judgement "education today is probably the most important function of

-state and local government. It is an inalienable right and must be_so if .the rights

guaranteed to an individuals under Utah's constitution and the United States'constii-
.

tutioq are to Ilave any real meaning" (HEW, 1970. He further stated that the rights*

'Known asWyatt v. Stickney pri&r to appeal,
, . .
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of assembly, free speech, or fn-eidom to participate in onelsown religion could be

meaningless If one were denied an edusatioh. The judge then issued an order requir-
,

a ..

. .ing mandatory.iducation for all children in theState of Utak. .
....-

-4 .

As of this wilting, 36 states are under judicial-or legislative: injunction to

provide zero - rejection education and appropriate programing in, the most Integrated.,

.1

.-

setting. A recent NEA survey showed that at least 22 states have laws 9r regulations

that reqUire handicapped children to be in the regular classroom at least part-time.,

A number of the, states havemade policy statements corice'rning pla4ement and
-

programing inthe least restrictive envirdnment. .Th folloWing are examples of such
,

policy statements:

Arlzona -*To the extent-practicable, handicapped children'
shall be edUCated in the regular classes. 'Special classes,
separate schooling or other remqval cif handicapped 'Children-

,

from the regular educational environment shall occur only if,
'and tOrthe extent thet the nature or severity of the handi7
cap is. such thitft4e of supplementary aids and services, '.
cannot be accomplished satisfactojily. (Bolick, 1974, p. 3-1)

Missal% -*To the'maximum extent practicable, handiAapped.
and severely handicapped children shall be educated along with
children who db,not,h ve handicaps. -and shall attend regular

Impedim' to, learning and 'to the normal:function-
ing-orsolch chil ren in-the regular school environment shall
be overcome whenever twacticabieby the provision of special
aids and services rather than by separate schooling fcir the .
handl-Capped.. (Bolick, 1974, p. 25 -1)

Forty-eight of the` states have Mandatory lawi requiring education for sOme.or all
. , . .

handicapped children; in 19, laws contain statutairdatei of compliance, l3 -of which

pre presently in effect. . , .,
,.

. / .. . 9 .

The issue of effeCtitenesssmust be, raised and the degree of compliance With
...

.
these judicial and legislative 'rulings must be queftioned. The failure of the courts.

_

and,

,

legislatures to provide necessary and adequate funding along with their mandates
. .,

has, in ;any cases, resulted'- in noncompliance at a time when spending in all areas of

educat4od isbeing reduced. .

",-.
..-.

In ipecial educatioh, the landmark court decIsivasprededed and paralleled man-' ,

.

'datory special education acts as they surfaced in the_early 1970s.' These lawsuits,

for the'most part, were initiated by the parents of'handiCa9'ped chpdren.
,

. Johri. Dewey noted over a halfcentury ago that genuine equality of educational
-..

' Opportunity, isabsolgteli incommensurate with equal treatment, because people differ_
... .

.
. . 4

fnmi one another in many significant ways. Dewey remarked, "What the best and
.

. .

wisest parent wants for his own child that mist the Community wariefor all its chil-
. 1

,

dren.
.

Any other ideal for our schools is narnqg and unlqving; unless acted upon, it,

destroys-our democracy" (Quoted by Reintraubttial., 1972. Dewey's.statement
....

brin§s to the foreground yet...another obstacle to be overcome by the people involved'
4 ....:

in educating hand?CapiM children within
.
tht mainstream of education. Nainitreaming

is i belief but, mire important, It is an attitwie, one that encompasses the central
. .

,
A

. w
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.therile that all children share "equally" in their right to an,appropriate educatioo.

The a6senceof this"attitude" has been.a major stumbling-blockfor handicapped per-
.

.sons in pursuit, of acquiring their rights. if administratitri, educators, and school

board's, had'recognized these rights, litigation would have.been nonextent.

In a landmark,s0t,in the U.S. Diltrict"Court for the Eastern District of Penn-

sylvania by Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children v. Commonwealth of Penn-

'Sylvania'sylvania (Civil Action Ho.71-42:, 1972), the plaintiff, on behalf of 13 mentally

retarded children, contended that dehjal ofseducatinnal services deprived these chil-

dren of the equal prote8tion of the law guaramtetd by the Fourteenth Amendment of the.
. -

U.S. Constitution. The children, who reside -in the state's institution for the, re-
.

tarded, had received no educational services. It important to note that manyof

these children were also denied educational services by their local school districts

priorto institutionalization. The plaintiff had introduced evidence indicating that

the authority for'organizing and supervisin4 classes in the state's institutions is

under'the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Deprtment of Public Instruction to pro-
.

vide educational programs for all mentally retarded children up'to age 21.

Directly related to-mainstreaming is the following princcple:

Placement in a regular public school is'preferableto place-

'..
ment in a special public school class is preferable to place-
ment in any other type of programo education and training.
(DREW pub. 76-21012)

This statement of intent now is found in the majority of the right to education,
f

treatment, and.placement Cases.

The June 1971 order stipulated that by October 1971 (.fourmonths laltr)the

plaintiff children were tb have been evaluated and placed in'programs Theilfrdtr'..

-

further stated they 13y Seeember 1972 all the retarded children between the ages of

6 and 21 were to he provided a public supported education.. 4

It appears that even though the figures are impressive, the overall effective-

ness of such litigation is questionable. It is not my intent to de-emphasize the

total impact of the courts in shaping education in the United States. However, legal

decisions do not necessarily ensure the development of quality programs'and opt'ima'l

4 placement and programing. The courts_can only go so far in protecting the rights of

handicapped students. The final decision is leftmost often to the discretion of the
,

local school district that interprets the law and implements' the programing.

The first court deciiion explicitly stating that handicapped childrenhave a
.

constitutional right io.public,eddcation and due pro;est was Mills v. Board of Edu-.'

cation of the District.of Columbia. The plaintiffs were seven children with varying
o o.

handicapping'disabilities. iThe,Dtstrict of Columbia Board of EducatiOn, the Wart-

.ment of Human Resources, andsy mayor wee aefendants it was alleged that-exclu-

sion procedures violated due process requirements. of the Fifth Amendment and"the

children involved were denied,equal edLcationaopOortunity. it'was'Yurther alleged

that the Board of Educatitn had an opportunity to provide services for the plaintiff:
_;
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but did not d6 so. .A.court order guarantee of the plaintiffs' right to an appro-
. .
priate,and equal educational opportunity wad sought. On December 20, 1971, the court

ordered the educational placement of the plaintiffs by January 3, .1972, and the ident .
tification of.all hanikapped children in the District of Columbia. The defendants

claimed noncompliance because of a laCk of funds, but the courts ruled that insuffi-

cient funds were no excuse for hot providing service, and.program plans were required

,within 20 days of.theludgei' deOsion. In December 1973, there was a motion for

compliance with the decree because of t6e alleged failure of the schools'to provide
. .,

-funds for thsmition grants ordered,bY the hearing officers. A request also was

made at this time
.
for a master to oversee the implementation of the order which, at

- -
that time,-was alleged to be floundering because of lack of suffLcient funding.

. .

The question again arises whether the development of a comprehensive plan for

the education of handicapped children, patients, 'and others is the type. of problem

that can be resolved by the issuance of a court order, no matter how toll meaning. or

intenaed.
...

.

The case log has continu to grow and further judicial orders for "placement in
.r.

regular public school cies with appropriate support
.

services," as in Lebanks v.

Spears, Civil Action No. 71-2987 (E.C. La. April 1973), will surface. ,Without the

accompanying at

Ltudinal

changes, training of qualified personnel to develop this',

of..specialized type programing, and appropriation of.safficient'fundifig, we will hot '

make the'progress necessary to achieve true equality in education for the handicapped
* k.

in the least restrictive environment.
.1.

. . dr..

0
Federal lAtigat'on and Legislation.

,

The Urpted States Constitution av ids the topic of education. However, the .

,established precedent is that any form of segregation or labeling is contrary to our

constitutional trildition. In a supreme court ruling of San Antonio Independent,

School District v. 'Rodriguez (1973), a-decision was.rend4ied that education is not a

fundamental interest guaranteed by-the equal protection clause of 'the United States

Constitution. However, it did not rule out that failure to provide adequate.educa

tidn for all children violates the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment (Rodriguez,,

411 U.S. J, 30-35). In a &ore recent decisiOn, the Supreme Court, in -the first of

the right-to-treatmer(t cases do-xeach that level, upheld a damage award against the

superintendent of a Florida ment41 institution in O'Connor v. Donaldson, June

1975. The court ruled that the institution had failed to returPoo the community a

than who was neither dangerous to ;himself Oriothers..

Treatment and educatibn of handicapped ptrsons has fraditionaMy taken place in

a segregated environment. -This type,of setting invariably has been unequal.and has

. hindered the handicapped persons from realizing their rights. Ironically, many,

'"special educators" have been guilty of sanctioning and perpetuating VA practice

because ,of traditional orientation of pre-s vice training. -Procedural saf

viardsin P.L. 94-142 require that handicapped c i dren be educated in the "lea t
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'restrictive environment.' dor-to this taw major federal diiCclion to change educa-

tion for the handicapped ok.place with the Elementary and Secondary Educatiop Act

of 965 This piece of legislation recognized the need for additionat4elp for

handicapped pupils'and special education became a major target for change. Amend-

ments to this law on November 3, 1966, established theNational Advisory Council on

-Handicapped Children. The Bureau for the Edutation of the Handicapped was !shaman-

dated through this legislation.
fe.

Thb Developmental Disabilities Act, which went into effect tober, 30, 1970,

emphasized the federal government's efforts to provideetter life for the develop-
.

mentally disabled, to provide for better and quicker services b transfprring power

to those persons directly involved with providing service at th state and local

levels.

iTherducation of the Handicapped Amendment of 1974 increased financial assis-

tance, conditional upon each statets submitting a elan that included a method for. the
.

,identificatiqn of handicapped children currently not receiving services and, also,

thosecurrenvly recelving'services. A goal of, provying full educational opportunity.

to all handicapped children was established.

On November 29, 6t5, i"resident Ford signed into law the "Education of All

Handicapped Children Act of 1975" (F.L. 94-142). This pieceof legislation reflected

a national level of concern for the estimated one million handicapped children pre-
.

sently-excluded from the educational process and the seven ackiitio al million who
. .

receive inadequate and inappropriate services. The legislation r cognizes that the

state and local educational agencies have accepted in part the responsibility of pro-

viding education for all children but do not have the necessary financial resources.

Thegeneral purpose of P.L, 94-142 is to assUre free an4 appropriate public education

'to meet"the-needs of all hawlitapped students.

Of the .utmost importance are the procedures within the law that reqUire the

states to establish safeguards to assure that handicapped 'children are etiticated with

nonhandicapped children, and that special clisses, ieparate schooling, or removal of

the handicapped children from the regular classiooMenvironment:only occurs if the ,

nature of the severip of the handicaps Vs such th't separate schockling or special

programs can provide better educational services. The section on testing and evalu--

ation alio states thamaterials used to place a child must not be racially or cul-

JurallYfdiscriminAory.
).

Any state that intends to aPP1X-fdr fipancial'assistance under this legislation

must establish and maintain the above-mentioned safiguards and assure that handi-

capped children are guaranteed free appropriate public education. By September 1,

1978, assistance'will be available to those states providing free appropriate educa-

tion for all handicapped children betweet the ages of 3 and 21 years, Although, Ore-
,

sently, 48 states have some form of mandatory special education a great deal more

needs to be "accomplished if all children are to benefit from P.L.

- 60_6 0
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Futur s or "What's Upstream for.Mainstreaming?"

In trying to 1 k ahead, I see a tremendous potential for change as we progress

toward making 'genera education "special" and apiece ?or all children. The future

of legislation and litigation related to special education is wide open. Segregated

facilities totally removed from the mainstream of. education for trainable mentally.

impaired, autistic, and(physically impaired children, which is accepted practice -in

many states and is in blatant violation of a handicapped individual's right to an -

equal education, will come Co the fore as one of. the major issues in future -legisla-

tive and litigative change.

The role of the advocate will become increasingly important not only in a sup-

portive role to parents of handicapped children but also in the education of the pub-
-

lit at large.

As of this writing I tru4y wish I could say that I do not see institutions as a

part of the future; that, instead, a more humanisti.cally oriented type of residential'

facility that extends into and is an integrated part of the community will arise for

those handicapped persons whoare best served in a residihtial facility.

The role of the university and other teacher-training institutions will change

as the emphasis is placed on a normalization model for all children.

Using the delivery systems of the 1960s for the Children of today is now-and will

continue V, come under attack from knowledgeable pa'rents and advOcate groups.

These are, exciting times. Never before have people been more aware of the rights of

every individual to an equal opportunity in all areas of life. Progress has been

made but we should not be satisfied with those effOrts until every child has been

given the opprunity to reachhis or her greatest potential within a ndrmal life

.setting.

v

9
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CHAPTER

A

Synopsis of "The Education of All

Handicapped Children Act of 1975(P.L. 94-142)"

!err y West & Percy Bates

4

M -

4

This brief report has been prepared to acquaint general and special educators

and other interested individuals with some of
s
the provisions of P.L. 94-142. The

act wat signed into Jaw on November 29, 1975. Presidential veto had been expected

but concerted pub114 pressure encouraged .its enactment. The act has specific impli-

cations for special, education but, because of its emphasis on. mainstreaming, de-

'institutionalization, and pre-school handicapped children, it hes a projected impact
4

on the entire educational community.

. .

Provisions of 94-142

9 PURPOSE -

j.

The act offers assistance to state and local agencies that will provide frei and'

appropriate education to all handicapped individuals, age 3 to 21. The impetus for

this provision derive's from judicial mandate.

* PROJECTED AUTHORIZATION LEVELS

The act employs a formula that requires the federal govenment to pay

Ong spercentage of the national average per-pupil expenditure, multiplied

her of handicapped children served. The escalating percentages, together
.

projected authorizations, as bared upon current national per - pupil expendt

as follows, according to Dowling (1976):
.

, .

Escalating Projected
Year Percentage Authorization

1976 pre-formula year - $1)0 million

1977. pre-formula yeai: 200 million
1978. 0 5% 387 million
t979' 10% 775 million

'1580 20% 1:20 billion

an escala-,

by the num-

with.the

tures, are

. ,

. ,
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' Eicalating Projected
Year Percentage Authorization

1981
1982

CLASSIFICATION LIMITATIONS

30%

40%
c

$2.32 billion
3.16 billion

A maximum of 12 percent of a state's children in the age range 5 to 17 may be

labeled as handicapped. 'A maximum of one-sikth of the 1Z percent may represent.

Learning Disabledchildren. ,

PRIORITIES

The actreguires that all handicapped individuals, ages 3to 21, be benefici-

aries. Federal funding priorities are given, fiPst to "unserved" childivn and sec-
.

ond, to inadeauately served, severely handicapped children.

,CONTROL OF MONIES

In 1976 and 1977, the states will control all monies. In 1978, 50% of each

? )lat e's entitlement must "pass through" to intermediate and local,agencIes.' In

.
1979-1982, 75% must "pass through:"

SOME STATE AND LOCAL RESPONSIBILITIES

The act emphasized state and local. responsibilities for

1. early identification of handicapped children;..

2.. provis)on'of hit service;

3. provision of dueprocess mach)nery;

4. individualized programs for all handicapped children;

5. special education in "least restrictive environments ";

6. protection of confidentiality;

7. assurance of nondiscrimination in testing and evaluation;

8 provision of parent consultation;

9. inservice training an d comprehensive personnel developient;

tp. policy quaranteeing_the rights of all handicapped children to

free, appropriate public education.

PRE-SCHOOL. INCENTIVE

.Incentive grants are authorized to emoutageprovision of special servtces to

_ pre - school handicapped children. Each handicapped.thiRbetween the ages of 3,and

5 will generate an additional entitlement of $300.
A.

STATE.ADVISORY PANEL
0

ritate:advisory panel will be created 65 advisetbe state on unmet Special

.1t,.. .

:45E.
/F- . -6,

r . t .

1.. %,.

,
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education needs, rules and procedures, and data reporting. Panel members must be

involved inor concerned with education of the handicapped:
1.

REMOVAL OF ARCHITECTURAL BARRIERS .

Appropriations in "such sums as may benecessal-y" are authorized by the act for

the removal.of aechitectu'ral arriers.

CENTERS
4

Through agreements with institutions of highereducationland other agencies, the

HEW will establish centers oo educatiohal4dia and materials for the

and "such other activities consistent with the purposes of this part."

may "contract with public and Oivate agencies and or.ganizatiOns for

projects."

Secretary of

handicapped,

These centers

demonstration

some ImplicAtions for School of Ed4ation i

1. The act underscores the national commitment to e4ocalion for the handi--
.

capped.7-Additional special education personnel wilt be required to meet expanding

service needs, consonant with "mainstreaming," "deinstitutiona4izatIon4, and "pre-
1

school handicapped.".

2. As per above, there is a newremOdsis on tbe traipingof "regular" educatiOn
$

personnel and leadership people to work with hapdlcapped individualsl in educational

settings from which they were often previously excluded, The Bpieau forqhe Educ-

tion of the Handicapped Dean's Projects on Mainstreaming (supported through.momies

authorized.byP1L. 93-3801 are in the vanguard a this,new emphasis.

3. Although P.L. 94-142 will allocate funds primarily to state, intermediate,

band local -agencies, the provision requiring the

materials and "such other activities consistent

higher education all& for direct contract with

ial development in specific subject Areas (e.g.

establishment ofceoters on-media and

with this part ".in institutions of

HEW byschoola of education. Mater-
.

, science, reading, math, etc)

handicapped children and demonstration projects fornew materials,, techniques, and

technologies will probably be consistent with this kovision
.4 . .

4. The training activities of schools of education rely heaviI9 upon local,
. .-

intermediate, and state agencies as training sites for field-based programs. The

increased influx of funds into these agencies speciffcally WoCated for the.e&ca-

i ion of children with special needs will have implications for:tfiining. Schools of
...

education havean investment in.maintainthg quality training sites and a professional

commitment to all of the children which these sites serve. .University involvement

4
im inservice trainingand context-preparationAsupportive-service types of activities

may wall be welcdmed. . '0. -

les
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Parents Look at MainstreAming
.

Judith Greenbaum & Geraldine Markel
.01

.CHAPTA 6

Of all the options open to the parents of the handicapped child, mainstreaming

may 6e the one they view as the most crucial, and the. one to Wich.they brinp the most

anxiety. The nefr-normal child places more emotional stress on parents then the more
.

severe and dependent child. Regardless of the nature or severity of the handicap,

N.
the near-normal child either.will lead an independent life as an adult or will .,need"-.

some kind of supervision and shelter for the rest or his life. The uncertainty of

the child's fate is hard for his parents to bear., The variab4ps that spell the dif-
..

ParentsTerence between independence and-dependence are hard to codify and measure.
. _ ....

realize that,:their oilp contribution, o the neor-normal.Child may make the essential
,:-,..

along
. (

difference', and thus they live with Unresolved anxiety for long time. The decision

fdt a mainstreaming placement, ifiseen by the parents as the preparation for adult

4,

w

independence,' becomes fraught with emotion.
ts,4

History
°

Any.histbry of.sPeclai eduCation ln America would bemoefully'inadequate if the

role of the parents' movement were not included. It was parents of hancllitkped chil-

dren who pushed often without professional help,, for the legislation and servi.ces'we
.

ha4 todAy. Net only have lille parents often been alone' in their search for services,

but they often have foundthemselves ;/igorOuily opposed "by the professional comoyetit§:

The firSt pa

on'speciffc'cuSt

were told by pFiysi

L groups were simi

care facilities

and others to

orget him," fought

n. They not only

family" and then"

..forget. their, child

ler to parent-e6aber.organizations but foissed

for -the retarded. These parenti, molt of_whom,

"put the child away for,the benefWbf the

back agairi;t the harsh sentence. They did not

kept them at home as long as'ilysically and.

eMotioAally possible but'elso tried to upgrade the institutions in whicON,they were

eventually,forced by circumstance-wplace their ,children.

The-cduwkerf these parents oflle 1940s must' be empl:asidzed. They publicly

-67-
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',admitted to having handicapped children although social stigmatization was.unavoid-
_

. able. They were loathe toinstitutionalize-their children, defying professiral and

public opinion. They chose to keep their children at home with their families, al-_
though they fa'Ced the often-intolerable burden of caring fotl' these children 24 hours

a day, 12'months a year. Yet they somehow found the additional strength to seek out
, .

other parents and join.with Chem to fight for services for their children.

Woifensburger & Kurtz .these plrents as."abused, mismanaged,
.- A
huett fighting mad and eloquent.... living In a) 'darker age'" (p. 9). It was they'.

who led special education into a new day "while the professionals were often occupied

Ho attempts to defend the.status quo" (p. 9) :

.4 A brief like of-the history,of the Washtenaw Association for Retarded Chil-

dren in e State o/ Michigan may illustrate the impact.of one such parents' group on

seryi provide 0 retarded children in one county in Michigan. This histOry was

. .replicate'ughout the State of Michigan and-the entire United States by other

roup of parents operating in similar ways. ,

In Washtenaw County, the parent movec>began in 1950 when parents of children

at the State Home and Training School jolned together to better the Conditions at the

School. This parent'group bepame the Washtenaw Association for Retarded Children,

,qfiliOted IA the state and natIonal,ARC. As conditions at the school bettered

somewhat, these parents became interested in the plight of ehose families hose re-

tarded children were living at home,and were without any services at all.

Their efforts were rewarded in 1956 when the first day center for the trainable

retarded in the county was open by WARC in a, room donated by the-Salvation Army.

'Money for the work was - donated to supplement the modest tuition. However, many chil-

',dren were Still not being served. In 1961, at the urging of WARC, the public ichools

took over sponsoesHip of a portion of.the program. With part of the burden lifted,

the WARC was able to continue its responsibility for all trainable and some educable

'preschoolers and all trainable individuals poorer 14"years of age. "The Uni/ted Fund
.

s4Oried some of therequired funds. At the urging of parents.in 1964, khe Ann Arbor

PubljaSailools assumed full admiAistrative responsipility for all trainable men

tired childen from ages 3 to 21. WARC was then able to turn to another segment

the retarded population which was yet unserved. WARC opened an adult activity

4

.

c nter forindiv1dyals over 21 years of age. In 1965, a day care center was estab-
4 si-

id for severely retarded children. It was.a coOperative venture organized by
. , .

.

etrod:financed by Community Mental Health (state and,federal funding). Spa was
'. . .../r

ted'atoa redU4ed rate 4rom'a local 'church. , .

. .

.

,

...

theOu-§hbUt,t4ke yeari, in addition to the hard work of fou9ding and organizing
- . % . . AK

4 ':Iervicel% the'parents found theMseives supporting each other psychological y. They
. . - .

': eroloyled me Ing together'', Af onl:;.to talk about their children to another understand-
.4

and.t60 umaei trig. Fear, guilt, and shame were lessened by these encounters; and in-

forala as exchanged. The areiiti shared joys as well as sorrows and dr w

strength to go, on.
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During' is time, families with educab le mentally impaired and learning disabled

-children wept sometimes better, sometimes worse off than families of trainable and

severely Unpaired children. The most mildly involved child was often found in the
. .

regular ciassrboM"since few if any classes for mildly impaired children existed in

most public sch Is.. 'Manyof these children were never even suspected,of being

handicSpped: The were either considered "difficult" or "slow." Nowever,, the more

'moderately involved child had no place to go at ell. - 100. . .

In Wasbtenaw County, for example, d4e to the large waiting list of trainable

children, it was decided notto admit educable children to the-program. Some of
.

these children were denied a place in the public schools as well. This exclusion was

especially, prevalent if the children had behavior problems. 0

.

Leaping disabled children depended -upon -the good will and creativity of the

regular classroom teacher, in addition to'the tutoring.and support of their parents.

Meanwhile, other parent groups were forming around the country. United Cerebral

Palsy began in 1941, with an advertisement in the New York Times signed by the parent

of a child with cerebral palsy. The advertisement urged other parents to call the

signer. Cruickshank noted that in that year, the time had come, through the attitu-
. -

dinal changes of the laFger society, for parents of handicapped children to admit to
. r

their true feelings, and no longer to hide the presence. of a hindicapped.child in the

home. The National Federation of the Blind, a consumer's organization founded by the
. . . .

blind themselves, also started in 1940. These groups, along with the Association for

Retarded Children, dealt with the more severely handicapped (or the more overtly

hindicapped) in our society. Tke Association for Children with Learning Disabilities

was nbt founded until 1963; it united many parent groups which had been founded in

the 1950s, such as the_New York- State Association for Brain-Injured Children (1957)
..,

and California Assoclationfor Neurologically Nandicyped Children (1960). Lerner

(1971),stated, "These parents, believing that public schools should provide the

'special

. .. de

education reqoired for their children, organized parent groups for the pur-

pose of convincing schools that these exceptional chi- dreg were educable" (p. 21).
. .

Lerner continued,.
.

0 a

As has been typical within %the history. of, special education,

the pressure and impetus came from parent vrqups rather than
educators. (p. 21)

so

.The Civil Rightsmoveent a.the 1950s give added voice to the parents. Parenes

of hindicapped.children and Kandic;pped adults themselves benefited from the fact

thatiplack people banded logethee'and decided to ask for their equal rights under the

law. Foc_example, there is presently a bill before the Michigan State.Legislature

-that will Unite, under one law, iegpi gbafanteet of civil rights 1wboth ethnic mi-

norities Ad hamdisapped persons..
q"

' In the 4960s, the Kennedy family's influtrica, not only In the-proSiferation of

Services to the handictpped but in the attitude of society toward handicapped
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-,.. . chilegEn and their families, was also of considerable importance. The retarded '

Kennedy daughter, the retarded Humphrey 'granddaughter, the retarded son and deaf
.

0.

dapghter of opera star Beverley Sills, such blind singers a Jose Fdliciano.and Ray
1

Charles, the wheelchair image of Chief lronsides of televisi 11 fame, all contributed

to alleviating the.shame and guilt and Jonelinessfelt by the parents ofhandicapped

children and mod:Pated the attitudes of society in general toward handicappalndivi-

duals, Parent groups throughout the country, their strength increasing, pressed for
0

equal,edncational opportunity for all their handiCapped chilideen.. They were sup-
.- .

.

.
ported by a society growp sensitive to the needs of handipapped4chilOren. In the

1;; 19b0s and early 1970$, laws were enacted in all the'50 states and the District
.. . _.

of Columbia man ring public schoolifig for all children with special or unusual. 01:4

needs. A brief istory and descriptiorl of Michigan's law illustrates the Other. state
. . ...

laws adopted arou,d the country.

Michigan's Committee on Mandatory Special Education was organized in February
.

1970. It consisted of . representatives of such parent organizations as the Michigan

Association of Retarded Citizens, United\Cerebral -Palsy Association, and Michigan

Association for Enibtionally Disturbed Children,Ond professionals who wereoinVolved -.

in the Michigan Federated Chapter of the CoUncil of Exceptional Children: Other in-
.

Aerested citizens, both-parents and professionals, also werejnclmed. This commit-

, tee prepared an initiative petition for mandatory special education; they collected C

:in excess of 200,00.signatures from voters throughout the state. At this point,

"mainstreaming" had not yet entered the parents vocabulary.
.. .

Wchigan's Mandatory Special Act (P.A. 198),went into effect in Oetober'1973 .

J-41
?

I stablishes the right of each handicapped (impaii-ed).person in the state to equal
. .

educational opportunity from birth to age 25. One notable
. \
part of the. Michigan Att .

. is its provision of parents' participation in the educational planning for their*

childfen as well as in an intermediate school districtjerent Advisory committee to '

oversee the workings of the 161. It was in the guidelines ekplainirifg, this law that .

mainstreaming first surfaced as part of the spectrum of'educataidnal Opportunities
..

. . .

open to each child?. . --

Attitudes ..::-

L r

!
".-

ParentA' attitudes, Shaped by society's attitudes and the services available to

handicapped child40, have undergone much change through the Years. One Gannoas-
,..

sume that parents of the 1950s are the same as parents Today. Mucli'llas trlospired to
.._ . ,.. ,.

-make the parents' lot easier. Although we stillhave far to. ego, service's and option

for handicapped children by local, state, and federal governments have been rea4
A

expanded., We havt seen society become more acdepting of disability., As-a result,' --

...- 'parents have -become more assertive in asking for tht:fieip they need.-
. :. .

Parerital attitudes, in enerli, toward their "handicapped children have been
.

'stud;ed,hyprofessionals over the tears. Speeches and article* presented by parents. . s
. x m. ,.

.
-...

.

4, . k
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&Ong these same years suggest different conclusions than the professional surveys.

',Possibly, the speechesanb articles by these parents are not representative of all

parents. Possi,b.ly, some professional bias has crept in. Hisooricatly, professionals

have seen much pathology in Oarenls of handicap ed children. Mythologies often grow
..

up, between groups of people out of touch with or istrusted by one another. The

often- voiced professional attitude that parents re opposed to mainstreaming is very*

risrobably one such mytew

`'; Little is actually known about,parents' attitudes toward mainstreaq4ng. It is

I C. so new a concept that there has been no time in which to survey parents. A small-
.

scale study was conlucted in Washienaw County one month before the Mandatory Act went

' into effect in October 1973

The study asked 35. families of handicapped children the following question: "Do

you prefer that your child be in (1) a regular class full time with supportive help,

(2) a ipecial class full time, (3) a special school full time or (4) park of the day

in a regular class, part in a special class ?" According to4Je results, 13 parents

chose the first alternative'and 11 chose the fourth; Aother w6rds 24 of. 35 families

-chose mainstreaming as the educational alternative for their child for at least part

:-of the day, regardless of the nature or sevdrlty of the child's disability. The poi:-

opts in this study were certainly not representative of all parents of Handicapped

children and there were several sources of bias in this sample of 35-families. On

the other, hand, these parents may well be representative of the active parent,who

works to modify or expand services and whO$4"-voisi.. i, the one that heard by pro-

fessiOnals in special 1,Oucation and by societ;in general. In any case, these results

. indicate the spectrumHof,possible parental attitudes regarding mainstreaming.

Parents, cited several easons for choosing mainstreaming as the educational al-

ternative for their child'. (a) Since children would leld relatively independent

lives as adults, they should begin now, to experience mainstream lifd and to build

their self-images accordingly. (b) Although theplacemept might not be permanent

at the momAnt, it seemed theiiest alternative_ for theiciald. . (c) Most likely, the

*. t
child would benefit from the modeling' of "normal" Children.

,

On the other hand, some parents preferred not.lp 0* their children main-
% ..." ,..

"° streamed for more than a small portion of the day. '.1 $040rents were afraid that
. , ''''"'

their children, although relatively woll-functiontng.
..

''ib;te. rejected and teased...by
,,,. ...

their normal ppers, which would be damaging to the child. boe'parent felt that her
, P . .

child, had bath Intellectual, and behavioral deficits of SuifiCient magnitude to pre-
.

. elude regular class placement at that time. Ho'wever, this parent felt strongly that

special class placement in the public school setting Was desjrable since the child .

i come in contactinformaily with "normal" children and learneda great deal from them,
..,.

lingUisti6slly and behaviorpili. - I ,
.,

. .' ,
,

. ,

.. , . The first of th4fe predominant concerns the parents had regarding mainstreaming
. °....

was the reactiorof4ihe normal children.-11204o regtlar class to the handicapped
.

10
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.child. This concern ranged from possible taunting, and teasing to no nteractioa

whatever. Some parents weie.gfraid that their children would not be able, to make any

'frie.nds. TheParents of the physIcally Unpaired children acknowledgedjhatthis

.'might be a-possibility but felt that their children would haveto face this problem

as part of.the preparation for independent living. 1

ti Tht second major concern of the parents was the grading system in the regular

classroom and how it would affect th'eir children. Several parents mentioned that,

although theirchildren kiedverl( Ford in school, they rece*yed "CIO arid "D's"

from the regu'ar classroom teacher. They teacher insisted 1r grAding "on' curse."

The paren1s want a gradtng system that takes int0 account'the childIs effort-605-5-

vis-the chlIdls,limitations. In other words, 'they believe that a retarded child who.

works hard to master the material should get an "A" although incomparlen to his/her

"normal" classmates he/shejsJunctioning at average or below.

The third concern, and possibly the most imp8rtant, was the reaction of a regu-

lar classroom teacher toward having'a .handicapped-child in her class. Parents asked
a -

the administration 1f they could place their child lr, the classroom of a 'receptive

" teacher, one Who actuaity wanted a handicapped child in her classroom. Th& pa&nts,

felt that as mainstreaming became more SccePtable to regUlar classroom teachers

(through inservice training), choosing the child's teacher would become less-impor-

taat:
, -

In summary, these parents of handicapped children viewed the mainstreaming Al-
(

ternative as dependent upon their particular Child, his educational and eMotional

dneeds, and the placement options- open to the child. SoMeparents felt tIat their

children belonged in and would benefit from the mainstream. Others felt that a more

sheltered alternative would be best. Some parents felt that their children should be

ism the mainstream for'a large part of the daychut not for the entire day. Others

felt that their child should bltmainstreamedlor one nonacademic subject such ,as gym,

music, or art. No parent viewed maivtreaming as an'easy alternative. Modification

of the curriculum and the physical envii-onment'and emotional support were seen as

necessary for successful mainstreaming.. Most important, the parents felt, is the ,

fostei'ing'of a positive attitude in the schgol,administration, regular classroom

teachers, and all the children attending school. It is certainly time for large-
.

scale studies-of parent attitudes toward mainstreaming to be launched."
Goals

eP

Thetgoal of mainstetaiing should, be to increase the probability that the excep

tional child will function as independently and succegsfuily as possible. This dbes '

not imply that all children will function independently but that they will oper4ie'as

well as possible, according to their current agilities. Miinstreaming to the daximum

degree possible, rather than exclusion, dnhances the chances for success and indepdn-

dente since it provides opportunities to model and practice social skills which might

not be available dtherwise.

k
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However., movement from a residential center or special class to a.regular 'lass

'in And of itself insures nothing. Mainstreaming mu;sbe viewed as a, dynamic RrocesS,
.

. not as a product or one-time
.

piacement.

Initially; the exceptional individual is placed in the Yeast restrictiye setting

:possible while attempts,are made to provide the most effective program available.

Periodically, prpcedures and servjces arp tvatuated and new piograms area designed to

meet more complex sets of affective,.coenitive, and/or psychomotor needi.:

COnaiderations and Variability

There is great variability within the educational environmenk that must dealt

with. A major consideration is

gram .planning 9n a,case-41.7-case

traditiOnallydeal with groups,.

the uniqueness of the child and the necessity pro -.

basis. Although sehoOl systems, are designed to and

legislation guaranteeing educational services to ex-

ceptional individuals from pre-schOol to adulthood will necessitatea broader range

-of service anea greater focu "on the student as an individual:` The school system

will be required to .have a cas ade of services available to meet the individual needs

4. of the students, as well as to provide adjustments, as progress is achieved.
. .

A Additional sources of variability withip,the_eduCationalsysterir are.theAliniqueL
- -

ness of the' parent, teacher, and school sysfbricet-any partictlarlime.' Eaclof these
L . -. . _

t Toward -handicappi:,ne condi -.compcmentlparts may have its own .value sltstem.,a

tions,service delivery system, financial congte.,.AUA

with exceepyonal children and theiparents.-?Fiipt

legislativd rulings and interpretations at.'014144s-te

,
IF*story of interactions

great variety,of

and local levels.
t

The inevitable'variabillty.within the,edigaOmmet.

must be dealt with. It is difficult tg make decisIons

ystem cannot be denied, but

kfien one's feelins and pri-
.

,

oriiies are clear; it is next to infposii fi whelliffte_paripants must gufis.abtArt
.

each other's perceptions. Parents.notioebayethe-00t.but the responsibiJity to
-... .

alr.their viewsIrreferences arid to hamCkhere4gnsidered in the selection of pro-
: ,

..

gi-jmialternatives and se(redules.... .?:--,4.:_":7111/4' _

A.

' The avol.dance'of these lisups, an

-

)
h. ViXECCIRCasliobt differences will un-

doubtedly hamper Ahe decision-making proc -'116-41:14ention,,pf the law is full pa-

. reniAlpailicipation. To comply with 1131;11,-,4:kirits will have to become more
4 A. --

assertive,in then dealings,with the SChool. Hatbitriamine e fo& can be effective

_through a continual cycle of decision making which mi4st full involve parents.

P4rents as well as

label can be used admin
.

als*o be used educationa

ing.' The'lalier'use is

educatjonal prOgrariline.

Admiuittrati4ely,

Labeling
$

professionals must separate,the various uses of labelsi A

isiratively for plleement in furided programs. A label can

Ily with tlle-tiope of providing information for program plan

based on a medical model and usually is inappropriate for

S.

a label tan,be useful whera parent is attempting Co attain
4

4.
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seraces, or benefits.' A childWith.a_label has the legal right to services from the

school or district and "direct payillents (social. security, upplerodntal security in-

comeJor benefits (vocational rehabilitation, ta'cleductionsY fromittate Or federal

agencies. However, because of rigid definitions,.the child who falls between labels

or req6ires.several labels can lose out, on services or benefits.
-.

Edocationally,lahels have failed to provide usef ul information for the planning
,

education$1 alternatives or facilitating communication. Even when the.definition

*Js clear', to the professions, it may not be expiaine4_adequately to the parent., When

i"hs.exr;lained, the label is often presented witty medilal interpretation, Which

usually irrelevant for educetional programing, Regardless of the area of disability,

the behaviors associated with a label are frequently presented as a set of rigid and
.

invariable chlracteriitics. The label often lumps all types
*
of behavioral charaC-

.411

terPritics together and then blocks people's pecceptlop of the individual child's

stre- ngths, weaknesses,.and,learning style. There 'Lan emphasis on the-chijd'i

) limitations rather lbarrpotntial. Threfore in practice, rather than facilitating.

communilcation,,the label tends to inhibit and distort,the information. It is criti-

cal for the parent and /or teacher to first,identify the labels) used and then to

have them
*
defined in understandable,observable and measurable terms as*they cur-

rently apply to the child. This proceduremay then'provide some shared informatiOn

that can be used for decision making. It is a parent's right to request a defini-
.

.)
tion.of a term and an explanation of how the label Was determNfd. The next, task is

to see.if the personnelprincipal, tea r, specialists, etc.--involved with ihe-
.

child concur with the label and share similar definitions, prognosiS, and suggested-

procedures.

As a group, parents can gel') to reduce $he use of labels. Rather than adop tr

int.a categorical label as, an organizati nal title (i.e., Association for Retarded
-

Citizens),, parent groups should and are ginning 'to use titles that reflect be-
, .

havioral detcriptions .g., Association for Children with Social and Learning Dif-

ficulties). Parents in this situation are choosing titles that describelehOjor
. N

'and suggest a4ocus onAolving problems rather than continuing the stereotypic glo-

bal classification of their exceptional children. Pirents.sHould refrain and dis-

courage other people from using a label as a descriptor of the total child.

Strategies

The basic.procesi

sign ;eking. All part

evaluating: and modify

in mainstreaming is ibsrental endprofessi

icipants are involved in la cycle of planni

inj on a long-as.well as short-teem bails.

developing educationa concept causes chapges in special

vices and in turn, is modified by.the tesponses of these

cept development, service response, and modification of
*

the.systematic collection of information on performance.

onal const ant decir.
ng,. im2lervntiri2,.1?

krr
"Mainstreaming as a

:

and regular education serr
Services. The cycle of con-.

the concept must be based on

Performance is used in its

a

the

.
. .

broadest sense to include the exceptional individual's behavior in the affective,
wf .

.



cognitive, and psychomotor domains. Without a data base, decision making is caprl-

. cious and does not insure the individUal'scontinued success.

Parents Mu e involVed in the decision makingprocess during th.t,initial plan-
ing and pl cem nt conferences and tbeneperiodically, in program.evaluation. Dee-.

sions co erning placements should be:based on (a) an ordered list of the child's

needs, (b) She individual preferenc6 of parent, child, and profess4onat, and (c) an

,expectation of possible modificati.on, based on evaluation.
t . -

iZceptional childreit open have many,needs. ,The ,values and:Utitudes of a group

f derision makers are reflected when smch needs and/or program alternatives are

lljsted in order of importance. If awar ness okdifferenCes and compromises are

g tned at this point, program plannt and the chances for success are enhanced.

With the variability of the s em, the only thing one can tte sure of ,is change.

-Parents and professionals must think of programs-as the best alternative that can.be.

designed at a particular time. Initial / %, time schedules and expected performance

criteria should be Specified so that there are clear'indications for prOgram.modtfl-

cation.
m
Therefore, at the initial conference, he 'dates anithe.:sources of informa-

,tion used for judging success should be listed. DeOlsions concerning pro_g_raiii evalu-

ation should be based on.a list of expected outcomes'which are periodically coalpared
,4 4 4 ,

- to tht (a4 actual performance of the, child (tests:obiirvations; woric. samples); (b)
, 0.- ,.

analysis of the experience by the parentsand professionals; and (c) views of the-
, ,

%.exPeriente bytbeohild. .

- ,
Too often, deCiSions are made in the absence of information about; the child's

1.

s
performance or with information uprelated to the original objectives. In addition,

.....pnce a program has been implemented, the news of this experience is not shared among

the chil4, parent, teacher, consultant, and/or admie9istrator, A critical phase of

the_process is the comparison of origisial intent, actua performance, and perceptions.
-

of the prOgcam. Oniy'6tnen can patterns emerge that wil ,illustrete which education

alternatives- influence,progress fpr a particOar child. The parent must insist that

work samples dr..tests related to objectives be.samgpled for evaluation of progress%
.

The parent should maintain a file with notes samples of work, and repopts from out-
t4t. , .

side sources which can be used during conferences. if behavioral problems surface,

.

then o6serVations;oris on the occurrence of the behaviors mustibe in evidence:

Interviewing the child6or observations of the classroom'by members of the originar

Rlannirig teamcan be advantageotts also. : .:

.

,

. Our plans and evaluations Must be projected andkdopted in stages as the child

and educational system respond to one another. TO actual process and problems in-
r

. .

curred during mainstreaming efforts can be analyza by relating-44p experience of..

one family as they attempted to integrate thejr handicapped son into "the educational.

mainstream. . "' "*.)
.

. ,

. AP o
% A Case HIstory

f

Denny, age,9, his.ceiebral palsy. He can be described as having spastic

75

, .,* 4-- . 4 ,

. J. 73 . .
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paraplegia with some ihvolbement Of the upper

eider) to get around, He also hes a profound

corrected to 60 db with a htering aid. He is

eyes, and beautiful teeth. 'Hp is a bit'small

His speech is intelligible most of the time.

. . -

extremeties. He needs'a walker (Roll-

hearing lost of 80 decibels which is ''

goOd looking, with flax2n hair, bright

for'his age. He sometimes drools.

When he has difficulty communicating a

particular idea, he compensates by using a synonym or several word descriptions

culled from his large vocabulary. He lipreads well, and that talent, coupled with

Ihe assistalice.of his hearing aid, helps him to function as a hearing persoli.- He is

reading at or around grade level,, hates math, and in general, is a-brlght child who

-.
is, leased with his accomplishments. Danny is th oldest of, two children in his

k . 1. s
' middle-class family and is presently mainstreari4 in tne second grade of his neigh-

, ,- . .. -
.

borAbod schodl. ' -
.

Until 1973, whenilewwas 7: Denby bttendedia special (public) school for ortho-

dedically handicapped children. it that time, his mother and, to a lesser extent,
.

his father, pressed for Danny's transfer to.a regular class in his nelghborhygOd
4

. .

school. One of the prime reasons mot4vating his mother -.was that Danny had to spend

-

three hours every day on thebus that toolZ him to his special school. In addition,

after visiting Danny's classroom several times, observing the

monitoring Danny's feelings whenhe a /rived home from school,

0 the program was not appropriate for hi;;. However, there apogee

ternative for Danny. It was this point that.Rapny's. mother

husband, "Could Danny-possibly manage in a regular classroom?"

Danny's mother visited e.* neighborhood echool and talked

other children, and i.

his mother felt that

red ,to' be no other

asked herself and her

with the principal

aboui he'r concerns. She found the principal very receptive to having a physically,

Impaired child attindlhf echool. The pripcipain turn, visited Danny's home to

meet him. After observing Dannytat 116e, the.principal tallied to several-of the

.kindergarten teach4rs to find'out their feelings about having Danny in thpir class:

room. One of the teachers was particularly enthusiastic. So principal,'teacher,.

,parents, and child agreed to glite mainstreaming ar try.

The mother then asked the Director of Special Education to convene an Educe-

tional Planning and Placement Conference to change Danny's placement officially. It
. . ,

.was at the EPPC Oat much resistance to mainstreaming Danny surfaced: The krincipal

of the special school, school psychologist,'hurse, and physical therapist all opposed
.- ,

the idea of mainstreaming Danny at.this time. It was'felt that he still needed a '

. . .

great dears4 physical therapy,,whichould be precluded by placement out of the .:

spatial school:, But the princrilai of thefielakborhood school and the kindergarten.

teacher; along wi h Danny's parents, pushed to gibe It'a try. "lt might work and
. -

it might not.i' (5 DaAly starded kindergarten in his neighborhood scho61.

Dn the first day of school, It beCame apparent that the teacher, even with het
- ..

positive attitude,.had not realized the full situation. First of all, because of
.- 's

his poor balance.and coordination, Dinny needed help'ingding to the l'athroom. A ,
.

-. .

call to.Danny'snmotherprompted her to volunteer,to come to school every day, at
. . ...

l
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10:00 a.m to toilet Danny. In addition, Dandy walked very slowly and precariously

withIlis valker'and was soonout-dittanced by his jostling, giggling classmates on

their way to art and music. He could not participate in mucHnf the activities in

the, gym.- Because of his upper extremity involvement, he wrote, colored, cut, and

pasted very slowly. It became clear to.Danny's teacher (and mother) that a full -tine
0

. .

tide 11:39 needed in her claS4room to help with Danny. Fortunately, ther\ e was some
. :-

fedei-armoney in the Ichool system for this position.

Currently, there are two aides in Danny's cla;sroom, one in the morning, one in

the afternoon. _They work with the class in general and the teacher is pleased to

have them. Specifically, they help with toileting Danny (Os mother no longer has

the responsibility); accompany him on his slow walk to art and music, and help him

to some extent with his school work: An alternative to spending money on an aide.

/114cou ld have been toinstall grab bars in the bathroom or to have a volunteer parent.

already present in-the school tohelp with toiletting. Older children could help

out in the gym and the teacher might slow down the class on their' walk to art and

music. Danny's mother feels that, at the moment, she is willing to sacrifice some of

Danhy's;independence for his safety (in the bathroom and hallway) but eventually, he

Will be responsible for meeting hiss and, thus, guidance will help him

toward later- indep endence. ,
1

Once & week for one sour, a teacher7consultant for. the hearing impaired comes to .

school,ito help Danny-and the teacher. liheMoiher says that ideally the teacher-con-

sultant should see,,,Danny once a day:. Danny-could'also have the service of a helping

teacher but this.mot'her and classroom teachet feel that too much fragmentation Would
...

result. The parents have taken responsibility for Danny's6physical therapy. Danny',

mother takes him three times a week to the loca children'i hopi°tal. These visits
.

are financed by the Michigan Society for Crivp d Children. Danny hWipceived

physical therapy daily at his special school as part of his'educatitgOrOgfam. His

parepts felt that the benefits of mainstreaming more than offset the additional re .

sponsibilityfor taking DanA'y to physical therapy outs4de of school..

i:

.

Danny's kindergarten and first-grade teachers-chose not to preparethe noraml

children in Danny's class forhis presence. However, they answered all tle chi'. .A.*
,

dren's questiOns as thty surfaced. The mother agreed with .this appaoach.' Danny, ...

4,

. . -

too answered questionsl.. Thp children got td explore'Denny's"phonic ear" 40 talk

into the microphpnk which the teacher wore. -All in all',. Danny's mother belevis .

that the.chNren inDanny's-class feel positiyely toward him.' - I .

.

Danny's social life is stirtrsorbewhat restricted-by society's attitudes toward
.

disability, which is why bis mother takes an active interest 19,enhancing his social
4 . .

... interactions? She invites Danny% classmates to play with him several times a week.
f

a #
Birthdays become gala affairs. Nther and son understand the other childreeand4

1
their parents and ate willing.to cake the initiative in social contacts. Danny.rs

.. - . .

. seldom invited by other Ghillmik to their houses. On the othei.Vand,- Danny's mother

.
..

t. : V. .
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feels that he should, learn how to enjoy being alone since, as 4 handicappedindivi-
_t J.--

dual, relative isolation will be his lot. To'this end, Dannyifenrolled in an art
. .

course at the local art.:isociation. He seems to have both talent and interest in
..

this area.

Danny's motheris heiping him to maintain his relationships with other

capped children and adults so that at least some of the time he does not feefirdique.

Last, the teachfrr, principal, and parents feel that society has much to learn from

anny. Maintrelming Danny may foster a more accepting attitude toward all

ties. .

Decision Making

The case of Danny could gi.ve the impression of consistent, positive, and suc-

cessful interactions between home and school However, although it is not indicated

botji sides frequently felt abused and frus-

to deal with the natural and common feelings

loneliriess afferent oblems encountered by

"!.:

in the case study, the participants on

trated by one another. 'It took months

of frustration, tensioh, and sometimes

parents and teaches during. mainstreaming evoke complex emotio s that must be deaJt

with.

Parents and school personnel must realize that such'feelings will emerge :and

that it takes time and patience to cope with the,issues. Danny's program almost
.

failed several thins; however? after several years of hard work and cooperation, a

comfortable and effectiye program i, functjoning. :
.

_

Prograams are often cyclical and disequilibrium -can be` predicled between the par-
/

ent and school person el. Uneven patterns of behavior .and achievement_are frequently

Polierved and shed/ d expected. The anticipation and discussion ofpossible dis-

equthbrium is and way of easing tensions. A statemeni-/such as "This must be the

hard Alme we tofked, about," leads to planning and probleM solving rather than .re-

crim4ttioni Pd tensions. .p&..1,

jme ratification of.acceptable ranges of performancerand behavior in main-
.

stre$m. ed. ,enviroqments facilitates dpcision makirlb,,,when problems ocito. Comparing the

pro'leCfed to the actuol rate of progress helps the parent arid teacher to discriminate

whether the proble s are temportary and within an expected range or reflecting a cri-
.

(r
.-tiaf issue that equires some major modification.

..- _

/
. IA essence, the decision makers, the parents and teacher,

.

must define thbs

ithings that would allow them to answer a questiOn such as, "Could Danny possibly
., -

' 4/ manage in a ee9ui r classroom?" Instead of deciding on the basis of "feelings,"
/,* .

attitu -s, arid ran om observations, both parent and teacher outline the behaviors,

:
4

.

-4.
.

I pdrfor nce, or reactions that would be required for a. positive or negative answer.

. This procedure provides: the specifiCoriteria to use in deciding if mainstreaming

plans should be maintained, modified, or discarded. 4

S
>

. .
... .

. .
v



The parents' role the evaluation of the mainstreaming concegt.depends on

4fieir degree of involvement in the decision-making process for their individual chil-

dren and their evaluation, of progrjms and progress through parent organizations. The

individdal or.tho group. will each be stronger and more influintal when supported by
, . .

-information from the Other. 'Event's .reported brbarents from several ,schools alloW an
-_, .

organization to, observe patterns, seek adilitional infOrmationt and plan effective

strategies." The Organizationin turn,,provides inforMationZpy options,. training,

and support for parents dialing on an indiVida4 basis. The parAnt organization has
. . _

.
been a major force in changjng attitudes and services for the exceptional individual.

1-o-' ..
.% TM beefi.ts in terms of lObbying,j4naaces, access to expertise, and support must

:-..

knot be overlooked by parents or prOfesstonals.
..

. .

For parents, mainstreaming means continuous interaction with educational per-

t sonnel for planning, inoemeniing:evalnating and modifying services- on an individual

-.oasis. or 014411-parent organizations.

4
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INTERLUDE

\

Rtidolf B..ichmerl

et

The papers in this volume grew out ota seminar taught by Professor Bates and

Mr. West in the spring :of 076 at,the University of Michigan. I had been asked4o

participate, despite my absolute ignorance of anything having to do with the topic,

because the production of this volume was the seminar's purpose, and I have had sob*

experience as a teacher of English and as an editor of material in many'fields I know
. .

nothing'about. _So I "talked, from time-to.time, about writing and organization and

style, and.I asked a lot of questions, and gradually I became uneasy. "I was asked to

make that uneasiness explicit here:

Let me repeat: I am a layman. I have never taught, nor wanted to, any kind of ,--,

class at the public schoot,level; I have had no .training in education, psychology,

sociology, or law, and only very little in history; know absolutely nothing about

genetics or.biochemigtryor neurologylbr any of the many other pertinent scientific

fields; with only one faint exception, I have not even had any personal experiences

'with handicapped children or their parents. Why, thee', should I agree to 'suggest

more. than a comma here or a syntictical change there? Why not simply listen respect-

fully to people who have not only studied their subject as scho ars but also have
!

been involved, and continue to be involved, in it as practitio rs?
,

Because, I think, we already have too many experts talking nly to eaih other,

and about matters that go far beyond their expertise. A football coach talking about

. t

I

the. relation of the game to the moral development of the paeticipants, to. the na-

tion's.strength of character, anf to constants in human nature leaves his expertise
. . .

far behind and is open Co rebuttal by people who do not know a wingback_from a split

end. A who identifies unfettered opportunities for the accumulation of .

.

wealth wit both naturallaw and personal freedom would not he surtirlsedy disagfee-

meets with people who.do not know the stock market from a fish market. And special

educators, whether they are for, against, or noncommittal about mainstreaming, cannot
6

take refuge Ln expertise once:they have made declarations about the rights of all

childreh, the'purposes of edpcation, and social and moral imperatives. That Messrs.

Oates and West, and the other contributors to this.volume, ha4e recognized this fact
r

4 "
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is, of course, greatly to their credit.
. .

The precedin6 papers-displey-three characteristics, although not uniformly, that

are the ca le my disquietude. The authors generally agree that desirable educa-

tional arrangements are those that benefit 'individual children in some personal way.

They generally see questions of ideology, structure, finahce-, administration, and the

like in essentially political terms, that,is,j0 questions to be resolved (whether

through persuasion, litigation, legislation, or a heightening of moral sensibilities

by adjustOng power relations among the groups ig conflict. And they generally, do n t

specify what kinds and what degrees of handicaps,mental and physical, rept:esent the

outer limits of acceptability of children who are to be mainstreamed. Let me take

these matters in reverse order.

The mildly retarded child who can be taught to read and write, to learn some
.

skillA, to obtain a job at which he cap achieve self-sidficiency;'is clearly not the

issue here, especially if he presents no particular behavival problem. _Nor, 1

assume, c, the authors writing about children requiring constant custodial care,

children sufferipg from severe physioluical and neurological disordqrs and malfunc7

tions. The question thus immediately becomes one of diagnosis I is so-and-so a child

who despite what appear to be mental abnorm'alities,'one who might benefit, personal-
.

ly, socially, educationally, by being pldced in a regular classroonek .What,initru-

ments shall we use to assist us to,render this judgment? Who shall make it? .What

appear to be the social conditions surrounding it? Since we know that different 0

children develop different abilities at different rates,'how confident caQ,we be that

what appears to be some (orm of retardation in'a very young child is indeed a permd-

t Aeficiency, impermeable to various forms of.treatment?

In my view, there are no general answers to these questions. If there iA a

reasonable doUbt about a given child's abilities, present andpotential, then it

seems tome'obvipus thartee must give the child every chance-to develop his mind and

his personality under the most favorable. circumstances we can contrive. .What those

circumstances are should ideally be determined only by our judgment of what might
°.#

stimulate that development most rapidly, although practicall/, of course, we Will be

limited by resources of both money and staff. That is an easy enough position to

take. The hard part cpmes when, in our judgment, the child's mental growth has come

to a Stop.-

Who is to render this judgment? .Those whose bus.iness,it is to do so; certainly

not those whose business it is not. What is to be done with the child? That de-
.

loends on the circumstances. lf, under arrangements othe,than the public school, he

canbe taught

a If he canndt

care. And 1

sake but, at

iarily to-the

through which he might make a livelPhood, that should be. done

learnquch a skill, then presaMably we must make arrangements for his

thatethat should be done as,sporp6 possible, not only for-his

lea equally importantly, for_that of his family: It is not neces-
.

11:mily'sebenefit to le4et'he child in its care as long as ossible,

60
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especially not if there are other children. I happen to place ,the highest possible

value on the family; to me, the ugliest story in the Old Testament is fhat of Abra-

readikeils, however reluctant it was, to sacrifice his son in obedience to God."

Any God who.would test his adherent's loyalty in this way should be rejected, nob.
--,1

worshipped. Bit isn't our adherenceito the rigkts of parents to decide the fate of

their severely handicapped children a similar sacrifice of people to a principle?

And i,sniihe principle, In this instance, tantamount to irresponsible and potential-
.

harmful-mAgonement of social obligation-s? I do pot expect that A society still

arguing about the rights of private property owners to do as they Wish with what is

only temporarily theirs is ready to consider, limitations to the rights of parents to

do as they wish with what is also only temporarily theirs. Still, the point is that

there is an ilsve,here, and that it is at least debatable.
4

The second characteristic of the preceding papers, their essentially political

orientation, seems to me strangely at varian e with the idealism implicit in all the
."

argumentsnot only for mainstreaming bpt so for special education in general.

Special eckicatilim as a lobby'', representing a constituency, seeking more influence,

more pertertmore money, it)undoubtedly a reality in a country-in which the various
.

edotatioAal institutions all are products of similar forces. The realism of a call,

covert or overt, for more of what works is superficially attractive.. Some successes

have been won; more seem likely.. If legislation for'bilingual or multicultural edu-

cation can be achieved on behalf of children whose native language is not English, 4°'

or-whose culture is not Angio-Saxon, why not envision something camparable for hands-.

capped children? Equal opportunity for all children is not a goal easy to dismiss,

especially not when the equality of all children is maintained on the basis of their

intrinsic worth as human beings

Still, such a position ii only superficial) ttrattive By accepting adversary.

bpSween diffePent interest groups as intri is to a democracy's educational
.

system, "tbe advocates of more pOliticaj power for special education seem to meto

condemn themselves be a permanent minority. They may achieve greater toleration;

they May even achieve permanence, like the teachers' unions, as a factor to be reek-
*

oned with in the ippointment of people to office and the allocation of funds. But

are these their goals? Wili they also work for'their on eventual disappearance by

suppoo'ting genetic counseling, biomedical research, measures intended not only tOrIC\

mitigate handicaps but also to reduce the number of the handicapped? Or will the

latter Question continue to be surrounded by religious mysticism, cries of social

engineering, accusations of eugenic fascism?

It is admittedly an ugly question, but it is worth raising; The political' power

of any group depends to some extent on that group's size and to a larger extent on
.

its relative longevity. To accept the political nature of our educational system and

to attempt to use it on alf of a given group means that one has an interest in in-

creasing that group's sit and in"making it as permanent as possible. Neither of

1.
)..

i
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these goals can be justified on any conceivable rational or humane,grounds for spe-

cial edAetion lobbyists. "We,not only do not peed, we do nit want more handicapped

children. We want fewer. In fact, we want none at,al.l. ',, t, , .
4111, . .

. a

a

So the traditional political process,es it is played At, year after year, 1p
'

educe ion, does not seem to meappropriate for special education. Special educators
- .. ir

serve a onstituency unlike any other, a constituepcy whose di appearance would have
. ,

to be welcomed by allrational persons. I do not find much confrontation of that .
4 . 4

ct--and 1 am convinced. it is one--in the papers in %Olt: yolphit. Our
.

irorol respon-

sibility to do the best we can for those,handicapped persons already among us in-
...----"-

. ,

cludes, it seems to me,
.

an obligation to reduce their number-in, t e fiiture. The
/

.

greatest success special educators, like generals, could a s to .diminish
. J> i .

socle,ty's need for them.
.

-,

The issue of greatest concern to me, then, is what to'do agout"those handicapped
.

,
.... children,whp areWtth us here and noW. For some--and 1 air 3ot qualified to-try to

.
- 4--

describe even in the mos eneral terms who ti4y might be-xmainstreamfrng seems to be
.

. -

a perfectly acceptable, indeed, beneficial strategy, up to, the point of:eheir maxi-
-.

mum development. For.others, mainstreaming may well be disastrous,:as well.as for
4

their'classtrates and teachers. l.cannot belleve,that we need any but a humane and
. ,

flexible policy,empliasAzing not pripcipleslibt-ehildren's po-ssibilifies as we see

them on an individual basis. Does.this mean that, like some of ?Ile authors of the

papers in this volume, I. think that one should structure arrangements to suit the

child, that, in the old'phrase, teachers should teach"chifdren and not subjects? It

certainly dows not. On the contrary, I thifik thfit we aro already dangerously cloSe

to eliminating many of the fundamental distinctions education is traditionally supr

poses to 'foster. it is "riot at all certain that quF high,sdhoolsare not already,

proces)+Iig mentally deficient children, rigs rdless stf4heir ability to read and.

write, right along with normal and even superior,children whocannot. read and write

either, to and through commencement exercises every June. I ido not believe, that '

human rights exist in 0-4 abstract. Indeed, Ono( the abstract fs'A lunar invention

unders.tood by very few people, nothing is more inimical to a specific human beini's

rights than considering them in the abstroact. To declare that differ4nces-are un-

impOrtant, that all children have the same rights, that weari.somehpv; morally
4 od

4
..

obligated to move children from one level to the next because they have grown older
;

is to confuse education with religion. Perhaps we,are all already equal IAthe sigh
.

of God, and perhaps we will all be equal in ffeaven. But wears obviously not equal

in our mental abilities and, as 1 undei-stand public education,^tfte stimulation of
'N. XN 'mental abilities is verylargely what education is about.

. .

,

.

I have no reservations about equdlity of educational 6pportunity. The question.
.

is what to do when that,opportun ty has been provided, as best as we can Manag e', and
1

- .

diOkaptons emerge. I think the saver must be the honest ne, always. We are a)-
*

x .. . -

'ready Iy..jng to far too many'normai childten. not i rove matters by lying to

exceptionAl ones, and their parents, as well . .
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"Resista nce to Mainstrqaming

Dirlene Schoolmaster

Y.1

'1

CHAPTER 7

. ..-
. . .

. fhedmainstreaiing of exceptional children is:no lohlger a theoretical issue.
. .:-

Today's educators are not afforded the luxury.of evaluating. 'thilarious aSpects of

mainstreaming and'then deciding the best course of action for edUcitors in some dis-
e . . ,. -+

tent futurt. Special education Students are already being-spinstreemed in many

. school systems today. Although specific polic)es and-practices cliffir,.such chil
...

dren include thpse generallymclassAfied-as learning disabled, educable Mentkily re-
. i 'er .; 4-

tarded, and emotionally, visually, hearing, and physically iiblialfed)ptlisiev4ely

as. . - ,
..- .4 ,...: ; g', : .

In most sch4 systems, mainstreaming is presented as atifeltio-patbre.1.04 speci-

fic problem. For example, some educable mentally impaired studenisniarbe in regular

sergated classrooms f.ifher educable
fkl-i

ally imp-aired childrenmaybe in redufar.
, A 1 ,4r4 ,.. .

one may be In self-contain'ed special classes.
.

classes while the district still oper.
,

mentally impaired children. Some emotio

classes fuil time, some part time,. and
.

The presence of mainstreaming does not imply a lack of special education services fa

the children invo'ved. Generally, schOol.systems have tried to-build ancillary Sup- .

/
pOrta,sySteMS for both exceptional children,In regular,classes.and for regular clisS4

room teachers;

I have worked as d'ipecial educator in a mainstreamed stuation and philosopiii-
. -

. cally support the oncepott Mainstkaming is an issue of the rights.ofhandloappfd

individuals to an eclutation; those rights must be recognized. An the' small and Tim-

_ iced setting in 'which"! was irkvolvad,wrawere success6fulleejucating exceptional

.children Ph a boss restrictive. environment.
.

I hail, pragmatic reservations,,howeer, about the lai*-sale success of the
. -

dainstrebmind effort. Mainstreaming, like most educational innovations, cannot be

vteiged, in iS.o)ation Many Wier aspectsOf the total operation are affected.,

by the education of specie' children in regulancl4ses. In most cases, chls;tges will

.
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have to occur concurrent with or, better, p ior.to the mainstreaming,effort if this

altmrnative is to benefit the exceptional hiTd. Further., if-the Initial attempts it

mainstreaming' are poorly planned and operated, then each subsequent,effort.has less lip

and less chance ofsuccess'as negative'fgel'ings become stronger and more widespi-ead--
- ,. t r

Resistance to mainstreaming gets, not so much as outright denials of thwriggl

subconscious

.,

apof handicapped individuals to an .Propriatdion, but rather -ase education,

attitudes hardened by the da40difficulties faced'by thoselinvolved in'these pro-

grams, The sources of resistlance are varied, but all in some way 2ffect the educa-
.

*
tion4,f.exceptional.children in regular classrooms.

.
.

. .

. ,
**-2---.. Children

1 .
.

., , .

Both normal. and exceptional children May and ofen Irethe.source of difficul-

ties impeding the success of mainstreaming. Normal children may be fearful of those
.. ,,

who are different and with whom they have previ6iisly had iittle contact. In some

school systems special education clasirooms are located in completely separate facil-

ities. In other systems, clusters of segregated classrooms 31-e hodted in a few
e,

buildings within the district. In either case, a student can mbve from grade t

grade without having any contact with an exceptional chijd. The separation of handi-
.

capped from normal children has a long his' the sudden placement of a

' special student in a regular classroom canevol anxiety and.rfsult in overt rejec-
..

tion of the new class member. f

Chayez, in reviewing the history of speciareducation; and Zand, in discussieng
.

attitudes toward exceptionality, show how these feekjngs toward,speciat childr,en,'

these attitudes and, behaviors, have been part Of our cultural heritage for genera-.' '

tions., But more than history islknvolved:- Studeelts in regular education who are
.-

themselves close to the categoiical handicaps may hamper successful mairtIreaming..,
, ,

, The cKild with learning problems. may be the leas] accepting of the educhble mentally

impaied; the-class bull ay be the most hostile to an aggressive child from an

programimpaired program t child with some motor difficulties may be £he least
.. .

helpful to a classmate with more obvious and limiting physical impairment. In addi- .

4 1.

tion, activattpr'of,the pecking-order mechanism could'result in classroom disruption
. . . . .

as exceptional children are integrated:ieto.regular.educatioff settings. ')Children.

ally those with problems, continually s-trtve tXrocrease theill. distance fora
...

t .
A r 0

..
the ottom of the pecking order with the arrival of mi4 new class, members who apglar

capable of occupying the last pbvition in the-hierarchy.

Children currently in segregated special classes may also resist mainstreaming
. .

attempts. If they remember unpleasant school emperiences before their special class

placement, they'may we ll fear returning to a similar situation. their relative
A

'

security in the special class setting may be enhanced by their familiaHty witheacid

other and withmthe 'tame teacher over 'several yeal-s. This situation'may
. .

*itetly applicage to the non -white student. FulAher.'attleasi one study
\,

that educable mentally impaired child4nNin special-classes hang poorer

1.

$.
sr

be particy-
I 6

suggested"'

self-concepts' i
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than' poitparable children in regular classes (Meyerowitz, 1966); ,lf these findings
can be gene4lized4o a broader population that intludes other impairments, then re-
integrating an exceptional student may be viewed by the child as a condemnation to

failure.
. ,

.. . The time a child has been )n a special class in itself
tlainstreaming. The longer that students, have been. tegreget

that they will want to leave, and the harder it- is- tiy plan rp
educatitrnal futute outside of 'special clIss placement.

Parents-
OeFents. of children in 'spec i S t education programs, is, wel I as those' of normal

..-- . . .

children tiay be oppiised4to mainstreaming.. tothe former, regular class' Settings May .4.

appear Inhospitable. They may h've unpleasane memories of earlier exe.skences in '
...

general education. They mty not want to leave lettings where they And their-` ildren
have been well treatdd. .Many of them have worked diligently for special services-, -

"and programs for their children and do not want to risk Asing these services nde0
,

the use of mainstreaming. Mainstreaming could eotential ly legitimize the endow
_. . -
ifient of exceptional children to undifferentiated- programs t(Hobbs, 1975). .

. , ..-

Parents- of, normal: chi 1 dren may also oppoSe ;Mainstreaming. Like diet r. children,. . ,
. I

they may be nervous..about-direetexposure to someone,who is 'different and with whom
.

k

-they ,have had I i st le br no grevi ius interactions. YkeyfataY'feel that the presence Of -
. . -...

an exceptional student in their children's c,lassfooms chould result in- the titchdr's . ...

.

ay present a barrier to
, Ahe lesskely it is
listicatly for gtheir

I.

4 e
disproportionate attention to that child. fl-ius pareWts may feel that their- c '1

(drepks educat ion TA 1 I 'suffer fin. the. sake J' the exceptional Ih i ld.
-Administr Ative Corisidetiatiops 4' ..

.1 A . ..i
T '-The administr,atsion of,a public school system 'is composed of two parts:, ,the,edu-

-.
. .cAtOrs who'work as admi:nistrator's and .the 'structure pf the administtAtion. i tselri ts

... . . .
procedures, policiesdond hieratchies. Oth have,A'tremendous impact on every fact.t. 'I ...

of schooling the me iris t 4am i ng ''cif exeeet i onal chi idren: -. - ..
Principal's may not' have had- any pi-ac "ticaI or aCbdenic'exPirreriee with exception-..

d al children.. A 1970 study by 'Lynda' Bullbck showed that none of the Atiop
. requirementsequirements for school administiators in any of the 50 state, the District of .Ca[

ltimbia, or Puerto Rico called, for coupses in special. education; 65'percerit'ot the
.

. -elementary school administrators had had, nOtburse work related to the ;ducat:01.'9f
, . .

Nexceptional- c1-6-1dren; and 23 percent had taken:ale cou d, 8 percet had taken 2 .' .
,

courses, and only 1+ percent had taken 3 'pr more course in special education. Those
: ss. .

, .. . I 5.. principals who have boved exceptional childreo.in segregatedclassrooms in t-heir

a

,

buLldings may have derived little knowledge Trom'She_experience r often, the princi-,
'pals have lied 3 i t t i e say` .in the' operation of these tlassrOoins,and,..therefore, regard "

. .
-- _.

the. program ,ani .4 ts oortst ttuens,s as unre fated to the rest of the school. ,..
.

pr-inc
:.

A irtal an make mainttrearding difficult for reasons other
.
than,a lack of

.
. , 7

,
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. .
Irainihg in special educatipn. Morse41) feli that the principal's role is.cru-

. . . .
...

.4
.8 ,i

cialto.the successful accomMoglation of special pupils in regular ciaiseS. He stated

- that the key criteria, however, are how the principal works will, .his or heil teachers'
..-

and how he or she serves as an over-group person to the childr4n. 'Thus, a principal

,

c
- should Be "trained to make the system flexible and supportive. The principal must .

support teachers, children and parents throughout the mainstreaming effort.
V.

lm the mainstreaming project in which I was involved, the role played by the

building principal was c rucial: In fact, in one instance the principal's past expe-

1

rience and involvement with special,eduOt ion an

his_builjing being cROsents the site of a pilot

begin a decline in a building where theprinciPa
.

providing help to teachers. One teacher even fe

far".

d excePtionaljillpdren res4ltedin
. .

'program.. I observed ...a good program

1 became.weak and inconsistent, n

It that thepr,incipal was placing

difficult children in Ker clasIroom:to force her to change her leaching methods or
.

.

. . . .

requesv
N...

a transfer, or'both. - ., :.

.
,k, .

fiAthough perhaps not overtly opposed to placing exceptioAal children in regmlar.

.clasi?boms, special education administratorsmay be very reluctant to do so. Mady

of them gave been able to manage their progranii with very little interference and '"

have come to feel very secure in their autonomy. A widespread mainstreaming of

special students would of negessrty alter tl4s

and dependence .047 gener I education personnel.

supervisors, and consultants may npt only feel

role, requiring more interaction With'

Some tpecial education directors,

uncomfortable about a movein this..
.4- .

direction' qc also may not know how.to cooperate sgccessfu14y with general education

staff.

.. . . The administrative structure eis.t.sIstif may be a barrier to successful integration

of efceptiOnai'children in regular Classrooms. Al
.

local, county, and state levels,.

general and special education may have parallel admtnistratiVe hprardhies which can '
.

make working together difficult.. The)wo can operate almost as separate entities

otilin the same srstem. The budgebudgeting ProcedurVs, awl time:schedules may be

different, making the' placement of Specielstudentrin rvularscrasies fradght.with
. .

ramifications. related_ much more to the operation of the_bdreautracy than tothe edu
et

-

cation of chijdren... ,
. .

. -
.

.

The organization of instruction may alsO pose problem-to effective mainstream-

ing. The conventional age-grade placement, for instance, may present difficulties

in placing exclitional Oildren in the. most appropriate AducatiOnal'setting. In

genpral,:secondary school curric4lailaa realistic vocational explorliom aklfpre-
.

. . . . , . .. .
.

,vocational training,
(
both of which are ii6portant to accbmpodate special students

successfully,, An issue as basjc as the current size 'of most regular classrooms
.

appear.s'hfghlypertihent to mainstreaming, Cruickshanit'(197l+) seated. that sUccessfol '.

integration requjres 1 reductiq, ib the number of chi4dren.inithe Classrooms invqlved.
. . .

. . .t.

4.

NIP*

Taadhers .

. -
Teachers in

. .boOrgeneral and sPeci41.edutatio n'ma? re s-trasp' mrainStreamilig. Bpdause
. .

.-9;2'

. .
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so much of the success of any educatiOnal program depends on the teachers who imple-
. -

. -

ment it, the sourcds of teachers' resilptanice should be examined carefully.,'
\

Regular classroom teachers. like childrep,
.
parents, and administrators, may have

.,
) '

had Phttle contat.t with exceptional children,. They may have had ho ioursework 4n ,

special education nor much practical experience with special students., Thee teachers --
.-

may feel-dubious about their capabilities to
N.

work with exceptional .children.hitdren. Just *
A . _

. making
A

the teachers aware of their.frdedom to design a classroom to accommodate these a.

students is not enough; it may only reinforce their feelings of iyadequacy (Morse,

1971). . .
".,

. ...
. ._

,, FUrther, efforts to train general educators for mainstreaming have not kept pace,.._

'with( eff4rts to mainstream, causing not only 61stration but negativism teward,ihe , -.
!

entire concept. Teachers may feel tha they have not been 'shown specifically how to
40

. ...

individualize in their classroon4L,to provide for special students. General' educators'
,. . . .

may feel that they lack a broad, encompassing model for an ihividualized.classroOm' ..

' in whicR'they can comfortably accommodate a widl:rangefot students (NorA,')971). .1

r '

!regular classroom teachers may rightly. feel that\they have been given much teoretictl

. advice but littleelse. Bates and West elaborate furtier on the implication of triis .:1

problem for teacher education. . . - .
# I

A

. There are, of course, genera' educators Who do, not want special students in
,A,

their classrooms and who will not make attempts to accommodate thdm. Boit teachers

. whbse attitudes are positive and\compentenlvhigh, may also feel that there are
.

limits toilleir abilities to Meithe needs of each child whenthe'numbers are large,

the spectrum wide, and the budget limited. 'Many excellent general educatqrs havt.
.

. - . ..

undoubtedly` been involved with mainstreaming effOrts thus far; and J feeeoriui#ate
. s.

to have worked with several of them. 'These ereA06 people who arrive early, stay .

rate, and d partiscipSte in volunteer workshops-And. irlservice training.. But their .

.. . i
.. _

"reward" Is often:that the mowidifficult children in the schoOl.are.placeu.in ihdir.

ss ;:.

.
. . .. .. ..

.
.

clarooms . 1
.,

Not all special education featlArsNsupport maiwistreamrng:".
'

Like addinr
,

strators .

. . . A. -

of. special education, these teachers may ,feel reluctant to relinquisir the autonc.myof.
. * -

: ... .
a segregated program..-:They may hesiCite to;assyme.a resoprce/consUltarit,type doe ...

.

. roleTfrideed,..they may haae'nepther the'skill.s nor the personal characteristics to
. 1' it- '

- ,
do so. Further, special education teachers may oppose mainstreamism as an unjusti-

.

fled indictment of spetia),eddcation Vo work with eseeptiOndl children effec lvely.
e

. They Mar (Wink, on the cqntrary, that' they havd ()wee good job and have th support A.

.of satisfied parents. ' .
,..:, :- ... .

.., I .

r. ''. --Not only may special education personnel resist. mainsteiraming themselves, they

may alsO be the cause ofAorne Of the, resistance fromgeneral educaiOls. :Special ,'
. . ,

education personnel haveirequentl* blamed'regular teacherslor the exclyeon of
- . LA,

special
$

stddents in the first place: The spkcial educator carOglaidly' expect) these
. Z,

same teaters
k

their former scaoats, to,accept these studentsIlong vlitb;che,ypguellu ';.

.
.)

.
.

. . ... ,
. ,.. . A ''

Ir-
-

,
).

, . .
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S. ...

t

consultative services of the former teacher of the self-Containe4 special class, .

. .

. - .
. without some sharp recollections pf recent divisions.

Structural Considerations
''

,SChoo1 bt.iiidirigs in most disricts'bre not able to accommodate the mainstreaming

oft'i full i,.1, itnie oT special studentf. This f.:ct becomes most clear when one considers ..

.
. . i.

1.

students with physical impairments. Structural change's and additions would be nec.

essary in most facilities, and the basic style and layout di some school buildiligs',

thatmake this no simplelask.v litigation, however, y result in court orders that leave ''''
i v

little choice for pullic school systems. ,
el

'Aside from the obvious structural problems of accommodating students with .phyisli- vi

cal impairients inigeneral education, more'subtle difficulties mayarise for excep-

tional chiidreh whose problems are not physical. 4r example, some children'with
I

d
emotional impairments may have difficulty hi a school without interior walls... The

size of some classrooms as compared to the number4Ofstudents may hinder a very dis-

'tractable child, who needs a quiet, isolated work area. S6me buildings do not have.
..-s. 1, ..4

a4tTree space for'children who need an area for work.4n motor skill areas. In

odt
short, many buildings are pot now condycive to the successful integration,of special

.., . .1,

students.

"14

4. ,.
. The National Education' A oci ib.g0-an%.,The American Federation of Teachers have

.

both adopted resolutions concern ng the mainstreaming of spec al students.

a RESO D, that the AFT-suppore,and encourage the concept of main-
, Stre 1.11g for handicappecchildren, both moderate and severe, to the-

.
.:

degr e recoimendedtiy the psychologist, special education' teacher, '
'Y',ad nitiatc.r, an classroom teachers, and be it further

.

.;

.

ft OLVED, that the AFT,encour.be local unions 07 work aetively to .

.. _

pmotelegislation,to gain federol'funding of special education pro-, . ..

ams'toprovide mainstream settings; to train additional special
catiqm personnel;.to provide necessary survortive.services.for ..

''s h malwreaming programs, and be it furv.ther
al -

/ r
':

.. 4 . ,. i

P , 4'. . .
s I

10,. R SDI:VED7 that in the anplementation of the mainstreaming program,

. i, coll'ictive bargaining agreements entered intobyrlOcal unions
ir

in-
0

.'

,

. crude adequate provisions (Or viable class size and prbtection.

, r s '1.

; !..-. against the difainution.o0heir speCial oertiOicated or liceites
.of both Ahe sPecial education, and regOareducailomteachers af-

.
fectediby'the program. (American Federation of Teachers, 1975'
Convention Resplytiods, 1975)... , .

e
.

..t
. . .,i. .... .,

V Pr

0
eisisonal 4ffiliates

s.

-

. s 0
.

; -
. ..

' The 44ALwill support themainstreamihg of handicapped siudenp only whenthe following
'' /

.i. condit%ns are met; . . .
.

.

. * . s
.4,

.
.

a. 1* provides a favorable learnkng experience bdth for hadicaledS.'
and for regular students. .

.

.

. .

*
-r f

b: Regalar'ani special teachers and administoaldrs share equally in 14' 1.

pladning and implementation. .
o

4
..

v.. - .
. .

.........v... - ,.f..
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s

c. Regular.and special teachers are prepared for these roles.
. ..

-.
. ,....

. -

0. Appropriate instructional materials, supRortive services,

. . and pupil persOnnel services are provided for the teacher

. and the handicapped students. _

e, Modificatlenvare made in class size, scheduling,; and cerl-i-
culum desigmto Accommodate the shifting demands that main-

4 r
.streaming creates.

%Pi !
...4 1 .

f. There is a systematic evaluation and reporting of prograM
dave.lqpments. . ° .

°A # -
.

.'
.

. . . .

.g. Adequate additionalJunding and resources are provided for
mainstreaming and-used-exclupvely for that purpose. .

. (Natjonal Education AssociptiorifiRetolUtions New Business, LI,
Other hctiops, 1975) t ,

.
. . .

.

Thut, the AO actively supports mainstreaming while the NEA will support min-
.

streaming only when some very specific conditions are met. Some of these conditions

cP410.Impedepainstreaming efforts. for example, bow will the issue of viable class

site be psolved in specific situations when one or more special students are to pe-
, .,.

..

e'

..come:p nt of a classroom?. Who will decide if and when and4ahich tebchers are,pre-
N. , N C.

Oared for the newrotes? How simple .h. task is irdification.of schedules Snd curri-
.1".....

cuiZtmi How will additional 'funeing and.resources be obtained in school systems fac-
.

-. ing budgel.cia'bleks? : . ....

._
. ,

_ . ,:Further, an.expminatiori.ofdsome local schools' contract provisions may illus-
.

- . .., (

tr40:thet, in,Practice,bargaiping unit's may directly oppose{ education of fpe-_, . .

_ ciakstirdehts in regular, clisse§. The following IsolatedrovisiOns from specific

contracts _in force in distriCa4,1h Mi.chigan's Wayne, JUklind, and Macomb counties, in
_ _ --. - ___. .

r r 1:911, .indf-cdte that their- - implementation would certainly limit mainstreaming that
:tt,p-- . ..

particular district: N '-.. .
. . ."

. .

I'..

.. 4

_. -i;-TeStheiS may appeal cases in which they disag ee with the
--- retimmendaZion of, the specialists: . ..

V

..
.. ea4hsr3 ma9 not'fairly be expected, to assume the ongoing
respontlbility'for-ihe rote of warden -or custodian for pmo--
tlOnallY disturbed or physically handicappedor' mentally

-capped studentS:-..

-.
q ,

---Children diagnosed oridentified as ''handicapped are to be
removed from the reguldr classroom. (Sosnowsky and Coleman,

,

. 4

Sosnowsky and.

te4cting.teachers agains

_ contracts provided f

prqvislon for iheir

an (1971) found frequent and clear contract provisions-pro-
*

.

heviag. to put up with problem-behOkIr. Although several

refarral', removal, or punishment of-stidentS, only one made

le -entry

(

to regular'classes.. 4

. . .,-- t . fi states' mandatory special edutiliod laws,, such as Michigan, however, the

°-

.

.
contain

.

. -

_ prOblem is resolved thtough a provision slating-that no.contract may contain pro-
. ,-; 'r _ --

visions th#t would hinder.: full impleMentation of the Taw (R.A. 198, Hichigan) .

. - .

'4:
'a 7,
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Discussion

.Clearly,,successfully implementing a program to educate special students in reg-

tiOir classrooms will not be Simple. Much more is involved than be mere-placemenObf

A student In an integrated setting. 'Other'a.spects of the total education:3i system

- must change.

- .Current resistance to mainstreaming comes from the parts of the total systemnot
*.

'yet ready for an integrated special education program. Some educators openly admit

that they do not believe that exceptional children can or should be educated in regu-

lar clivrooms. But most oPthe resistance stems from long-held attitudest6ward
'0

ekceptionality in general or from pragmatiC problems-in the operation of an inte-
.

grated Program. .

.
.

Zand suggests. ways in which attitudes'cab.be changed. Perhaps very deliberate

eff its are necessary'to prepare all the children and ailulfl who will participate in
... ..

ma" streaming.
. .

,w Similarly, the resistanca.based on pragmatic, considerations must also be openly .

confronted. The specifics of this resistande imply the need for adaptations that

must concur with or precede mainstreaming. Not to -do so..400ms mainstreaming to fail- .

ure 0

*Successful mainstreaming has specific implications for the training of general

educators and special educators (see Bates & West). The training of administrators
. .

also will have to be altered. Public schdol sys

to mainstreaming to any.,degree must also be-will
.

make the- fort successful (se Cook 6 Morris).

settlemen of the conflict bhween teachers' and

tems thatoave committed themselves

ing to makettheichang necessary 'to

Further, mainstreaming calls for a

students' rights.

Approp late resolutions of these problems means large-scalereform in.both pub-

lic schools and higher education. Many needed changes, howemer, would be difficult .

to implement. In some instances,,perhaps large-tcale mainstreaming should be delayed.

while prep:Illations aremade that might telp to insure its success. The choice is not

whether to mainstream but is much more complex: who, how,ylen, where, and with what
4

preparation. If at least s.2%spespial students are,going to beequcated in regular

classes,4-there;muirt be attitudinal changes, structutai alterations, and, re- vamping of

much of the operation of publieschools and teacher and Administrative education: It

is veey likely that some Other interests will have to suffer if mainstreaming occurs,

which4vrill- be reflected ih both Emidgets and contract provisions. But there may be

sook beneficial resultsin turn, such as smaller class sizes. .

'A realistic view ormainsirehming recognizes the wide l/plications of this con-

cept, illustratecrby. 6! current sources of resistance. These cannot,be.ignored if

children ere to-benefit .from mainstreaming.

t
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CHAPTER 8
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4

0

Mainstreaming; Irg4ications for.Publio Schoolsf
. ,

-
Lynrie Cook & Sharon Morris

4

Iv fa
A

tiainstreamingods a controversial topic which has received considerable ttentton

from all sectors of the educatiOnaAmmunity.t.Zhe implications of mainstreaming

public schools ere of paramountpconCern because the beliefs, philosophies, ant issues

that various professional and interest groups advance must be put into practice with-

in die pub& school setting.

Obviously, .011 of mainsti-eaming 's ilicatiOns cannot be adequately addressed in

a paper of this length. But we will raise several critical issues and outline some

possible strategies for meeting the challenges of,mainstreaming in altering personal

attitudes; selecting service delivery models

changes and proVIding for staff development.

t ions made in this paper willbe useful to

in mainstriAng in the public schools.
4

i

Personal, titudes
,

Members of all rdle groups within the public school community may resist the

protpect of integrating handicapped students into the mainstream of education. For

various reasons, educatbrs, adminittratOrs, students, and parents associated with
. . - .

-:

both regular and special education programs may oppose mainstreaming exceptional stu-
1p

% dons. TheirWstance may be directed toward the alteration of educational ser-
f .

"vices,: the acceptance of exceptional jndividuals, or both. These,attjtudes must be-
.

- 4 .
c the /initial target mainstreamingof any effori. The, most carefully planned pro-

gr with extensive resources andsupports for teachers and students will Jail at its

inception'if participar4sharbor negative.attitudes. , ,

, determining,organizaiional and role

We hope tWat the COmments and observe-

e school personnel who will participate

O

Before a system attempt; to impleme9t a change of the magnitude of mainstream-.

ing, it should make every effort to develop attltudei in the participants which will

be conducive to the change. A public school that wishes to institute a mainstreaming.

, 4 .
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..
program should. recognize and alter, to whatever deWee possib le, resistant and re-

.

jecting attitudes ofi parents, educators, and students. Minimally, the persons who
a

arapart of a
,

mainstreaming Program must be aware of their own feelings and must be

committed to implehent the program and accept the students.

Several factors may contribute to negative atti.4es toward mainstreaming. Ef-

fective att itude change will begin with an assessment of the extent tOlwhich various

:factors affect attitudes in a specific situation,.and appropriate Change strategies
. .

will be. selected on the basis ofthe assessment,. Resistance toward mainstreaming is

. likely to reflect the lack of clarity`of the definition and intent of mainstreaming",

a societalfperspective of individualdiffer nces, and/or limited degrees ory6sonal

'knowledge, expefiece, or confidence regar g ones own performance in a situation

Which intefates handicapped and nonhanOica ed students.

Definition and Clarificalrion

i
Considerable confusion has developed about mainstreaming ai a result of itelack.

.

of consensus regarding its definition and the students it involves. To reduce re-

s" tan e to mainstreaming, it is essential to.provide a clear definition, and -to spa-

the type of students to be mainstreamed.
4

-TReliostmwidely accepted definition of mainstreaming is that which-the Council

for.Exceptional Children (CEC) Delegate Assembly adopted in April 1976.

Mainstreaming is a belief which involves auZational place-
.

ment procedure and provides far exceptional children, based on
the conviction that each child should beducated in the least ..
restriclive.environment'in which his educational and retated
needs can be satisfacterily'provided. This concept recognizes

. that exceptional childten,have a wide range of special educa-
tional needs, varying greatly Irr,Antensity and duration; that
theree a recognized continuum of educational settings which
may; at a given time, be appropriate for an individual child's
needs; that to the maximum extent appropriate, exceptional.chil-
d-ren shouldbe educated with non-exteptionai children; and that 7--
special classes, separate schooling, or Other,reeval of en ex-
ceptional child from education with non exceptional children
should occur only when the intensity of thechild's special
' education and -elated needs is Stich that they cannclebe.satis-
Jied iatan environment including non-exceptional children, even

. with the proviiion of supplmentary aids and services.

The following discussion is applicable to mild exceptionality, regardless of
A
specific labels. The students whose integration into the mainstream of education,is

considered here are those with mild, degreespf mental retardation. emotional .distur-

bance, learning disabilities, and auditory, visual, or, other physical impairments.

In our viewany school initiating a mainstreaming program must beglii by care-

fullyfully seiect,ing.and integrating those exceptional students who Kaye the greatest po-

tential, for succ &eding in the mainstream. The challenges that mainstreamingpresents
.

the public schools are multitudinous and require new cooperative efforts of everyone

involved. Until schools have _developed effective processes for mainstreaming and

-98.,
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have, become experienced with the successful integration of.mildly handicapped ifu-

dents, they cannot be expected to provide meaningful mainstream educational experi-

ences for more seriously handicapped students.

Other Sources of Resistant Attitudes

Despite the increasing proclamations of acceptance of individuality in our soci-

etyhere exists a long legacy of intolerance of individual dNitrences. Our hisio-

Xory is full of exampls of the types of differential treatment we have afforded irk

dividuals who differ in some way Trom the majority. We have cherished a "golden

mean" and relegated to a variety of undesirable circumstances those who do not meet

the criteria from our narrowly defined range of normalcy or. acceptability. Even cur-

sory attention to the recent histories of such diverse aspects of our culture as men-

tal health services and racial dasegrepatico provides abundant illustrations of our

. societal reaction to individual differences.'

irAnother factor thats.,4ndbubtedly contributes to the unaccepting attitude toward
.

exceptional children is the lack of knOwledge and experience most people have re-

garding handicapped individuals. It is not surprising that, in &system that iso-

lata s "different" people as
.

ours has done historically, those average indiliiduals who -

rema n in the mainstream have little exposure to or understanding of the segregated

group . The void these people experience in terms-of licowledge and experience is
e .4

quick] fltled with misconceptions and myths about t caules and effects of handl-
4

capping conditions. ,

4t--...

The stereotypes and miscon eptions held by e§ralbrs, parents, andtudents who

are associated with the general educatiral program must be dispelled if effective'

mainstreaming is to occur at any level. It is essential that the general educationa l

community be provided with information and experiences which help them to Understand

bettetahe various handicapping conditions,, They need also to be aware of the manner

and extent to which an exceptional child is affected by his condition and of the ef-

fect of hrs condition on others.
,04

Basic knowledge should be disseminated to members of the general educational

community at several different levels and through various methods. The initial goal '

of information dissemination should be to raid the consciousness of the general pub-
4

lic regarding the existence and needs. of handicapped people., Additiohal
je

knowledge,

more specific to the interests in excelitionalit4es of.their role groups, will also

Deed to be provided to parents,'educators, and students.

The media's role,in influencing public opinion has been recognized by0 number

of organizations representihg.the handicappe0. Tremendous strides are being made by

these organizations to increase pulflic awareness and knowledge of the haddicapped

through media campaigns. Short television and radio public service Messages are pre-

. s'enting accurate information about handicapping conditions. Although the media con-

tinue to promots some stereotypes, increasing numbers of film and television industry

representatives are making significant contributions to the nordelization of .

J
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exceptional it es by producing programs and scripts at realistically portray the,

handicapped individual. Many of these tapes and filmi have been's° well written and

produced diet they are'commonly used by professional and parent groups for public

consciousness raising and educational purposes.

Materials designed to proulde special.infprMation to meet the interests of

particular role groups in handicapping onditiOns are also becomihg increasingly
,

available. In recent years, hundreds of books have been written to make parents,
.0 .06

teachers, and children more aware and understanding of the livei of the handicapped.

At least one series of children's books that addresses exceptionality is in pant.

The New Juvenile,Series on the Exceptional ChildPipublished by.Human Sciences Press,

provides relevant material forAadults and children to read and discuss together.

These and other books written specifically for children can be valuable resources for

teachers or parents who wish to prepare children to interact naturally with excep-

tional children. We have found local librarians to be especially helpful in suggest-
. .

ing appropriate materials for these purposes.

Teacher-training materials and programs have been developed to provide educators

with.the basic information and experiences deemed necessary to foster accepting

attitudes toward mainstreaming exceptional children. Many of the materials include

simulated exercises orhames which are designed to enable the participants to experi-

ence some of the feelings and kituations handicapped individuals f . In our own.'

:experience we have found these 'exercises to"be effective le making p6rintS' and non-,

handicapped students more sensitive to the conditions of being handicapped.
.

,Sensitive use of the types of materials and methods presented here should help
. -

to produce attitudes of acceptance and to facilitate better understanding of the

hapdicapped persons. The methods and materials are appropriate for use in teacher-.

training programs, PTA meetings, community groups, and classroom sessions.

Another factor that strongly influences attitude's toward mainstreaming is the

fear of many people of the possibility of failure in a mainstreaming program. School

staff, aware of their limited training for their new'roies, may feel that they do not

have the skills necessary to contribute to the eff4tive mainstreaming of exceptional

Children. ,Special'eduCation students and their parents may have memories of hurtful

experiences with the regular edUcational system and fear that the failures that the

special students experienced before will be repeated.

These fearful attitudes arerearistic; they are based on the realities of the

current educational system. It is highly unlikely that such attitudes can ba signi-

ficantly altered in the absence of an effective mainstreaming program. It is only

through'successful experiences with mainstreaming that students, staff, and, parents

can learn to trust and lbelieve that they will benefit from a system that integrates

handicipped.children into mainstream education.. Consequently, the alteration of

these attli'udesiecomis a process to be accomplished in Conjunction with a well-

;1:.:

planned and implemented mainstreaming program.
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Mainstreaming Models
.

The critical exposu're special education services receivedves a result of Dunn's
. .

1968) analysis, recent litigative action, and legislative thanges have stimulate4

the development of a variety of organizational plans for delivering servicesto the

handicapped. The nuiePOus, proposed alternative systems reflect the Oistrepancies in
.

the philosophies and pbsitions. of professionals regarding )the pro4ision of varyingt

degrees of regulaf educational services to students with varying degrees of excep-
. . J

tionality. Some groups of professionals continue'to support the tradftion'al,system- ."---9
. . .

- - .

of, educating most exceptional students i ial classes. At the other extrem'are ''

those who advocate regular class placemen moderately as well.as mildly

(Gearhear & Weishahn, 1976).

It is not the_purpose of th2j-paper ft debate phi 11/44,2tIzical arguments,or effi-

cacy studies. Rather, this discussion is limited ta-considering some of the models

that have evolved for_serving mildly handicapped students in regular classrooms. In

keeping with the positions espoused by a number of prominent figures in the field,

we advocate an organizational plan thot provides a continuum of alternative service

options (Oeno, 1970; Gearheart & Weishahn, 1976; Reynolds, 1972).

Flexibility, variation, and a wide range o( service options are essential to

. meet'xhe unique needs of students to be served. Traditionally, students have been

expected toadapt to school programs and to find. ways of meeting their,sindividual
*

needs in a system developed for average' members of the group. Increasingly, demands.

are being.made that schools become responsiOe td. the needs of theix_.Students and of-
.

0.

-fer programs and services that will meet student needs rather'than organizational
1

convenience. .

.

...k,
4 .

Gearheart and Weishahn (1976) proposed a continuum of'services to provide all
0 .

the services which a student might need tIviouillout his educational experience. They

suggested that "a program continuum Vao4ides 0 full spectrum orservices that may be .

. . ,
. , 0

tailored to the inavidual needs of each student, at any given time during his educe-
,

. . ,

stional career." ; ,.. ( .4

The Gearheart and Weis hahn continuum of alternailme educational services for

handicapped students MT. 1) is included here for two primary reasons. (a) Their
044. .4

continuum seems representative of other's in terms of the.range andtypes of services.

included. (b) h., 'ke illustrations.of other continuua, their diagrammatic repre-
,

sentat nclu the dimension of teanher responsibility that'ip a critical factor
a

-
.

insteepming. L , .
i

. _. .

l

In the Gearheart and Weisliahn continuum, as in, other continua,'individual need
. 6 0/

of handicapped stvdents can be met by services ranging from unassisted regUlirslass

04, placement to exclusivelytpeckal education services. Inithrs sqlema,tthe first six
. . .

plans Mustfate the types of services that will be offered in mainstreaming progrihe Or

in m

.
.

for speclaytudents. /Plans 7, 8, and 9 are desrgned to provide intensive special-
. .

.

education programing fdr Severely or multiply impiired students. The firpOix-pl
. ye .

I . V
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*

.

...of the continuum are of interest here; ,
...

. , 4

40 \ Plans L and.2 of the continuum of services ire highly similar. The special stu- .

dent has a fuli-time placement ip the regular Oasscplibm and receives no direct ser-
.1.

. .,
vice

k
from the special education teacher. This d'esigfi in, much like Lilly's (1971)

training -based model; resporAlbil.ity for astuderit's program lies with the regular

.classroom teacher,And the special educator's role is to provide support and material...,

/-1 resources to theYregular ciaSsroom teacher. Similarly, the fail-save modelpropoed

by Adamson and VanEiten 0974 provides for at least 10 weeks of regular classroom

placement for the pupil with special education support for the teacher before any al-
.

ternative pVacem#nts are sought. -
/ 90 .

a. A

2

4i.

Re&s.lr,r elus
;No xglstance

needcgly

Iket:: crass and
consuhiw assist.
asset f:Ont special
education

licgalar class. and
":43Sult3tiort plus
spfelal
from special edu-
cation

itesular crass and
itinerant teacher
settee from special
education s)

Rosular da4t leacberr-primary reponsality

fteguinr class and
.reinstsee ronm re-
source wattles. v.:.
vice from special
education

I .
Consultant, itinerant, resonree mom,

` special %ducat:on leacher roponsibility .

5 6 . 7 9 .

egular cias1
thall..(nre)
and special
class 04-

Special class :n
regular school

Integra..
lion for at
least some
child ma

Spy cial as s.. Ho.Pstzl or
separate sp.>. honiebugt.: . hoarding
cial dsy school service school.

I.

Specialclass tcaege.--pr scary r,punsIbi ity

MOI1111710 M

Xo eaucationalpro:
rigitrg (This "no.
service" condition
is rapidly disappear.
its owing to recent
court decision t.)

,*Regular class teacher may (1) assist homehound/6ospital teacliet, (2)' each

the child through telephone hookup or.electropic equipment,"(3) not be in-

voYvedat all. If child is taught by regulan.cLiss teacher through elec-
.

trical-elictronic mode", direct and indirect service may be'provided by,

..special educatiOn.
. ,

Fig. 1. A continuum of alternative educational prpvi.Sebns for heedifapped

Oildrea.l. Source: 'B. R. Gearhear% & Weilhein. -The handicapped

child in the regular'classrwm. St. Louis: Mosby: 1976.' Reproduced with

permission of the authors and the publisher.

Prens.3 and 4 have a high degree Of internal: consistency. In both, the hqndi-
. .

cappfd student is the primary 'responsibility of the regular class teacher; he receives

the majority a iinstruction.in the regular class and he receives some direct speciil

g*4
"""
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.

/education services.. inflioth plans the special teacher provides ddirect in-.
/

. 1
I

structional services to'the handicapped student on a regularly scheduled basis,'In an
.

.

1

area outside of the re ular classroom through individual or small-group instruction.,

Alternatively, the stu ent may receive instruction from special education_. personnel in
. ,
the regular cia?sroom. hrough individuali/e zed.tuiOring or vrith.a groyp of tegu4ii ,

4:clailfoom peers who have similar needs. TI degree and type of service are determined
. . .....

4 -

by the need% of the 4ydent. ..1-le major differences,in the two plans, according to,

Gearheart and Weishaln, lie )n.the variations!of roles perfoimed by special education

personnel and the fr#quency of the services they provide. Plan 3fris an itinerant- !

1

teacher plan which ifs
i generally adopted in situations inwhich the full-time services

,- >
of resource persqn41 cannot be justified; such,kerviscss are general 1y--avaMalile two--

Or thieiiiMes a weik. Plan 4 11 a 'resource r6ain Model-that differs o(zi iheitiner-'

ant teacher plan i that the student proba.bly.receives services daily. I- .

i

. -

p Because the. two plans are $o nearly.ideniical, they are considered here as ---

- - .--' -' -

..

sentin4(rdiource teacher plans'. Despipithe differentiation 0earheirt and Weishahn i

.
, .. C

drew on the grou nds of school-based cm: itinerant status, many aspects of tha.special

educatIL roles in Plans 3 and 4 are the same; in both, s e ducators are re-

sources for the mainstreamed studeneand the egula-r classroom teacher. A
1

...-

wi Perhaps a more impor nt distincti n should 6e Made on the basis of.theemouni

/ .

d'rect'service the resou ce pers'- el provide students and
.

the amount 2f supportive

ndconsultative seriei e provide regular ciassrooM teachers. ,When resource
?

./ teacher models are ca
. ..

led on in applied eitings,.contiderable variations occur in

/ the ratioorseryii s provided instructionaM staff to services afforded students 1

.
. I.

I e

r

(Chaffin., 19141. !* /

Many
/inainst eaming models are compatible with the concept of shared staff re-. .

/ ./ .
A sponst lirity 17, Plans 3 and 4. The diagnostic prescriptive teacher-model put fort

..

by P outy and McGarry (197l)'is one example: 'tn their model% the resource parson

diagrfstic-p escriptive teacher, observes'the referred student in his regular cla
; , ,

\s room, conf rs with the r erring,teacher, and conducts diagnostic teaching session

with the tudent to del mine the most appropriate materials and strategies for hi
x.._ . .

y'; needs, The idiagnosti preicriptive teacher then prepares a educational prescript
.

on,

discusses nd modifi s thiplaa with'the referring teacher, an condUcts demonstri
.. ,

trons. of aspects o the prescription within the context of th referring teacher'
.' /
ciassr Ah The d: gnostic-prescriptive teacher continues to-offer instructiodal sup-

.

port.and demonst ation teaching to.the classroom teacher Until both feel thbt.the
. . ,

studtrotss succe sfuP,progress warrants Oasing the .case.

Variati e of the diagnostic prescriptive teaching.model operate on similar pre,

raises and ar included in the generic resource teacher Model. As-Chaffin found

(1974),- the/way the resource' teacher model' functions "vgries from building to baild-.,

ing depending upon th'e administrationhof the building, the needs and attitudes.of the *

regular classroom teachers,.and the nature -of the 'school population" (p: 7).
/ e

'./ ..

, -103-
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In Plans 5 and 6 of th4 Gearbeart and Weishahn continuum, the amouneof time a

student spends in the regular classroom depends upon his indimidual level of readiness

and ability to benefit, from such placement. Plan 5 is somewhat similar-to theire-

sdurcesteacher plan insofar as both the special education teacher and the requjar

classrodm teac her are responsible for the exceptional student's educational program. .

The primary differences betwee resource teacher plan and this cooRerative plan

'are that the specfal class is th ituae ' home room and the.amou6t of time he

lespends in the mainstream vari according to at the teachers believe will profit .

.

him. As fig. 1 suggests, under this plan some h diaupped students may spend as much

as half of their school day in the mainstream. It to this plan that educators
s

a probably refer when they claim to have been "mainstrea ng for years." __max._ __.
_ ....

Mildly handicapped st4ents participating in 31.an,6 >,e probably not being main-
__ -

streamed. Plan 6 describes the traditional self - contained cial eddcation class in

a regular classroom setting. The student's educational progra is primarily, if not
>

entirely, conducted Fn the special education class-, and he has ve little interac-

tion with the educational mainstream. This plan is included here be use in ane

cases it allo:s handicapped stude- nts to begin to enteethe mainstream. udents in

self-contar4d classes are'likely to attend school fide functions and, in some cases,

they may, begin the proCess for progressive inclusion, in vocational and physical edu-
f

cation. classes in the general education program. This strategy may be the most suc-

cessful ale ''.to employ when considering the mainstreaming of a mildly handicapped

student who has been segregated in special education for a long period of time. It
41

ellowt'bim gradually to. learn how to succeed in the mainstream without removing the
....

security and familiarity of his special education environment.

Inservice Training

There is no.question that providing valuable learning experiences for mild

handicapped stddencs in the mainstream of general education requires the, exte siVe

retraining 41 members of the educational, professions. Regardless of these ice de-

livery model adopted, mainstreaming necessitates that educators in variou role's.dern-
an

onstrate'different,if not new-levels of skills.
. .

' The plans which heve Been develo4d to prepare inservice educator, to metstream

exceptionar.students successfully. .vary according to the type and exypni of the train-
..

ing they 'advocate as well as the(processes through which the propo ed professional

"training iito.he delivered...

The pegfe5Sinnal development -of regular education teachers

implementation oY mainstreaming that it has become a focal pia tprmsny models of

delivering serWr4es tTio) handicapped students (Christie,Main le, andeurdett, 1975;__,

J.iity, 1971; MelAgfer, 1971; and Shaw and Shaw; 1971). Th 'retraining ,of special

edikafibn teacherS and adminrstraters to enable them to-m =et the challenges of_their

newrroles is ih emibl!y critical issue. Specialized tra ning forstipportIve and sup-

:elementary personnel has not, however, received so muc coriaideration. ,'dome plans

.

, .

is so critical to the



1

include administrators and special educators in the training experiences that are,ro-

vided for regular educators.(Crickson, 1970; others outline sp
4

tq their professional growth needs (Christie, McKenzie, 6

1971; Prouty & McGarry, 1971). To a largi exte:t_:...,eve

members of these critical role groups is
__---- . a

TRAINING REGULAR CLASSRO' AOIEF5 THROUGH SPECIA1, EDUCATION

CONSULTATION

JX,OtanS to attend

t, 1975; Meisgerer,

, the training offered to

There is 9 .ertf consensus that specil) educators.shoutd play a role in provid-

ing inserwce raining experiences to regular educators. To varying degrees, most
,'

,...

1 ' 4writes the subject agree that, through consultation, special education teach..
-to the repularclassrooM teacher'eskills in ttaching exceptioht al stur

-
.

, \

, lfi someolode

professional%grow

1975; Lilly, 1971

direct service to

classroom teacher

lsy specie) education consultation is entirely oriented toward the

th of tegulat classroom teachers (Christie, McKenzie, 6 Burdett,

; Shaw t Shaw, 1971). The oklcial education consultant provides no

students unless that service,has concrete training utility.fOr the '

The mainstreamed student remains in the regular ,classroom thrOugh-
.

out the 'day with the classroom teacher assuming responsibility for his instructional

programand management. The consultant may guide the teacher through such preiessas'

as 4iagnotis, educatibnal planning, behavfor analysis, remedial instruction, and.

evaluation. 'The ultimate goal pf this type 4f cogsultation is "the enhancing of .

Classroom teachers' skills to the point that problem situations in the classroom "can..

4 be,handled adequately by the` individual teacher without resorting to complex(or even

4 .simple)*networks of outside support service" (Lilly, 19b1, p. 746). t

In other models, special education is meant to operate as a supportive an4rsup,7
. ,

plemental service as well as a vehicle for retraining teachers (Adamson & OnEtten,

'1972; Chaffin, 1974; Meisgeier, 1971; and Prouty & McGarry, 1971). 'Although ihele

plans support the premise that the_skill levels of general educators voi)1 be.increased

through consultation, they provide more diagnostic and prescriptive assistance to
.

the

teacher. The speciareducationcontultanI4is generally responsible for securfhg eval-T

uative data on a refered'student, completing diagnostic procedures, and ;
praparing an,

educational plan in conjunction with the classroom teacher and other possible team'

members. Through consultation, observation ind feedback, and/or demonstratipnithe

consultant assists the classroom teacher to implement the educational
r

plan effective-

ly, thus contributing to the teacher's skill development. ss

STAFF DEVELOPMENT CENTERS-

---P-rbfessrcmal development centers have been proposed as a means of proidding

specialeducation skill development piograms for 1nservice educators. MeisAir

1971, 074) described aoompriberriive plan in HOtolto, Texas, for the distielCiwide
.

retraining of instructional and supportive personnel through a professional

O

4
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. devejopment center. The plan called for the rotation of.teams of educators through

the center's training program where they learned to ute specialized methods and ma-

terials. During the training sequence at the center, the trainee received 5 days Of

systematic, modular inst;iction,i.4 days of, classroomconsultation with the training

staff, and 3 days of instruction in.additional content. At the completion of the

training sequence, each teacher established clayoom opeiatiOns that "will be pro-

viding their school faculties with the instructional models necessary for.the success

of the handicapped child in the mairnpAream" (Meisgeier. 1971. p. 10). Long-range

goals for the retraining effort aimed atmycling every teacher in the district through

the-Anter.

In a similar vein, several Regional Special Education instruction,' Materials

Centers (SEIMCs) have cooperatedwith other agencies in offering' an institute appr9ach

9 inservice.training in special education skills Ilrickson, 1971). The differences
,

between the SEIMCs institute plan and a district-letyel staff-development-center ap-

proach appear to be based on the sizes of the geographic regions they serve. The

SEIMCs cooperate with agencies within state and regional.areasio provide training to

instructional teams for school districts. Possible composition Of a district's Team

might be an administrator, consultant, or supervisor; two regular class teicheils;

special education teacher; and two aides. The teams are then expected, with assist-

ance from agencies cooperating with the SElks, to serve as Ostructiomal Models and
. .

possibly to provide, similar training to other personnel in the district.

4
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CHAPTER 9

The Ir1l lipations Maingtreaming for Nonwhite Children

:

0,-

Janet
.

C ldren in special education vary physically, psycholo9jcally, and/or
.

academi-
.

cally"from so lety's 'norm." In addition to these differences, exceptional non-white

children %far socially and culturally from white children, handicapped or normal..
- .
'If, as Bir h (1974) stated, "mainstreaming is providing high-quality special eduml-

tIon,to ceptional children while they remain in regular classes for as much of the

. diy, as ossible, then one must consider ethnic and cultural aspects when mainstreaT-

, ifig a onwhite child. .. e 1
. .

instreaming xan'become a force for the valuing of iridiidbal differences, a

poc4ss to foster acceptance' of varying physical, psychological, educational, and
A '

-

racial characteristics, and a futuristic. model to celebrate variance as a desirable.,

s

1

te. Mainstreaming can be likenvi to a tributary flouting Into a river: Same por-
t

ADIM are smooth and placid; others are swift and contain rapids,, protuberances, and

bstacles; and still others are sl, difficult passage is tenuous and uncertain, per-

haps impossible;--If the spectak educatLail tributary_ fi'evintualll_to flew into .the

.1

Teducatioral mainitrean, all barriers be
/

remOved.
.. a

4

Some critical factors that must be-examined for.their-implications forLnonwhite
I

. -

) special children'are; .;

/.,
. ,

,C. Staff Attitudes 4
6

6 . . .

B. PlA aceMent Pro4edures ..
.

C. Curriculum - k I aw
6. 4t-

st
.). i D. Preparation of Parents

e ' . .1, E. Preparation of Peers =

w
F. 'Prep.SratiOrt:of the Non-White-Spedial Child u ..

. . . _ 6
.

..G. ilImplementatiod Procedure
4 . l'

0

::
.

fen

or

. .

414
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Staff Attitudes

-.'Each'institution in_our society establishes *ts own policies and practices.

Historically, manof these policies and practices affect nonwhite people inequity -'

bly. Conlequently, it is imperative

white special Child haii a knowledge

it affects education, generally, and
A

all school persorinel, white or nonwh

the nonwhite, special child.

that staff who m4iii be involver) with the qgn-
.

end understanding of institutional racism, how

special education, specifically. Staff includes

ite, certified or noncertified, who interact with

'Mar questions ought to be asked when one inventories the possible existence of

racism in special education. Some of them are as foklows: f'

1.
.

Who aetirmiriek the criteria th'it define the diagnostic cate-
gories of special, education (Leaning Emo- .

wv tionally lmapired, gliJcatay Ment Ily Retarded, etc.)?

2. WhOse values determine the standards and practices'of special
education?

fr

3. Who controls the sources of funding for programs in special-

. educatian? .

.

Who.determines which children are placed into which scirols,
programs,or classes?

5m. Who maket decisions for hiring and /or firing school person,"
nAl, What criteria areeai

.

"White', middle classpeople" is the answer to gach of the qdestions, Although the

control does not happen through any intentional acts of the masieT of white people,

the results are the same. Many categories within special education are based. upon .

standards of behavior and achievement that are most comm'on. and -familiar

people. 4, . .

,

Terry 0570) developed
.

a Personal Racism Matrix that Categorizes :racist and ?

antiracist behaviors. Hb suggested that the only effective way to confront insti-

tutional racism is'throughtehavior that isactively a'ntiral-st.
, .

. 1

,

ACTIVt,. PhSSIVL

fumy 1. 2.

RACIST
... 1:

'',

. .

ALIIII-

,

.

- --
- . 4

.

- ,. .4(

TheimplicationS foespeCial education' and for mainstreaming nonwhite ihildrin ar& -
, ..

.numerous. - t ..
.

.

.

.

jr. box One, Active Racist educators le relatively east to define; their atti-
.

tudes
,

are consistent with their actions Of behaviors. They verballyfacknowledbe sach
. . f

-. *3 i . ..
. . -

-J08 -I()
. .3



beliefs as the gehetic and biological infetiOrity of nonwhite sp ecial children. They

advOcate standardized intelligence testing asadequate and routine placement proce-

dures while they oppose the development of Culturally fair tests. They regard the

higher percentages of nonwhite children in special education classes as the natural

result of those children's disadvantages or deprived economic or social status. They

oppose'the mainstreaming of nonwhite children for all sorts of reasons that may bp-
.

par logical and reasonable but, in fact,

a bigots.

The Passive Racist educators, in 15O).;

Active rtacist, but they. act them ou.t in 'a

may pot overtly condone standardized intel

are racist. These people can 15edescribed

.

two, have beliefs similar to those"of the

subdued, passive manner. _Although they

ligence testing, they administer such "di-

agnostic" instruments to all chjtdreh., They would not object to categorizing a dis-

proportionate number of
,
nonwhite students as emotionalty impaired or educable men-

tally retarded. They miglit quietly seek employment in'districts where the main-
, streaming of nonwhite special children is infrequent. These people are followers or

conformists.

In box three, the Passive Antiracist educator beiieyes in justice for all chil-

dren, and in the worthiness of human belngs. This person may be upset by the racial

Injustices he /she sees and hears about in special education byt he will-not publicly

discuss such beliefs. TAis per:son is also a conformist, in the sente.that racist
.

issues are not confronted. It is important to note t two.hat boxes twand three make up .,

our national (professional) silent majority.,

Only box four, the Active Antiracist educator, talks to otherstabout the effects

of racism upon the mainstreaming movement. This person_AELLteluoints out that the
use old stereotypes while work kg with nonwhite special children and their parents,'

may indicate racism. This persoh actively seeks, new, culturally fair ways of diag-

nosing and,assessing children. The Active Anti-Racist educator forks on committees

and in' orgaeizations that are combating discrimination in special education place-

ment, curriculum, and staffing patterns.

In terms of actual effects, Terry's matrix might look like this:

.RACIST

ANTI-
RACIST

IVE

,.,,,>-.k.:1
ADVOCATf, hlki N

oxen one and foyr are the areas in ich people arewilling to take % h risk),

while and three are areas of siderable less risk, By risk is meant the
.. ..

,

possibility of encountering disapproval for one's beliefs or actions. Disapproval

car; take many forms, such as loss of employment, friendshi0i, money, promotions, or

-109-
.-1
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..

chairmanships..
3

Staff members need to,develop an awareness of their own prejudices or racist .

.vafues, as will'as of their stereotypical thinking. For example, do whi te teachers

recognize that their well-meaning. efforts to become color -blind and to view the non-

white special child like any other special child may be denying that'child an essen-

.tial part of what he/she is? In their conscientious desire to show &hers that the

.nonw6ite .special child can ledrmjust like others, (16 nonwhite educators consider,

realistically, the abilities or inabilities of each child? During staffings, can

4ohite professionals understand that the"attitudes and behaviors of some nonwhite par-
.

' ents indicate a lack of experience at su ch Meeting's rather than apatliy or, indiffer-

ence? 'Will the staff automatically expecl leis of nonwhite special students than of

white special 5,tudent3with the same ability? Will the'presence of special students

conjure up additional feelings of.pity, for example, because the Itudents are dis-
.

abled AND DlIck, Chicano, Maxiv'e American,' Asian, or the like? Mandatory inservice

experiencesdesignedIto heighten staff awareness of the effects of racism and to pro-
.

vide leadership training-to combat those effects should be available. IndivIduals

should know the difference between advocacy of the "melting pot" vs. "multicultural.

ism.P Each-must underitand the diEference between paternalism a,nd independence, be-

tween persdnal ownership` of a.prOb'lemrversus-blamihg the victim (Ryan,.1971).

Staffs alio must have the skilli necessary to achieve maximum communication
. .

flow between and among whites and nonwhites. They must have a commitment to under-.

standing the affective as will as cognitive implications of serving a nonwhite spe-

.
cial child's needs. Some very skilled stacf have pMeMum levels of expertise in a

given content area but are unable to assist the emotional adjuslment of a nonwhite

special child in a regular classroom setting. :Can we realistically and adequately

.determine who the appfopriate receNing staff should be, and wisely guide the non-
.

white special child into that placement?

Do the staff members desire to implement the mainstreaming concept 'successfully

or are theyfmerely putting up with a new .idea or policy statement? It is crucial

-that the staff regard the placement of a nonwhite special child .i a regular,qtass-

rimn as an asset rather than a

Placement Procedures

. ,

Numverous articles have been written About the disadvantages of standardized

intelligence and psychological tests for nonwhjte children. In her 1976 address VD.

the Michigan Council for Exceptional Children", Mercer 11970 referred to standardized

testing procedures as.being.cultdrally specific because they are standardized on and

aik'queStions about experiencei most fdrailia-r,Co white Middle=clasi.seuOnts'. Since

these instruments are most often used clinically to dete?mine a child's innate abili-
,,

ty, achievement, or psychological state, nonwhite children are at a deiided disa0van7

Stage.

Gdrinings 11972) offered some ,information about. sperAl well-known standardized

r 1D5



tests: . ,. i
.

'... .
.

,
..

--The WISC (Wechsler IntelligenceScale,for Children) was

2-
.

standardzed in 1950 on white' children.
.

*
-

.

. -

---The Stanford Binet, whenitt, was restandardized in 1960,
di.d not-take into account ethnic group differences:

.. . .
.

. ' --The'Marianne Frosttg Developmental Test was standardized
prior to t963 using white middle -class children from
Southern Olifoinia as subjects.

4

Mercer further remarked,

a

.
..

.
.. . .

Simply translating the content of a'tesr designed for persons
. socialized in one culture into the language of another cul-e"

turn does no.eradicatt the culturil differences.. Persons
.4

from.6ackgroundi other than-the culturein which the test
, was developed willaitqayshe penalized. It is difficult to

interpret the meaningi of IQs when this is the case. (1976)
1, e. e

Her eecommended*approach i, to assess children, using a pluralistic evaluation; ind

to compare and view each, individual within his/het own/sociocultural baikgrounid
.

t

(Mercer, 1972),,.

There are especially highly disproportionate numbers of nonwhite children in the,

categories Of emotionally impaired and educably mentally retarded; as can be seen in

compilation (Table 1) by the Office of Civil- Rights (OCR). Ole,reasOn that non -.
-f

il.

white children are placed, in special education in higher rprcentages -than would be * .

... , - .
..... .

expected, compared to their actual numbersin the totalpopulation, is inappropriate
. .

testing. Another reason is Ihappropriate teacher expectations. Educators determine.

"behavior problems," "disruptive behavici," or "mental retardation" largely on the

btsis of their own perceptions of acceptable and unaccepa
A.

llile behavior. This prat- *

. . .

tice is understandable. Nonwhite pupils are alv disadvant if. teachers (white ,

.6
.

.
.

. .

or nonwhite) have adopted gliddle-class lispies and norl,s. J st as.beauty exists in
- . . I :mg

f

. the.eye'of the beholder,. -so disruptive o'rzunacceptable behav Or,191ibelovi=normal

achieveMent, often exists in thq,eye ofthe edhsttor,. Although,there has.Seen much' P

discussion about the need for accurate, criteria when using terms suchas "culturally

deprived" and 1145cibilY disadvantaged,' tfiere has been little etal increased valuing
0

. of differendes or variances (Rhodes, r975). ,

Are special educators tryin,to "melt" children into the mainstream.much.id $.

.

many people would like ethnitally different groups to to assimilwa into de Ameri-
. . .

4

canjnelting pot? Is It pessiblito-view nonwhite special..children.as emotionallyt.
impaired. AND Asian, or as visually impdired AtiPNative-Americap? If placement pro- ..

....
cedures consider's!' aspects of the nonwhite special child, this'view 411 be accom-,

.
. . .

plished. . . .
..

., .

. . .....v. . ,..-t. I .ill

4

curriultim

When nonwhite:special children are mainstreamed, will they experience'a
.

.
. ...

, . .
.

3 -4' ,

111-' 119
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CITY

,

Table 1.

Participation of Black Students in'Ela Programs

for

25 Cities with a Priapic. Population ot'50,000 or more*

TOTAL BLACK BLACK PUBL/C PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL BLACKS ENROLLED PERCENTAGE OF EMR
_POPULATION SCHOQL ENROLLMENT PUBLIC SCHOOL..EUROLLMENT IN. EMR PROGRAMS .PROGRAM ENROLLMENT

4.

New York
Chicago
Detroit
Philadelphia .
Washington
Los Angeles
Baltimore
Houston
Cielieland -

Atlanta,
Memphis
Dallas
Newark
Indianapolis
Birmingham
Cincinnati
Oakland
Kansas Cjty

, milwauffee

Pittsburgh
Richmond
Boston
Columbus
San Francisco
Buffalo

. .

1,666,636
1,102,620
660,420

653,791
537,712
503,606
420,210.

316,551
287,841.
255,051-
242,513
210,238
207,458
1.34.320

126,388
125,070

124,710
112,005

10,040'
104.904'

104,766
104,707
99,627
94;078

44429

403,907
-.312;188

144.975
4,4,645

129,240
155,132
127,657
89,329

79,027
71,786
81,454
62,763

55,460
.37,963
31,680

35,940
37,819
34,677.
30,498-
28,979
30,015

31,963
31,201

lo '23,791

25,812

f

37%

58%
70%

.61%

46%
25%

7%
410%

57%
82%
68%
41%
72%

41%

62%

5.6%

31%
42%

73%

34W.
31%

..31%
43%

4'

to

. I

4,460

9;9)5

1,94718i

2,995
6,896

2,468
2,616

571
642

1,176

1,456'

531
1,408

659
397

1,172

574
940

46%
75%
83%
75%,
100X
56%
82%
61%
70%
90%
69%
56%
81%
62%

58%
84%

70%

50%
61%
85;
44%

43%
59%
64%

' .

41.

z

SOURCE: 1970 Census; OCR Special Education Analysis, 1973 Survey; ()tit Internal Directory, 1973 Survey
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i.

curriculum that

is multicurturan
'

Or
.

will they quickq leSrn, as their nonwhite.

regular classmates have, that the textbooks are predominantly focused upon the white

experience, and based upon white historicjl Atta.written,by white authOrs? It would.
. .

. .

be ideal if all children in the United!S, tates could learn from textbooks thSt deman-
.
strate respect for the cultural heritage,and abilities of all students.'" White and

.

6mAite students both suffer frail a "data deficit" (Williams,.1975) .

.. . , 166-,

Williams (1975) wrote that the identification of a. contribution to a society

(C), plus the perceived status or importance of the contribution (S),,,equals%elings

of worth (W), or, C+SoW. Nonwhite children seldom tee this concept appli, 'to non-

white pepple,:n-aither print or illustrations. The concept is not a regula part of

the total school curriculum. Children are led to believe that nonwhite imefica4.
.

contributed little, 4f anything, to the development of this country.

Another data deficit is that children seldom see illustrations of special chil-

dren in classroom materials. -How Many texts show students using wheelchairs, arti-
.

Jiclal limbs, eyepatches, hearing aids, or braces on the school playground? Few

texts offer stories about physically or

Some do, granted, but how many of those

person rather than the'glorified, fairy
.1

their handicaps? And,.more important fothis d(scuision, how many, if any, of

those special people are of varying ethnic backgrounds? Finally,,,are they portrayed

as people with digr4ty, in leadership roles, and possessing the more distinctive
.

physical traits of their respective ethnic groups (Williams. . 1975)?

children need pOsitive models to assist them to"dwielop positive self-concepts

mentally impaired children or their families

are about the typical, everyday, exceptional

tale -like. stories'of people who "rise above"

and feelings of importance and worth. it'is.crucial for ihe'rdgulair and speCial

child, white and onwhite., to have a wide range'of tures and abilities Auctioned . .-
. , ." .

in all school curricular materials. - -----......,

y .

.... . Preparation of Parents
y

It is important that parentOparticipate in the educational process.- How will

pe'rents of nonwhite children be prepared for the re-entry procedure?,vSeyeral years

ago, special and regular educators wire trying to convince nonwhite parents that

special clIss placement would,. benefit ',Mr child; now, a different approach is
. . :

, .

being attempted. Will parents fully understand the dynaMics involved, the reasons~
. .4, # 0 .. ;

for the Change of philosophy? Or 1.111 they, justifiably so, see the,entire process ,

as circular, one that removes their child from a regular-class setting only to re- .

miter hen/him;again at
..

a later date?,
-.--

...

..

i
.
. i

.

Federal and state lawilmandate the participation of parents in planning pro-

grams for, heir children:, Systematic and complete supportive services should be-
..

available for parents of children who are Mainstreame.i. Parel)ts will want to know,A

'onal informa ning U.S. consti-

tutional rights. for nonwhite children in public, schools should be available. Par,- -
, .

ents should bn infO6ed-about the process of filing4griavances if placement does not
. ,

S ,

109,f

.
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meet the needs of their children.

G

Many pirents, especially nonwhite, may need assistance colling with typical pro-
-

fessional meetings. They may need_additionariid-in clarifying lest *results. .Many-

-will require bilingual services from a district. Are there built-in professes by

which,nonwhlie parent$4.6n make theiyeelings and thoughts known?

Staffi must have realisticononraCist attitudes toward the issues.that quit be

considered in working with nonwhite parents. Approaches must go beyond stereotypic

ideas about nonwhite-family. life, yving conditions, and attitudes toward, work and

school.

f PreparaitAJon of'Peers
.

The success of failure of the entire mainstreaming.ventur4 depends mostly. upon

the atmosphere in the regular classrmW that will veceive the speciat child. The
.

placement of nonwhite Apeoisl.childrenwillobe'affected by the,attitudes of white
. i

children, who represent, the majoriti view. If white children are displeased, be
.

.

.

assured that white parents will protestthe movement toward mainstreaming, and it will
4.

(
. .

.

be doomed.
.

Children:in the regular classroom ram view the inclusion of a nonwhite'special

Child as an exciting, worthwhile adventure, one that is mutually binding, and one in

which they will be the recipient of as much, growth as the eniering.chiM They must

understand' why aopecidl chtldmay require extra assistance from them and/or their

teacher and others- They can be helped to*think'of experiences with the,child as

valuable.

. If any white children haye strong feelings'about nonwhite peers, they must be.

considered and thoroughly- discussed prior to the nonwhite special child's entry. Per-
.,

haps nonwhite regular students will have some feelings of resentment toward.a member

of their ethnitgroup who is viewed as either "more,specjalls or "more inferior" than

themselves. Whatever the thoughts and feelings Of the children in the regular class-

room, they must be'clealt with difectly,honest* and completely by teachers.

Regular educatiop children should'know the purposes and goals of mainstreaming.

They should be aware of'the attitudes necessary to make mainstreaming a worthwhile

alternative. They'may be further assisted
#

wound of special education, including the
4 ,,.

of the.mainitreaming Concept. Children in

by knowing some of the historical6back-

treatment of nonwhites and the beginnings/
O.

the regular classroom should have- the

opportunity to participate in' the decisign to include the non;qhite special child in

their room. They should have an understanding of the entering chiles, limitations in

terms of mental ability and/or physics) activity: Host important,' they should also

be aware of the various strengths possesied by the new student.

The process of preparing the regular classroom pupils should not b left to

chance or inference. Adequate time for'diecuesionof all children's thoughts and
V .

fe04ngs should be allowed. Peers should be as ready as possible for the arrival of -

the nonwhite specialch4ld. . 1

".
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Preparation of i iNonwhiti Special Education Child

The entering special thil must be as comfortable as he/she can be from the.very

beginning of the mainstreaming proceSs. It Is no different for the nonwhite Tel&

child. He/she should be, Apared for the realities of the regular-clastloom,/hich

includes an accurate idea df.the social and academic expectations..

If the nonwhite speeril child is reluctant to leave his/her,presient situation,

staff should assist the child in exprdsiing and resolving such feelings. Has the

child known only classroom groupings 04ith children who have similar impairments?

HaS the child ever been in a racially lotegrated setting? Are people paying atten,
.

tioNo the child's feelings about being placed in

VD the academic aspects:.of the move? Will special
t

develop some of the leadership potential :they were

a regular classroom, as well as

children be able to icont hoes to

encouraged to express in tiie

special class, or will they be expected to follow physlcaliy or psychologiea

their able peers? How does -the child feel about leaving a Nather.homogeneo

ing'and entering a heterogeneous grouping?
.

Is the child aware of some of the potential 'conflicts in the regular assroom
.

arising from h'is /her ethnic differences 'as well edutational dif erences?

Does the child demonstrate the ability to ask for needed help? is t0e chid experi-

encing undue pressure to succeed in this'new place? Does_the child have a. relation-
.

ship with'the present' teacher pnd peers that can be sustained during the transitions

if not longer?, For example, does the child understand the scheduling, if the place- .

ment is for, only' specific parts of each day? Has the nonwhite special been

involved in various in- tegral steps and decisioni along thp way, if at al! possible?

Will the child be'returning to a situation out of.which he/she was

ly

grou0-

r

special education in the first place?

, All these, and many'more, question/ warrant careful

optimum adjustment for the nonwhite% special child.

Implementation Pro endure

Will mainstreaming be written into the annal of special education as a pasSing
. -

fancy, an unrealistic ideal, or a panacea? Will aff be hurried and haiassed by

mandates, laws, deadlines, fi;ances, and guilt? 0 ideally, will profeisionals

refuse to execute a plan until all aspects of the n nwhite special child's placement

referfed

consideration insure

have been considered? Will attention be given to
.

t e child's nonwhite a4 well as

special eduiationat needs? -

ll

All staff, including the school psychologist, regular and special.t acheis and

administrators, social worker, school secretary, and cultoilians, must understand

their roles in the entire mainstreaming process, especially in. the cultural appre-

ciation process,forLthe nonwhite special child. All should follow a well thought

out, adeqUately planned and staffed procedure for' mplementing the regular clask

entry. Support systems, which are sensitive to racial, physical, and psychological'

/ .

1
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Nsues, should be de4eldped prior to mainstreaming any nonwhite child in the event

that conflicts and misunderstandings occur. - .

These procedures do not imply that staff should be motionless while considering-
.

the pros and cons of implementing- a given Olen for a child. It mear'iWat it takes
t

time to'determine the most appropriate procedure to follow. These.prbcedures should

provicie.as close to an-ideal environment as possible, for everyone involved.. It'

means being oriented to prevention as opposed to crisis.

Last, are the people and

not appropriate, the child wil

cause he ie the most vulnerabl

the environment ready?

1 ultimately suffer We

e. Special and regular

}f mainstreaming procedures are

most serioutioonsequencei be-

educators will be talking about

humane policies and ideas while acting inhumanely. One must rule out. the possibility

that mainstreaming will be unsuccessful because of poor attitudes, or lack of appro-

priate planning.

Mainstroming has the pdtentik for jncreasing peoplAs' tolerance for variance

in many areas. It can be as successful as its implementors allow. It can also be-.

cqme other-bindwagon, a panacea, accompanied by fresh but meaningless jargon, well-

1 meaning but ineffective staffs, and innovative but inappropriate Program44, The role

of an advocate for nonwhite children in the specibi educatioAal mainstyming process

will not be a simple one. But then, it never has,been.

3
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: CHAPTER' 1 .11

O

The Implications of Mainstreaming for Teacher Educition

A

Terry West' 6 Percy Bates

1/4..

4

°

/4

Wainstreanring chall nges:both regular and specral educator There is a chal- .

. lenge, in reformulating og training process 'but he greater ailenge resides in
. . -

mainstreaming's demand for the reappraisal of our valdes. 'it tests our identklies as,
...,,w

specialists, our ski' 11 as trainers, and it brings to. r al the

-
depth of.oul loncern

...q,41

for children. We y argue the propriety of placing e ceptional .children in re ol//4r .

A: -
classes; we may q estion-the desirability.ofi ollan9e or childern and their te er,s;

4 ,.

we may even. quib le" over territorial disputes betw en our disciplines. Yet must`
/ .. e, .

realize that in, aOcrisescihg to the persuasions a incentives that foster instream-

Ing, we have P6rfeited the luxury of forethobg . MainstreaMing is upo /us -not as

a prdpos'al Si' coniideration but as a daily r ality fcir children, en 6onal.and
- V

'normal all . _Folunately, most teacher ed cators are realists.

r".rliults in ineffective teac ers, end that the cost
.

' .1,/

is borne by children. Herein 1 es the motjvation ti, un

ur thesis in *th i s ,chaRter, 'is
.

of t a teacher-training wcees,'on

Iur of the educationalAOmmUnIty

tet have plagued specfal and ge ral education. We do not engage in the polemics of

n advocac9 vs. advej"iiry posieon, but neither do we "claim objectivity! ours is a

peo-, though tualifled'mainst earning posiIion. We perceive mainstreaming to be a

unifying force,,one which we rust special and general qducatas will consciously

_Mad 0 the benefit of all ildeen.
411

1,

Thy know that the

o ineffective

rstand mainstream-

t t Mainstreaming requires a reconceptualization

-based upon recogniion of the interactfyinna-

nd upon an end to the antagonisms and ailimosities

Heconciliat on_ 6f General and Special "Egfuciaton

The foUndations of

has been the separation

ivisrveness run deep; Ale status-quo in pu lic education

f variant and typical, children, special an classrooM
/.

'117- 113
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teachers, anti special and general teacher education. The premise a'the special':

class was
;

that two types of educationwere necessary because there wete two types of
. .

<4.(ldren--normal and abnormal. Although me cloak the assumption otabnormality" in

the garb of "exceptionality," we fool no one least of all children.:Having aysumed

that children were different and had different needs, it was'a small step to.the.
. 6 i

.separation.of general and special training programs. Society,is beginning to adopt. .1
.

:a moropen c*eption of human capaCities which recognizes the instrinsic value of
'

iSriability'mon individihcs and rejects thejoncept of the norm as an.ideal, and
- .

'deyiation from the orm as a deficiency.

I,.most institutions there is little or no connection between special and gen-

tral programs, In a few special AduCation departments. the philosophy iA that spe-
.

vial educbtors 'should have sae trainknd as general educators.. Whether or not spe-'

cial eduCators require general education trainipg, .gtnetral educator; have had no rea-

son for requiring special education,traininrbecause classroom teachers were not ex-
.

oected to teach exceptional children! .

The barrier between special and general education has been reinforced by the be

lief that their functions differ. Traditionally, the purpose of eduCaiion has been

view d from an ecoAomic perspective: Education prepares children and adults to fill

*)exi ring social slots that have economic utility. From the economic perspective,

t. education

spectives

competing

is vocational. training. 'Joyce (1p9 observed that there are other per -

but that the economic conception of man."forms the backdrop againdt which

alternatives vie for attention" (p, 112).

The bask goal e4

Sane special educators

valuable. However, asr

:..thiA line. of igument is mainly a rationalization which pro-
' Vides the legislator with "responsibfe" public justification

kir doing what he was sympathetically.inclined)to do anyway.

The economic orientation has little reldvance for special education. From its cost-.,

accounting, efficiency-in-productivity viewpoint, the economic return,for educating

special'education is she maximization of human potential.

have attempted to represent self - actualization as economically
.7 L

Den (1972).stared.

/

exceptiona) children hardly warrants the,. nvestment. This perspective is more appro/ 0
prjate for repairing defective machinery than for educating divergent children. Oro

(1972) argued that "education for,handicdpped individuals has been undertaken kir/ 1-..

. . 7
humanistic reasons...societillbest served by its investment in help for the handi-/

. -r-
' capped precisely b cam es its payoff is in humanitarian, not economic, conseque

/

(p: 2). s

It would appear on first examination thatthe philosophical underpinnings of.

special and general education are irresolvab dissimilar, but they are no, as ragki-

cally incompatible ifs some might onjectur Both programs draw upon lit rature.and

research in pedagogy, both teach basic concepts in hunian learning and de elopmeni,

both are concerned with teaching their students, to survive in the pubii, schools,

es",

40,
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and, most important, both train students"to teath.children.

Two frameworks are gradually replacing the economic ccoception:, humanistic and

competency-based teacher education. Both approaches are compatible with the basic

goals of special education.

The humani*tic pirspective is characterized as "..,a focus on the uniqueness and

dignity otbe individual (which) leads to an idiosyncratic conception of teaching

and learnipg....and an emphasis on empathetic, almott personal riliiionships between

equals" (Joyce, 1975, p. 139). Clearly, this approach is most congruent with special -.

education; Emphasil on the unique contribution of each individual to his/her train-
..

ing sett the tone for acceptance.of human diversity and awareness of individual

Tightsand res nsibilities."

The compete y-based orientation is also compatible with special education, de;

spite some notable.philosophical disagreements between this perskactive and the hu-

manistic one. 'The proponents of competency -based training believe that "...teaching

is not an intuitive art but is composed of discernible patterns of behavior the

dimensions of which canbe productively changed through training" (Joyce, 1975, p.

1.37). Compatibility with special education is less in terms ofVoals than methodolo-
.

gy. Task analysis, 901 speCification, and reinforcementalrod§ies are techniques

that have high applicability in manyareas:ot special education. 401;-

Teacher edudato its. tend to identify with one or, the. other of these'three camps.,

HoOrever, eclecticism is the reality in training prograMs. Programs rep novice

teacher; to 411 an economic role. The same programs are concerted with the'persoq-

il, interpersonal, and ityllitic as ectso6he teaching process and with methdbolo-

gical and'motivationel.techniques. T aiding is adlolistid enteTpriti because dal-
:

dren are'holistic entities. General d special education programs strive to pre-
...

pare competent and humane and employable.graduates.

Another.point of compatibility between special and. general education is indiviI

dualizationv'Special education, with its necessary emphasis on individual

s'ences, broad heterogeneity of performance acron the various diiability areas, and

relatively smell gjLs sizes, hai operated.tn a predominantly individualized mode_

from it,s Inception. "GeneTirairatfen-hes_larger'class sizes_and more' homogeneous

'- performance levels, and has traditionally found methods based on grpup processes to

be most efficient. Educators have been aware for at feast 50 years bfAhe psycholo-

gloal literature that supports individualization. The problem has beer; not disagree-

ment with the"value orindividualizatliari but the feasibility of implementing indivi-

. dualized in lange..group settings. Accordiqg to Eash (1975),Jechnology cur-
.

rently sts to resolve this problem_
.

The educational literature is strewn with plans that were
developed on a small scate.but were not ablit'to be general7:
izod to mass eddaTion.- 'Only- in the last decade has,i-esearch
and development prodqced Sufficient technology to bring in-
dividualized tristructionAnto the realm of Obssibility for

.'large numbers of stuaents and for total. schoO'systems: (p. 1)

lf
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Now that the technology exists,- there is a pronounced movement toward the
... . 4 . 0.... . .

- development and aeoption of incOidualized.instruction in general education. In a
. J ' .

., .o , ,.

recent publication of the-National Society for the Study of Education that reviewed'

A
,

developments' in individualization, it was'- found that some of the urrent'efforts, in

. this aree "appear to rise above fadkVm" (Talmage; 1975, p. viii). These develop-

ments hold forth the promise of a day when every child, whether exceptional or not,
. .

cen.have ar;)Individually tailored curriculum fOcusing_on his idiosyncratic needs:
t

.

As'a solciety, weare beginning tolrecognize that human diversity andvartabi,lity

is an asset, not a liabi4jty. In a world in which. .change is the order of the day,

pny organization composed of a homogeneous cluster of conformists must surely have 'a.
lower probability of having the resources to meet new challenges as, they arise. ;This

trend toward valuing diversity reinforces the.inclusion of variantAhildren in regu-

lar classrooms. it also entourages 'the devel6pment of more open Models of education.

Gere'ral and special educators-are both,expiliing the open education option. knobleck

(1979), for example, advocated this perspectivein the education of emotionally dis-

turbed
,

childrem,' "Open education speaks to the basic humanity in everyone.,.. It rec-

ognizes tlie groich potential residing in each person as he moves toward his,goal of

self-realization" (p. 53). 'The mutual exploration of open education, offers another

point of commonal4ty in the new relation betwgpw special and general education.
.

Training is n'at an activity that takes place onl -y iv a universy Teacher

eduCation is'inextricably bound to the public-schools. Each year, approximately. 10

percent oUtheination.'s teachers participate in the training of pre-service a$bers.

Field experiences constitute one-third of a student's.professional training.

,..every imvesligition of the preservice education ofieactiers
indicated that the single most powerful intervention in a,

. teacher's professional preparation is the studentteaching

,
The public schoolsand theix adjunct teachee'educationfacu7
ty are central to the process of educating -teachers today.even
though they are typically related only tangentially in an.or-

'. ganizational sense. (Clark S Marker, 1975, pp. 62,,64)

Although thpublic schools have'been willing to cooperate with, training programs

thus far, all too often teacher training is art enterprise only marginal 6, connected
;

-

td the schools. 'The student teaching program is generally a low-cost expedient

spructional effort"..(Clerk 6 Mark.er.-1975. P- 62).

06e manifestation of the lack of concern is in tire, supervision -of practicat%
,

Supervisirirrls typically assigned C04,universIty fatty member who then serves as

a supervisor'not to the pre-service trainee, but to an,..advanced degret student who is

himself learning about teacher educe

perceived by supervising teachers, t

Ceachirmsran activity performtd by t

ana the-final testbefOre certificat

tion, The'studens teaching experience is often

rainees, and trainers alike as terminal, pgactice

raineas as a demonstration of their competence,

ion. many supervising teachers bel eve that

training per - service individuals is part of theic,proffsgjonal respond ty.
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Certainly,
.

no teacher accepti students with'a view toward'the.tokenpayment training

programs offer, but many supervising teacherS.value tra-inees simply as "extra hinds"

available to assist them in the performance of their teaching duties.

Educators now recognize th2 immense training potential of e fielcf.expe'rience

for trainees, and they employ theAield-based approach to train' g. This approach.

involves teaching coursework conjoint1):"with ongoing field expeiiices. These
4

Courses 'frequently are taught at field sites and, sometimes, lnclu -parti. cipation

from pcfcticing professionals. ..
, A S .

The movement to mainstream exceptional children is supported the trends in

general and special education towara more open conception gf human potential and

recognition of the rights of all children to high-qualityeducation. Although prior

arrangements'Ola-hot require general' educators to teach exceptiona, rchifdren. main-
-4

shaming mandates that the educational needs of these children be met regardless of

tonvircienoe or cost. Compatibilities inphilosophical orientations, the trend toward

individualization for all children, mutual exploration of open education, and field-

based education and its implications for a revised relationship with the public ,

_schools are some of the many dimensidns that may serve as a common basis for a new

relation between general and sped 1 education training prbgrals.-

Education as an Iriteractive.To.tal System
40

-:Mainstreaming has profound lin licationi for teachei- educatl6n. Clarke (1971)

as remarked, ."Teaching is a complex a tivity and teacher eacation -is likely to be'even

more complex" (p. 120). Given the increase in complexity whiCh the movement holds

for rth% sciiools, it shouldncit be urprisingthat mainstreaming adds another dimen-

sion Of complexity to teacher prep. -ration.

Although.mainstreaming.riecssitates training students in special and general

educatioristo teach exceptional children, there reMain essential difierences the

roles for .51ich these students train: Classroom teachers serve the neebs of non-
.

-exceptional and exceptional children. :Consequently, they must be trained in-their

usual skills, knowledge, and attitudes and, additionally, in the competencies.teach-

ingatypical children require. We believe that mainstreaming requIres that.teachers

be provided with supportive services. Theyshould includethe asststance of arhelp-

-.-' 'hp teacher whose expertise continues to focus on exceptionality. On.the other hand,

helping teachers must be trained in both intervention and consultation skills. We
. -

. .

believedo not e that it ispossible to train special and general educators in the same

programs.; Distinct but cooperatively. functioning training sequences still will be
,

necessary. Both training programs now find themselves in the poOtion of developing
..

- all that dieY'd1d OrtViousW, plus new competencies for mainstreaming.. We believe .

. .

that mainstreaming will work to the advantage of exceptional children, nonexceptional

1°

children, and classroom teachers. Yet we recognize that it'adds complexity to an

already complex task. ill-tlittraining period could be extended over an additional

year; or if a significant poilion of the current prograwcoritent could be abandoned,

$ .
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t., 0..
then many Otoblems would be softtd. However, 'few. students would willingly') xtInd I"

. %.
ucators coulejustify. bandaiing

. . :.-
%. .".2 .

their training for an extra -year and feWer teacher t

h present4tontent.
. , ..

Another problem that.training programs inevitably confront is th.itipfdocating'
, .

. or developing,field sitesappropriate to P
0

aining needs. In some insiatiere, programs

maytbe located_in communities which bre not mainstreamed or, rf thEy cIim to be, are
.

-- ..

not providing the classroom teacher with` the supports we:berleve are essentiel.

);
. Limited resources, constraints on the lengill of. the training - the need.

.X...:f611''

. . . ,

to mairNiin current content, and the potential una*vilability 4approriat trains
.

ing sites, are factors which must be taken into consideration in revising aininb
. .

programs. On first examination, problems may appear impossible to.resoitie Fortul

nately, t potential Source of rcOution is implicit in the cdopera0on gfal0 uni-.

verdIty, the school system, and the community. P f *J
It is our"Observation,that the mostreievant view of mainstreaminb in the '

schools and of training for mainstreaming in the university Issas a 061 system oom-
'

ysed-of three pystems in a maximally cooperative relation.: thp.university, the % k
e ,

,, 4

schools, andthe community. Trippe (MI) commente
..... .. 0

.,,

i .

Training Ls necessary but not apart from the.requirements 0 t 4% ''
a

specific service programs. Training programs must often arIlphait

size whit is needed"to assume a particular praTessional fele. ,",

Specific service ppgrams often regui6kItighly unigue'skills
in particular areas for the service to be "effective., To achleve- 4
maximum results, both should be tied together. (p. 38) o', .iF. . .

4P.*
The concepiiort, of education as ,a total system regyires teaCiler4educators to .

i .
. .

.

abandon their myopic v)ew6of training programs as entities separate frpm the schools.
la

The total - system perspective envisions education as an emended unit eomposel.of

three interactive subsystems: .the university, the schpOl system, and the dOmmugity
a

I

(FigYre 1) Wheh the prior Fragmented world view is.replaced with this more useful

holistic one, it becomes apparent that changes in one sulisystem will:impact on'other

subsystems. Mainstreaming is Specifically an administrative arrangeMent-.1n thi

school system, but it affects the community and the university. Change has a ripple

effect on the .total system. The total system has the advantage of .0eAltp";044.to

rictus subsystems. If "no man is an islana"cgtIre Of.it-
!,o. ' %

uWize resources within

self," no human organ
. .

connection between universities, school systems, and communides. The teachei: suiAA

port system is another interface, one which we believe is necessary to-the sbecess of
-

mainstreamed children and their teachers. It is also a forum for.resodrce shar Ag

between schgols and training programi":'

n is an isoleteeither. There arealready min,p0ints of -

If the public

teachers, then the

so. We do not bel

without access to

I
1.,

..
...'

schools have not developed'a supportive
.

. syste0for clasiroom .
....

. .

.training programs have little option bjt to assist them indoing

.

J..-

ieve that training for mainstreaming can be adeguateqa2complisped
.

sitas that integrate exceptional
%

children into regular csse
'''

01,,:a
.
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i AA y4:. ...

Fig. 1. Three'interaCtiye subsystems: The university, the school system,
. . 1.

.,.!

and the community.
I .1,. 0

proceis that reguiras teacher support eystem to insure success.

In addition to thd crucial helping teacher/classroom teacher relationship, the
.

support system might include the following;

1. inservice training focused on exceptionality and the issues
of- mainstreaming.

_. ______.

O

2.. -Constiltatiorowlth experts botb inside and outsidg. the Systent.

3. Material centers. containing resources applicable to excep7
tional 'children in regular classes.

Adea.trading seminars .1n)wilfch Aelkhers and administrators
from other'schools..in fhe system can discdis'tnnovative

1.19
.1"; a '

.
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approaches used-in their schools.

5. Visitations to other school systems which are mainstreaming
.exceptional children.

6. Paraprofessiohal assistance when needed.

Altho.Ugh universities cannot be expectet assume the responsibility for-establishing

ateacher support syitem, their cooperation in designing and implementing such a sys-

Jam would undoubtedly 6e welcomed.
A

.

_Once a support system hat been developed, the university can continue to serve

as a resource to the schools. University faculty can-participate in inservice train-.

ing, serve as outside consultants to classftom.teachers and administrators, _review

and suggest relevant new materials, keep teachers aware of new techniques and inno-

vative approaches, make them awarCof exemplafy mainstreaming programs/at the state

and na*tionallevels, and assist ih theinsemiice preparation of paraprofessionals.

Faculty participation will help teathers to be more effective with all children.

For e*Pig, tite instructor in a methods course will have access to new materials and/V-

techniques which will/az:4e the interests'of classroom teachers, ,and an instructor

in a foundations course might be aware of a conceptual system which classroom teach-
--

eri would find valuable in understanding a particular problem.

Although university assistance to the public schools creates a new set of de-

mands on the already limited4resoueces of /raining programs, these services art more

than coMpensated for by the Public school's cooperation in teacher training.. The

cooperation becomes increasingly evident in planning programs to train teachers fide

mainstreaming.
.

The exchange of resources is not:a unidfrectional proposition. In addition to

training sites, the public schools have other'resources whith are valuable to traiw.

ing prdgrams. The schools, for.extmple, are staffed b.y prafticing professIOnals who

haVe a day-to-day familiarity With many problems that are discussed in ,training pro-
.

grams by individtiali, often, who have not4,interact °ed with schdOl-based problems for

years., Courses could be taught in the field with thepdticipatiOn of school pro-
.

liotssionaIsIN
k
Because mainstreaming necessitates a new relationship between clasiroom

And helping teachers, the samois daq assist the training prograis in arranging for

trainees to'observe and pdrlycipote in. their interactions. IA may also prove useful
.

to have trainees,work with helping teachers for part of their field experiences..
/.

The teacher support system is a source of training-related resources. Tire facet.
.

of the_Aethods;coursework whiAh Is devoted to. exceptionality' might be taught # n the
'

materiattenter where appli6tble materials could be demonstrated by responsiblerna-
,..

terial spaOalists. inservice training includes cessions conducted by school system

expOrts, other specialists.; and training-programfaculti. Some of these sessions may

be relevant to pre-service training. Particip.ition of preservice trainees in idea-

' 'trading seminars qoOld Provtde themCwith a comprehensive overview of innovations. in

the school, system,.. Haying preservice trainees accompany teachers on visits to other

-124-- Ur
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school systems also has training value, as do interactions with cqnsultant;s and

paraprofessionals. -

Both the university and the schools are hayiMg "to confront th4 issues of limited

resources and,the demands of mainstreaming. Both are concerned with the welfare of
.k .

the students they serve. Both are currently engaged in training at the pre-service

and inservice levels. Each -has resources which the other could profitably use. The

total system approach enables training programs and scliriols to accomplish objectives

which, woi.kiUg aioh,1they might not even dare to consider. "For training programs

the matter is no longer simply better integ.tation with the field for placements. It

is the,combiled role of the prattitiongrs and the university in professional trajn-

ing" IMOrsi,-Bruno, 6 ILrggn, 1971; p. 261). t

Maigstraaming adds another dimension of complexity to an already complex pro-.

cess. General education professional programs recognize the necessity, to train

teachers for mainstreaming but there are constraints on how the training is to be

accomplished: limited training periods, the'.need to maintain current content, and

.the availability of appropriate training sites. The fotil system view offers hope

for the resolution of these probieMs. Public schools possesi resources that are val-

uable to training ptOgrams and which they shout(' willingly share to themutUal bene-

fit of.the schools and the adversity. The most important of these resources is the

teacher support system implicit in mainstreaming. if such a system does not exist,

. then the university has'a responsibility to assist in its development. Afit,does

exist, then the university's responsibility extends to helping,to maintain a quality -

system. By cooperatively assisting each other the schools will be enabled to main-
.

stream more successfully and ile.university wild have access to the resources., it

.needs for training.
,

Even if a mainstreamed public school syste is available and has the implied

support system, training ptograms have a large nyestment in insuring that& sys-

tem is operating well. We have remarked on th importance of prat/flea-experiences to

training. The greater the quality of the field experiences, the greater will be the

_quality of the training. Most importarit'a total system perspective helps keep

clgarly in mind that all of us iri the'educational community sire a common goal:

high-quality education for all Children.
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